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Abstract 
Prompted by technical issues that have arisen due to the widespread deployment of distributed 
intermittent renewable generators, rapidly rising peak demand and reductions in battery price, the 
use of Battery-Based Energy Storage Systems (BESS) in power networks is on the rise. While 
BESS has the potential to deliver technical benefits, the best possible sizing, location and usage 
govern the financial viability. Prevailing models of determining BESS size, location and charging 
patterns have treated them as independent problems and lack explicit dependence on factors such as 
load growth rate, PV penetration level, network size and structure. Furthermore, the existing 
literature does not provide any guidelines on possible interaction between network operators and 
retailers to employ batteries for a distribution network operator’s benefit. 
To bridge the existing research gaps, a generic approach to select appropriate sizing and siting of 
BESS for supporting both distribution utilities and customers is developed in this thesis. A method 
is established to model network upgrade deferral as a function of load growth rate, renewable 
generation penetration and peak shave fraction. This model is then used for the formulation of an 
optimisation problem which benefits from multi-period power flow analysis to co-optimise the size, 
location and dispatch scheduling of BESS for a pre-specified number of units to be deployed in a 
given distribution network. The proposed approach is implemented on a segment of the Australian 
medium voltage distribution network under multiple practical and potential future scenarios. 
Moreover, the developed methodology is utilised to obtain appropriate sizing and siting while 
controlling a BESS in the rest of the thesis.  
BESS are widely considered as a potential solution to counter the voltage regulation challenges 
arising due to solar Photovoltaic (PV) generation in low voltage distribution networks. Although the 
present approaches of using BESS are promising, the resulting voltage regulation performance and 
the prolongation of the lifetime of usually costly BESS units are heavily reliant on the underlying 
control algorithms. The existing BESS control approaches require frequent micro-cycles for voltage 
regulation and hence, put additional stress on BESS cycle-life. Furthermore, the vast majority of 
voltage regulation and storage management techniques in the literature lack the essential steps of 
experimental validation of their proposed approaches under realistic conditions. 
In this thesis, a new control method is proposed and practically validated to ensure smooth BESS 
operation amenable for prolonged BESS life without compromising the voltage regulation 
performance. The approach is based on the finite short-term forecast of PV generation to obtain 
forecast voltage trajectories. The forecast PV generation in conjunction with calculated feasible 
BESS charge-discharge trajectories is utilised to regulate voltage response over a finite time horizon 
that substantially reduces the charge-discharge cycling of BESS.  
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As the uptake of BESS for photovoltaic applications rises, their aggregated use for network voltage 
regulation is considered as an impending option. Therefore, a generic approach to coordinate 
distributed BESS of customers with a view to system voltage regulation through the help of a 
demand response aggregator is developed. The proposed control algorithms are practically validated 
by using a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) setup comprising of a Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) 
and a dSPACE controller board. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
During the past decades, electricity power systems have faced radical revolution with the 
worldwide uptake of renewable energy technologies. Solar Photovoltaics (PV), a commonly used 
renewable resource, have a high proliferation in power distribution systems. Like many other 
countries, the uptake of solar PV in Australia has been rapidly growing over the last few years. The 
growth is due to Australia’s recent climate change abatement policy to reduce carbon emissions 26-
28% by 2030 [1]. At present, the installed capacity of solar PV in Australia has reached 5.6 GW as 
shown in Figure 1.1 [2].  
 
Figure 1.1 Cumulative installation capacity of solar PV for the last 8 years [2] 
Distributed solar PV has been proven as advantageous in many ways especially for carbon 
emission reduction and lessening customers’ electricity expense. Furthermore, solar PV users are 
subsidised through a ‘feed-in-tariff’ scheme that was launched in 2008 [3]. Unlike conventional 
synchronous generators, PV power is intermittent and variable with limited controllability. 
Traditionally, the power flow is unidirectional from a distribution substation to loads; however, 
large integration of PV has changed the usual paradigm. When PV output exceeds local demand, 
the excess PV power is injected into the upstream network and the power flow direction turns out to 
be from loads towards the substation. The existing voltage control devices are not designed to tackle 
such reverse and variable power flow. Therefore, growth in PV installations can be accompanied by 
some technical challenges such as voltage rise, fluctuations and malfunction of the existing voltage 
regulation equipment [4]. To mitigate such challenges, the existing and future PV installations must 
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be properly managed to facilitate continued growth of renewable energy resources in distribution 
systems. 
Distribution systems are designed to perform under peak demand that generally tends to 
increase every year. Usually, peak demand occurs in the evening and hence, solar PV is unable to 
reduce the system peak. Traditionally, peaking power plants have been employed to serve peak 
demand. In modern power systems, demand side management is seen as a potential solution to 
reduce peak consumption instead of adding more peaking plants [5]. Reducing a certain amount of 
demand at peak time is known as peak shaving, which is useful to reduce or defer a network 
augmentation. Figure 1.2 shows a distribution feeder’s load curves from 2009 to 2013 [6]. With the 
proliferation of PV over time, the lower peak of a load curve goes down. At the same time, the 
upper peak of the load curve goes up due to ever growing peak demand. 
 
Figure 1.2 Load curves of a distribution feeder in Australia [6]  
Battery-Based Energy Storage Systems (BESS) can be utilised to properly manage network 
loading during peak and off-peak demand situations. BESS is an emerging technology, which can 
act as a load while charging and as a generation source while discharging [7]. Currently, the 
available BESS technologies include lead-acid, zinc-metal/air, nickel-metal oxide, sodium-sulphur, 
lithium-ion and flow batteries [7]. The projected cost of BESS technologies is presented in Figure 
1.3, which indicates lithium-ion BESS cost is expected to significantly reduce by 2020 [8]. 
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Figure 1.3 Projected costs of different battery technologies [8] 
 It is evident from different studies that with the advancement of technology and declining 
costs, BESS is a potential option to ensure satisfactory and resilient operation of power systems. 
However, proper utilisation of BESS in multiple applications, such as system peak reduction and 
voltage regulation, is heavily dependent on their underlying control algorithms. Furthermore, 
analysing the technical and financial benefits of BESS is also crucial. Therefore, appropriate control 
algorithms and financial viability of BESS for the two applications are thoroughly investigated in 
this thesis. 
1.2 Motivation 
Distribution networks require regular reinforcements to meet ever growing peak demand. 
Usually, network reinforcement requires a significant investment, which is often passed on to the 
consumer in the form of network charges [9]. It is now well known that this investment can be 
deferred by peak shaving through the deployment of BESS especially in PV prolific distribution 
systems, where BESS are able to be recharged from solar power. Nevertheless, installation of BESS 
may also involve significant investment. Consequently, the feasibility of BESS as a potential 
solution for Distribution Network Operators (DNO) to defer network upgrades is subjected to an 
appropriate sizing, location and management of BESS. Therefore, determining the best locations, 
ratings and operation schedule of BESS for network upgrade deferral is essential.  
While PV generation is environmentally friendly, many technical barriers to its grid 
integration persist. One of the concerns regarding high PV penetration is voltage rise. It has been 
noticed that in some specific parts of the network in Queensland, Australia, distribution voltage 
magnitude violates its upper limit defined by the standard AS 60038 [10]. To take care of such a 
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problem, Queensland distribution utilities have adopted a guideline for small scale PV inverter 
connections, which are typically in the range of 30 kVA [11]. Based on this guideline, voltage is 
allowed to rise at the end of a feeder by 2%, if all the existing and proposed inverters are in 
operation. Therefore, if the recommended margin is breached, new connections of rooftop PV can 
be restricted, resulting in hindered growth of PV uptake by customers. Moreover, to mitigate 
potential voltage rise, the upcoming PV inverters are supposed to be operated at 0.9 power factor 
(0.9 lagging to 0.9 leading), which results in bigger inverters and additional line losses. BESS 
coupled with PV is considered as a key for system voltage regulation provided they are properly 
controlled. Therefore, the design of appropriate control strategies of BESS for system voltage 
regulation is of utmost importance.  
For PV power smoothing, BESS needs to be operated in variable charge/discharge rates at 
different Depth-of-Discharge (DOD) levels. Generally, one full charge and discharge is treated as a 
full cycle, where the rated DOD level is 80-90% [12]. Any DOD levels less than 80% can be 
considered as micro-cycles. Usually, BESS are controlled in fixed charge and discharge rates for 
several applications. Due to the variable charging rates for PV power smoothing, BESS DOD levels 
can be less than their rated values. Hence, in photovoltaic applications, various micro-cycles besides 
full cycles can be observed in the state of charge history of a BESS [13].  
Effective utilisation of usually costly lithium-ion BESS can be achieved by avoiding 
operation regimes that can cause fast degradation of cycle life. Ageing of lithium-ion batteries is 
related to the electro-chemical charge exchange between the electrodes (at the same temperature, 
current and without exceeding high and low voltage limits). Some other factors such as operating 
temperature, DOD levels and high charge-discharge current are also responsible for lithium-ion 
ageing as reported in literature [12] [14, 15]. Usually manufacturers specify lithium-ion battery life 
by cycles. If there are half cycles in the state of charge history of a BESS, two such half cycles age 
the battery as one full cycle. Therefore, both full and micro-cycles of a BESS utilised in PV 
applications are counted to calculate total full cycles [14]. Hence, BESS control algorithms should 
be designed in such a way that battery state of health is taken care of. 
Since the uptake of distributed PV and BESS is on the rise, demand side management for 
voltage regulation is a future option for system operators. Researchers have investigated the 
prospective demand response schemes for better voltage regulation [16-18]. Currently, Demand 
Response Aggregators’ (DRA) focus is on transmission side voltage support after a contingency 
situation. However, the aggregator’s service can be utilised for distribution voltage support if 
required. In that case, coordination of PV, BESS and existing voltage control devices in a 
distribution system is essential; where optimisation based voltage control approaches are suitable. 
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Moreover, the developed voltage regulation methods require experimental validation under 
practical situations [19]. 
To sum up, BESS is a growing technology and can be very useful in tackling several technical 
problems arising from large PV penetration. Whilst the cost of BESS is showing a declining trend, 
the expense is still considerable. Therefore, careful sizing, siting and controller design for better 
utilisation of BESS are critically important. In addition, experimental validation of the developed 
BESS control approaches is also important to evaluate their performances in practical 
circumstances. 
1.3 Objectives  
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop approaches for effective sizing, siting and 
control methods of BESS for multiple applications, specifically peak shaving and voltage regulation 
of a distribution network under high PV penetration. The following specific objectives are 
addressed in this thesis. 
1. To develop a generic framework that has the flexibility for deciding optimal size, site and 
charge/discharge schedule of BESS in distribution networks considering peak shave, load growth 
rate and PV penetration levels.  
2. To investigate the maximum allowable export limits from prospective solar PV sources to a 
low voltage network without violating standard operating voltage limits. 
3. To design an effective BESS control algorithm for prolongation of BESS life when used for 
voltage regulation within PV prolific distribution networks. The controller requires experimental 
validation through a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) set up that involves a Real Time Digital 
Simulator (RTDS) and a dSPACE control board. 
4. To propose a generic framework for distribution voltage regulation utilising battery energy 
storage through a coordinated effort of a system operator and a demand response aggregator. The 
performance of the proposed control method should be tested via HIL simulation under several 
loading situations. 
1.4 Thesis Layout  
This thesis is organised into seven chapters. Following this chapter, the rest of the thesis is 
organised as follows. 
In Chapter 2, an overview of the key operation challenges with high solar PV penetration are 
discussed with relevant voltage regulation and inverter control standards. Then, the major BESS 
technologies and their grid applications are presented. In the next stage, a detailed literature review 
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on voltage regulation methods and BESS control approaches are presented while the specific 
research gaps are identified.  
In Chapter 3, firstly a generalised approach is proposed to model network upgrade deferral as 
a function of load growth rate, renewable generation penetration and peak shave fraction. The 
developed model is then used for the formulation of an optimisation problem, which benefits from 
multi-period power flow analysis to co-optimise battery size, location and charge/discharge profile 
for a pre-specified number of units to be deployed in a given distribution network. The proposed 
approach is further extended for voltage regulation and several case studies are performed using 
different networks under multiple practical and potential future scenarios.  
In Chapter 4, the impact of prospective solar PV units on the voltage performance of a part of 
the Queensland low voltage distribution system is investigated. Then an allowable power export 
limit of a new PV inverter is determined by satisfying standard voltage margins. This limit is 
utilised to develop a rule based BESS control strategy, which ensures voltage rise mitigation in the 
studied network. This strategy is then applied to explore the implication of PV-BESS on voltage 
enactment of the network. Guidelines to determine the number of BESS units are also investigated 
through several case studies.  
In Chapter 5, a new control method for BESS is proposed and experimentally validated to 
ensure elongated BESS life without compromising the distribution voltage regulation performance. 
The approach is based on the finite short term forecast of PV generation to attain forecast voltage 
trajectories. The forecast PV generation in conjunction with calculated feasible BESS charge-
discharge trajectories is utilised to regulate voltage response over a finite time horizon. A receding 
horizon control scheme is achieved that significantly reduces the charge/discharge cycling of a 
BESS. The HIL setup comprising RTDS and dSPACE is utilised for practical validation of the 
proposed method under several load and PV profiles. 
In Chapter 6, a generic approach of distribution voltage regulation utilising customers BESS 
is proposed. The approach is targeted to minimise the cost of customers that is associated with the 
BESS usage for voltage regulation in a system. An optimisation based model is developed that 
connects the interests of network operators and BESS owners through the help of demand response 
aggregators. The model is used to determine the optimal charging pattern of BESS to regulate 
system voltage under high PV situations. The controller performance is tested via HIL setup under 
several practical situations.  
In Chapter 7, a summary of the thesis with some concluding remarks is provided. 
Recommendations for potential future research problems are also outlined. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review: BESS and 
Technical Issues  
In this chapter, at first the present status of worldwide solar PV and BESS uptake is discussed. 
In the next stage, a comprehensive literature review on the technical challenges of high PV 
proliferation in power systems is presented. Then, several applications of distributed BESS and 
their grid connection challenges are highlighted. Based on the discussions, appropriate research 
gaps are identified. 
2.1 Solar PV and BESS Uptake Status 
 
Figure 2.1 Percentage of demand being met by solar PV in each state of Australia [20] 
Solar photovoltaic is a commonly used renewable energy resource and its global installation 
was 227 GW at the end of 2015 [20]. Like many other countries, the growth of solar PV in 
Australia has been rising due to several incentives such as small-scale technology certificates, 
commercial solar credits and feed-in-tariff schemes [21]. Small-scale technology certificates are 
provided to residential PV owners based on their PV size and locations and these certificates are 
sold to the fossil fuel based power producers in a spot market. Feed-in-tariff is another form of solar 
incentive that is a special tariff for feeding PV power back to a grid by solar users. The 
aforementioned inducements led to a high solar PV uptake within power systems of Australia. 
Figure 2.1 shows the recent percentage of electricity demand being met by solar PV in several states 
[20]. It can be observed that the percentages of demand served by PV generation in Queensland and 
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South Australia are almost 11% and 22% respectively. Such high PV penetration is advantageous in 
many ways, specifically for reducing carbon emissions and less usage of fossil fuels. Solar PV 
output is not dispatchable, unlike traditional synchronous generators of power systems. Therefore, 
system operators adjust the conventional generators output to balance the load with the overall 
generation including PV. Moreover, PV systems can rapidly change their output due to passing 
clouds. Therefore, large integration of this source introduces numerous technical challenges such as 
voltage rise, fluctuations and reverse power flow in electricity distribution systems [4].  
The above technical challenges can be easily addressed by using small or large-scale battery 
based energy storage. Several economists have recently claimed that battery storage utilisation has a 
high value for end-users in order to efficiently manage behind-the-meter solar energy [22]. 
Therefore, a number of economic drivers such as wholesale arbitrage and ancillary services for 
battery storage are likely to be introduced in the near future with the help of aggregators. 
Reportedly, Germany and USA have installed a couple of megawatts of BESS in their respective 
power systems in 2015 and 2016. In Australia and Japan, several demonstration projects of grid-
scale batteries have been undertaken in 2016 [23]. 
Battery energy storage technologies are maturing and offer unique advantages such as they 
can easily be scaled to suit many applications with high cycle efficiencies. Several analysts predict 
significant cost reduction of some battery technologies such as lithium-ion and flow-type prices, 
which are expected to drop considerably by 2020 [8]. Despite the declining trend in costs, BESS are 
still expensive and should be properly utilised for several grid applications. Subsequent sections 
review some of the existing literature on power distribution challenges due to high PV penetration 
and their solutions with BESS. 
2.2 Challenges in Power Systems and Applications of BESS 
The major challenges of power distribution systems due to high photovoltaic penetration and 
the applicability of BESS to resolve them are described as follows. 
2.2.1 Challenges in Power Distribution Systems Due to High PV Penetration 
i) Change of Load Curve 
Photovoltaic power is only available in the daylight, while the hours of peak PV generation is 
not correlated with the hours of peak load. Typically, peak demand of a zone substation occurs in 
the evening when PV power is unavailable. Figure 2.2 presents a typical demand curve in 
California, USA with and without solar PV. It can be observed that a high PV output reduces the 
day time load. Therefore, the reformed load curve consists of a valley in the afternoon and a peak in 
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the evening, which is known as ‘duck curve’ [24]. The system operators of South Australia have 
experienced similar duck curves in 2016 as illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.2 Original and net load profiles (California, USA) with 11% and 15% annual solar (on 
March 2013) [24] 
 
Figure 2.3 Duck curve experienced by South Australia system operator in 2016 [25] 
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With growing PV penetration, the difference between the lower and upper peaks of the net 
load curve increases. Reduction of load in the afternoon causes uneconomic operation of several 
base power plants under a wholesale market. In addition, the necessity of quick generation 
resources is evident to meet the evening peak due to the increased ramp in the load curves. 
Therefore, dispatchable generation sources are required to accommodate more solar PV in power 
systems.  
ii) Voltage Rise, Fluctuations and Reverse Power Flow 
Due to the high integration of solar PV, several technical challenges have arisen in planning 
and operation of distribution systems. The key issues include voltage rise, fluctuations and reverse 
power flow. Distribution network operators aim to deliver power to the customers at specified 
voltage levels (e.g. 120V or 230V or 240V). The service voltage should be maintained within 
acceptable ranges under changing load conditions depending on the respective system standards, 
which is known as Voltage Regulation (VR). Usually, distribution voltage regulation is performed 
by an On-Load Tap Changing Transformer (OLTC) at a substation, a fixed tap changer through a 
feeder, Step Voltage Regulators (SVR) and fixed capacitors. 
 
Figure 2.4  A typical radial distribution network with voltage regulation devices 
 Figure 2.4 presents the schematic diagram of a typical radial distribution feeder with voltage 
regulating equipment. Without any solar PV at the customer end, current flows from a distribution 
substation to loads causing a gradual voltage drop towards the feeder end. While solar PV is 
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connected, if the output of PV exceeds local demand, surplus PV power is injected into the network. 
Therefore, the current flow direction is reversed, that causes voltage rise at the customer’s point. 
Figure 2.4 presents the distribution feeder voltages with and without solar PV.  
Unlike transmission systems, line transposition is rarely executed in distribution networks. 
Therefore, three phase distribution lines have unbalanced coupling and different voltage 
characteristics. Since the cross sectional area of distribution line conductors is much smaller than 
those of transmission lines, relatively higher resistance to reactance (R/X) ratios are observed in 
distribution systems. Therefore, voltage rise caused by reverse power flow from PV may propagate 
to upstream locations due to the mutual reaction of high R/X ratios of the lines and PV penetration 
levels in the respective feeders [26].  
A number of research studies have been reported in literature regarding the impact analysis of 
high solar PV installation in power systems. In one of the first studies back in 1985, the impact of 
variable PV output due to passing clouds on distribution voltage is investigated [27]. In 1988, 
Public Service Company of Oklahoma system suggested keeping the PV penetration level within 
15% to avoid serious consequences on voltage control and protection devices mainly due to reverse 
power flow [28].  The General Electric (GE) report released in 2003 investigated network voltage 
regulation, protection and transient stability under 40% PV penetration and concludes that such high 
PV penetration may cause false tripping and feeder voltage regulator malfunction [29]. In a report 
of National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), voltage rise phenomenon is discussed, while 
PV penetration varies from 5% to 50% [26]. The mathematical presentation of voltage rise effect is 
described in [30]. This research indicates that the severity of the voltage rise is largely dependent on 
the network structure (tree/comb, mesh, rural/urban) and PV capacities.  
Thomson and Infield in 2007 have presented the impact of distributed PV in balanced 
distribution networks, while the analysis focused on static effects on voltage rise, voltage dip, loss 
reduction, reverse power flow and mitigation of transformer loading [31]. From the simulation 
results, unacceptable voltage rise phenomenon is found for most of the PV installation cases. 
Several methodologies to examine voltage stability problem due to sudden PV power drop in 
unbalanced systems are established by Yan & Saha in 2012 [32]. A method of distribution voltage 
rise assessment from the bulk database with a relatively less computational burden is proposed by 
Alam et al in 2014 [33]. Notably, the existing literature indicates that high PV proliferation may 
cause serious consequences on system voltage regulation. 
The standard practices for voltage regulation and PV interconnections in distribution networks 
are described in the following subsection. 
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2.2.2 Standards for Distributed PV System Integration 
Several standards and guidelines for solar PV integration into a grid are already available 
providing recommended practices for small-scale distributed generators connection. The PV 
connection standards can be found in IEEE 1547, IEEE 929 and AS 4777 [10, 34, 35]. The 
standards provide information regarding PV interconnection to the grid such as installation, testing, 
protection, voltage/frequency ratings and response to disturbances. Guidelines for small scale 
inverters (<30 KVA) have recently been introduced in Queensland, Australia that contain further 
details of voltage requirements for old and new PV connections [11]. 
 According to standards IEEE 1547 and AS 4777, small-scale PV systems are not allowed to 
operate for distribution voltage regulation. The recommended PCC voltage limits for PV connection 
are -12% to +10% of nominal value according to the IEEE 1547 and 929 standards. IEEE 929 has 
specified the recommended power factor of PV to be greater than 0.85 lagging/leading, while AS 
4777 allows PV power factor variation from 0.95 lagging to 0.8 leading. Any violation of the 
aforementioned voltage and power factor ranges will cause disconnection of a PV system from the 
grid. The voltage and power factor ranges can vary based on standard practices in different power 
systems.  
It is a utility’s accountability to maintain their customers’ voltage within an acceptable range. 
IEEE 1547 and ANSI C84.1 have described recommended practices for distribution voltage 
regulation [36]. The voltage regulation standards are specified for service and utilisation point 
voltages. Service point voltage is directly dependent on feeder voltage, which is equal to feeder 
voltage minus drops along the connecting line. Utilisation voltage is at the point of use where the 
outlet equipment is plugged in. IEEE 1547 and ANSI C84.1 have two types of voltage ranges, 
Range-A specifies voltages at normal operating conditions, while Range-B is specified for 
emergency operating conditions. The two ranges of voltage according to the standards are presented 
in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 Voltage ranges according to ANSI C84.1 standard (percentage of nominal voltage) [36] 
 Service Utilisation 
Min Max Min Max 
Range A 
(Normal) 
-5% +5% -8.3% +4.2% 
Range B 
(Emergency) 
-8.3% +5.8% -11.7% +5.8% 
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Voltage fluctuations and flickers are other issues due to high PV penetration in distribution 
systems. Voltage flicker is referred to as a visible change in brightness of customers’ lights due to 
rapid fluctuations. AS 4377 and IEEE 1453 have demonstrated the guidelines for PV-induced 
flicker, where short (10 mins) and long term (2 hours) flicker levels are defined [37, 38]. Short term 
flicker is calculated every 10 minutes and is defined by (2.1). 
0.1 1 3 10 500.0314 0.0525 0.0657 0.28 0.08= + + + +stP P P P P P                    (2.1) 
where P0.1, P1, P3, P10 and P50 indicate the flicker levels exceeded by 0.1%, 1%, 3%, 10% and 
50% of the observation period respectively. Long term flicker level is calculated for 2 hours 
duration and defined by (2.2).    
33 1
12
=lt stP P                                                                                                 (2.2) 
AS/NZS 61000-2012 specifies the short and long term flicker levels should be less than 1 and 
0.65 respectively [37]. IEEE 1159 and the AS/NZS 61000 have also defined a voltage unbalance 
range, which is preferably less than 1% between the three phases [38]. Moreover, corrective 
measures should be taken if 2% unbalance limit is breached. 
2.2.3 Grid Applications of BESS 
 
Figure 2.5  Potential locations for grid-connected energy storage [39]  
Energy storage has a wide range of applications in power systems due to its unique capability; 
it can act as a controllable load as well as a generation source. Storage utilisation can be beneficial 
for a power grid depending on where they are located and how they are controlled. The potential 
location of different types of energy storage in power sectors have been reported in 2010 as 
illustrated in Figure 2.5 [39]. According to this report, the feasible sizes for energy storage are 
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categorised into three classes. In the generation side, bulk energy storage of capacity up to 50 MW 
is suitable. For transmission and distribution network applications, storage size can vary within 2 
MW-10 MW range. For commercial and industrial customers, small-scale storage up to 1 MW 
capacity is feasible, while residential storage capacity should be less than 100 kW. Compressed air 
and pumped hydro are feasible storage technologies for large-scale use in generation and 
transmission sectors. Battery-based energy storage systems or BESS are preferable for small-scale 
use in distribution networks.  
In 2015, the Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) reported the potential 
applications of battery storage for power grids [23]. The major applications of grid connected BESS 
include load levelling, network upgrade deferral, power quality improvement and voltage support. 
Short descriptions of the above applications are as follows. 
i) Load Levelling 
Load Levelling refers to the process of charging a BESS in off peak demand and discharging 
in the peak time as presented in Figure 2.6. Therefore, peak demand of a network is reduced, which 
lessens the need for network capacity upgrade and high cost generation sources. It also helps 
levelling off-peak demand to handle reverse power flow in relevant situations. It is observed from 
Figure 2.6 that the peak point of the demand curve (Pdemand) is decreased to a specified value (Pmax), 
while the loading at off peak time is increased up to a level (Psupply).  
 
Figure 2.6  Load levelling applications with grid connected BESS [40] 
ii) Network Upgrade Deferral 
Electrical components of a power distribution system such as transformers, line conductors 
and protection equipment are designed to operate under maximum current ratings. Customers’ peak 
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demand gradually increases over time and it necessitates the periodic upgrading of system 
components. System upgrades involve significant investment, for which a customers’ network 
charges may increase [9]. The system peak can be reduced by utilising BESS for a specified 
duration through which a network upgrade can be deferred. However, the effectiveness of such an 
approach hugely depends on the capital cost of the BESS installation. The cost of BESS mainly 
depends on associated materials and size. If the BESS size and technology are carefully chosen, 
network upgrade deferral through BESS can be financially viable. 
iii) Voltage Regulation 
High penetration of PV introduces reverse power flow, which may cause voltage regulation 
challenges in weak distribution networks due to long lines and high resistance [41]. BESS can be 
used to solve such problems by storing excess energy injected by PV units into a network. 
Therefore, BESS should be operated in such a way that it can adequately store surplus PV energy. 
The effective use of BESS to store variable PV power depends upon the applied control algorithms. 
Since BESS has a limited life-span, their appropriate control and management are crucial. 
iv) Energy Arbitrage 
Energy arbitrage is another application of BESS, which is basically charging BESS while the 
energy price is low and discharging at a high price. In deregulated markets, this application is 
attractive for residential and commercial customers since their electricity expenses can be reduced 
by a certain amount. If BESS are charged from solar PV, a further reduction of the customers’ 
electricity charges is achieved. The arbitrage application is schematically shown in Figure 2.7. 
 
Figure 2.7  Energy arbitrage with BESS [40] 
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2.2.4 Overview of BESS Technologies 
A typical BESS consists of a battery bank, a dc-dc bidirectional converter, an inverter and a 
control unit. Some common battery technologies are Lead-acid, Sodium-sulphur, Lithium-ion, 
Metal-air and Flow-type. Deep cycle batteries (e.g. Lead-acid, Lithium-ion etc.) are designed to 
regularly deep discharge and suitable for power system applications [22]. The main features of 
some BESS technologies are described as follows.  
Lead-acid batteries are the oldest technology, which are appropriate for high power density 
applications (power quality, voltage regulation). Lead-acid is relatively cheaper than other 
technologies, the cost can be less than $170 per kWh [39]. The main disadvantages of Lead-acid 
include fewer life cycles, low energy density, high depth of discharge and environmental safety 
concerns [39]. 
Lithium-ion is the most advanced technology and is feasible for stationary and portable use. 
Lithium-ion type batteries have the highest energy density, which is appropriate for both short and 
long duration power system applications. Lithium-ion has a long life cycle, no memory effect, low 
self-discharge and the highest efficiency. However, this technology is more expensive than others. 
For instance, according to the recent reports, the cost of Lithium-ion in 2017 is approximately 
$300/kWh [8]  [39]. The major disadvantages of Lithium-ion are- (i) they have capacity loss over 
time and (ii) their ageing is accelerated by high operating temperature. 
Some other BESS technologies such as metal-air and flow types have high energy density and 
are suitable for utility side stationary applications such as load balancing, arbitrage, peak load 
shaving and so on. Flow type BESS are quick in response with reasonably good life cycles, 
however, their main limitation is the complicated structure (pumps, sensors, control units, 
secondary vessel) that restricts them for portable applications [23].  
Figure 2.8 shows the co-related power ratings and discharge duration of different energy 
storage technologies. It can be seen from Figure 2.8 that Lead-acid and Lithium-ion BESS offer a 
wide range of operational flexibility with highest efficiencies. Both of them can be operated in a 
time range from minutes to hours with high power ratings.  
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Figure 2.8 Energy storage technologies and their applications [23] 
Super capacitors are fast responding storage, they are used with BESS for grid applications. 
Flywheel storage can be discharged within a few seconds at high power ratings, therefore, are 
mainly utilised in power system contingency situations. 
Although several BESS technologies exist with relevant benefits, Lithium-ion BESS are 
more promising especially in photovoltaic applications due to their high life cycles and efficiency. 
In this thesis, Lithium-ion BESS are used for several case studies; however, the proposed methods 
are reproducible for any other types of BESS. 
2.3 Research Gaps 
In this section, specific research gaps are identified from the comprehensive literature review. 
The subsequent sections describe the research niches addressed in this thesis. 
2.3.1 Appropriate Sizing, Siting and Operational Planning of BESS 
BESS is a potential solution for DNOs to defer network upgrades as well as to regulate 
voltage by storing excess PV energy during off-peak periods. However, the feasibility of BESS 
utilisation for the two purposes is heavily reliant on their size, location and management. A number 
of optimisation-based approaches to determine the size and location of utility-scale BESS are 
reported in the literature. Suitable size and location of distributed generation are investigated from 
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several perspectives such as reduction of generation cost [42, 43], reduction of loss [44] and better 
utilisation of PV power [45, 46]. Optimal sizing and siting of BESS for network upgrade deferral 
are determined in [47-50]. The techno-economic model of PV-battery [51] and life cycle based cost 
modelling of batteries [52, 53] are also reported, although these papers do not consider the impact 
of PV penetration levels on BESS placement. 
   Whilst significant studies exist on BESS sizing and siting for network upgrades, the main 
limitations of the existing literature include, firstly the problems of determining battery size, 
location and charging pattern are assumed as decoupled and therefore, treated as independent 
problems. Battery sizing depends on its day-ahead charge-discharge rate for a specific application. 
It also depends on the location of BESS, connected load and PV sources in a network. Costing, size, 
location and charging patterns of BESS are interrelated and should be optimised within a single 
framework in order to obtain a practically meaningful BESS allocation. Secondly, the existing 
literature does not provide any guidelines on the possible interaction between DNOs and retailers to 
employ BESS for a DNO’s benefit.  
Thirdly, the existing approaches treat the network upgrade deferral model as an economic 
input-output model. As a result, these models lack explicit dependence on factors such as load 
growth rate, PV penetration level, network size and structure, which characterise the distribution 
networks. Consequently, the existing approaches are usually devoid of the generalisation capability 
and the methodologies based on them are non-portable to other networks. Furthermore, the 
economic input-output network upgrade deferral models fail to capture the explicit technical 
dependence between the network upgrade deferral and the Optimal Power Flow (OPF), which is 
required to find an appropriate size and location of a BESS.  
Therefore, in this thesis, a generic model for distribution network investment deferral is 
developed considering peak shave, load growth rate, discount factor and PV penetration level for a 
specified planning horizon. The investment deferral model is used to formulate an optimisation 
problem to search for the most cost-effective sizing and placement of BESS units in order to defer 
system upgrades. The model is further improved for distribution voltage regulation and relevant 
case studies are performed under several load and PV scenarios.  
2.3.2 Investigation of the Maximum Export Limits of Residential PV Systems and an Effective 
BESS Control Strategy for Distribution Voltage Regulation  
One of the concerning issues due to high PV penetration is reverse power flow, which can 
cause unacceptable voltage rise in distribution networks. A number of studies have been reported in 
the literature on voltage issues instigated by rooftop solar PVs [26, 30, 54-57]. The reason behind 
voltage rise phenomenon is investigated in [26, 30, 54], where reverse power flow is identified as 
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the key factor. The severity of the voltage rise problem explicitly depends on the network line 
characteristics. There are 13 major distributors responsible for power networks in the National 
Electricity Market (NEM) of Australia [58]. Figure 2.9 presents the areas of power distributors 
within the NEM.  
 
Figure 2.9 Distribution networks within the National Electricity Market [58] 
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It can be observed that Energex and Ergon Energy are the two main distributors in 
Queensland, who manage transporting electricity from the high voltage transmission network to low 
voltage customers. Due to the geographical distance, the load centres of the rural networks managed 
by Ergon Energy are dispersed. Therefore, the rural networks have two important features such as 
long line-length and high resistance to reactance ratios of distribution lines. 
It has been noticed that in weak parts of the Queensland network, voltage magnitude violates 
its upper limit defined by AS 61000 [37]. To take care of this problem, distribution utilities have 
adopted a guideline for small scale PV inverter connections, which are typically in the range of 30 
kVA [11].  Based on the guideline, voltage is allowed to rise at the end of a feeder by 2% if all the 
existing and proposed inverters are in operation. Therefore, if the recommended margin is breached, 
new connections of rooftop PV can be restricted, resulting in hindered growth of PV uptake by 
customers. Therefore, alternative solutions are required for effective voltage regulation instead of 
limiting PV capacities.  
To resolve voltage regulation issues, one of the means could be the utilisation of battery 
energy storage. If batteries are integrated with PVs, they can absorb excess power when required. 
As a result, voltage performance of a network can be maintained within given specified limits. 
Along this line, several battery charging strategies are proposed in [55-57], which include the use of 
available battery capacity, ramp rate control and PV power smoothing respectively. It is to be 
mentioned that the existing PV units in Queensland are usually operated at unity power factor. 
However, to mitigate potential voltage rise, the upcoming PV inverters in Queensland are supposed 
to be operated at 0.9 power factor. Therefore, customers need to sacrifice some part of active power 
for PV operation at 0.9 power factor causing uneconomic resource management. 
In accordance with the existing guideline, it is crucial to investigate the steady state voltage 
performance of the distribution networks in Queensland before permitting new PV inverter 
connections. If prospective PV inverters show a high risk of voltage regulation problems, the 
combination of PV and BESS can be utilised. However, the PV-BESS system must be adjusted in 
order to limit its power export to the network. Even though the export limit from a PV inverter has 
been mentioned in the present guideline, no detailed procedure to determine the limit is publicly 
available. To this end, steady state voltage performance of a section of the Queensland low voltage 
distribution network is studied with a high share of PV units. Based on this investigation, the 
permissible export limit from a new PV unit is determined, which eliminates overvoltage issues. In 
the next stage, the export limit is utilised to control a BESS so that it can absorb sufficient energy 
from PV units keeping bus voltages within acceptable ranges. Then, the BESS control strategy is 
further modified for multiple functions such as peak shaving and load levelling. 
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2.3.3 Controller Design and Hardware-in-the-Loop Validation for Prolongation of Battery 
Life in PV Applications 
Existing research studies indicate that the voltage rise and fluctuation caused by distributed 
PV can be locally controlled for efficient and reliable system operation [11, 26]. There are two ways 
to locally solve the voltage issues [59, 60]. Firstly, zero export from a PV source to a network, 
however this approach is not economically desirable [59]. Another solution is to operate PV 
inverters in such a way that they consume reactive power from the distribution feeder to which the 
PV system is attached [60]. Such an operation increases the magnitude of current in the 
corresponding feeder and results in additional power losses. To this end, BESS is considered as the 
key solution for improving system voltage performance due to its active power absorbing/delivering 
capability and fast response [7]. Although BESS costs are declining, most commercially available 
BESS options are still expensive and therefore, they should be operated in a way that ensures their 
prolonged lifetime [12].  
There has been substantial growth in research and development of BESS grid applications in 
recent years. Moving-average based strategies are adopted in literature to control PV and BESS for 
voltage regulation [61, 62]. The moving-average method at an instant calculates an average of 
successive PV data samples and continues for the next instances. Since this method does not take 
into account any short-term forecast, it often fails to detect sudden ramps in PV power production 
and the associated abrupt voltage rise at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). Co-ordinated 
control [63, 64] and rule-based [65] strategies are used to manage distributed energy storage for 
voltage rise mitigation. These methods require frequent BESS discharge (with several depth-of-
discharge lengths) due to PV variability. Therefore, the aforementioned methods [63-65] introduce 
numerous micro-cycles besides full cycles of a BESS, which is a stress factor for BESS service life. 
Model predictive control has been used for energy management of distributed PV and BESS for 
customers’ benefit in [66, 67].  
In a nutshell, the main limitations of the aforementioned BESS control approaches are - 
firstly, the existing moving-average based methods do not use short-term PV forecast and therefore 
often fail to promptly mitigate sudden voltage rise. Secondly, the existing BESS control approaches 
require frequent micro-cycles to alleviate voltage rise issue and hence, put additional stress on 
BESS cycle-life. Thirdly, the vast majority of voltage regulation and storage management 
techniques that exist in literature lack the essential steps of experimental validation of their 
proposed approaches under realistic conditions. Therefore, this thesis proposes a real-time forecast-
based receding horizon control approach (named as RTF control) for BESS, which decides an 
appropriate charge rate to mitigate voltage rise during high PV power production while 
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simultaneously ensuring that the rapid cycling of the BESS system can be reduced. The 
performance of the proposed method is tested on the hardware-in-the-loop setup containing RTDS 
and dSPACE under several operating situations. 
2.3.4 Aggregator’s Coordinated Multi-Objective Control of Distributed BESS  
DNOs manage their system voltage by installing necessary equipment, which often involves 
high costs. Typically, distribution voltage regulation is performed by OLTC at substations, SVR 
along feeders and fixed capacitors. Since the existing OLTCs and SVRs are not designed for 
voltage regulation under reverse power flow, they may malfunction in the case of high PV 
availability. Previously, the PV inverters were not allowed to actively participate in voltage 
regulation. In recent times, a limited reactive VAR support is allowed for the prospective inverters 
as per the revised IEEE 1547 standard. Controlling the reactive power of PV inverters can be a 
solution to mitigate voltage issues [5]. The main limitation of such an approach is that bigger sized 
inverters are required to deliver a specific amount of active power at a non-unity power factor. 
BESS is a key to regulating distribution network voltage by controlling its real and reactive 
power. BESS can be beneficial for demand side management due to their capability of charging and 
discharging [7]. With several analyst reports predicting a rapid progression of the global BESS 
market, BESS are expected for home energy management in forthcoming years [8]. The utilisation 
of BESS is beneficial for customers through energy arbitrage or demand response incentives, while 
network operators can control the same BESS for voltage management. Therefore, central control 
of the distributed BESS inverters is essential to coordinate multiple BESS for voltage regulation, 
while DRAs can play a vital role to accomplish such tasks [7]. Figure 2.10 presents a typical radial 
distribution network with several houses with PV and BESS units. The BESS units are able to 
communicate with a DRA through a network, while the DRA manages the sending and receiving of 
relevant data accessed by smart meters. 
 
Figure 2.10 A typical control architecture of aggregating distributed resources 
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Recent studies indicate that DRAs can offer incentives to customers if allowing the load 
control for voltage regulation [58-62]. Direct load control is associated with minor inconvenience to 
customers. However, the use of PV and BESS enables indirect load control without causing much 
inconvenience to customers. The advantage of such methods is that customers can be benefitted 
from energy arbitrage or incentives. In addition, network operators can avoid installation of new 
voltage regulating devices by utilising aggregators’ service through fixed term contracts. 
Existing literature mostly focus on determining market policies of DRAs targeting maximum 
benefits from spot market [16-18]. Optimum voltage regulation through demand response is 
investigated, where BESS are utilised to flatten network voltage and control load disruption 
respectively [68, 69]. It is worth mentioning that such advanced voltage regulation methods require 
practical validation of their proposed approaches. 
Some of the voltage control approaches that have used distributed inverter reactive power 
support are practically validated via HIL environment. The HIL simulation (combines RTDS and a 
test hardware) is performed for validation of voltage control approaches including droop control, 
PID and rule-based techniques in [70-74]. Voltage regulation is accomplished by reactive power 
control, where RTDS and dSPACE are used for realistic simulation in [75, 76]. Rule-based voltage 
control approach is validated using MATLAB and OPAL-RT based HIL set-up and a 34 node 
system is used for case studies in [77]. However, these approaches do not consider any optimum 
voltage regulation technique. Optimum voltage regulation using OLTC, plug-in electric vehicles 
and PV inverters is achieved and validated via HIL simulation using OPAL-RT, where the major 
concern is to maximise the energy delivery to electric vehicle owners in [19]. 
To sum up, as the uptake of BESS at the distribution level ramps up, their use for voltage 
regulation applications is frequently claimed as an option. Nevertheless, when customers leverage 
their BESS capacity for voltage regulation it comes at the expense of their planned arbitrage 
resulting in costs (disutility) to customers. The existing optimum voltage regulation approaches 
often do not directly take this into account. To meet this gap, a generalised mathematical model for 
the cost of voltage regulation with BESS is formulated as a function of customers’ disutility and 
system voltage, which are utilised to formulate an optimisation problem to search for feasible and 
cost-effective BESS charge-discharge trajectories. Therefore, distribution voltage is regulated 
through a coordinated effort of a system operator and a DRA, while a DNO pays to DRAs for their 
service via a short/long term contract unlike existing methods. The effectiveness of the proposed 
method is tested via HIL environment comprising RTDS and dSPACE through several practical 
cases. 
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2.4 Summary 
The key technical challenges due to prolific solar photovoltaic generation in power 
distribution systems are presented in this chapter. The major issues include the reformation of load 
curves, voltage rise, fluctuations and reverse power flow. A clear insight of the applicability of 
battery storage systems to resolve these issues is exhibited. Existing literature indicates several 
integration challenges of BESS for grid applications under substantial solar PV availability. The 
foremost challenges are related to – i) appropriate BESS sizing and siting ii) design of BESS 
controllers considering their lifetime iii) optimum voltage regulation framework with distributed 
BESS iv) practical validation of the developed BESS control methods. Based on the detailed 
literature review, four research gaps are identified. 
To address the specific research gaps, a generic model for deciding appropriate sizes, 
locations and charging patterns of BESS for a network upgrade deferral through peak shaving will 
be developed. The model should offer network investment deferral using peak shave, load growth 
rate and discount factor for a specific planning horizon. The model will be further improved by 
incorporating voltage regulation constraints, while relevant case studies will be executed under 
several realistic PV and load profiles. Next, a detailed analysis will be accomplished on steady state 
voltage assessment of a segment of Queensland distribution network with a high share of solar PV. 
Based on the study, the allowable export limit from a new PV connection will be determined. Later, 
suitable BESS charging strategies will be proposed to improve voltage performance of unbalanced 
distribution networks. Afterward, a real-time forecast-based receding horizon control approach will 
be developed, which should be able to decide appropriate set points of BESS to mitigate voltage 
rise during high PV generation while simultaneously ensuring that the rapid cycling of BESS can be 
reduced. In the next stage, a generic voltage regulation tool with distributed BESS will be 
developed under a demand response framework. Both of the control methods will be practically 
validated via hardware-in-the-loop set-up. 
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Chapter 3 A Generic Approach of BESS 
Sizing and Placement for Distribution 
Network Management  
Widespread deployment of distributed intermittent renewable generators, rapidly rising peak 
demand and reductions in the price of batteries instigate the use of BESS in power networks. While 
BESS can be advantageous to tackle several technical issues of distribution systems, the best 
possible sizing, location and usage govern the financial viability. The ratings of distribution 
network components such as transformers and lines are designed to match the maximum peak load 
specified for a planning horizon. Due to the ever growing peak demand, periodic reinforcement of 
system components is essential for reliable power delivery to customers. Clearly such solutions, 
usually termed as network solutions, involve considerable expenditure. An alternative is to device 
non-network solutions that defer or eliminate the need for network solutions. The use of BESS 
units, as a non-network solution, is a promising option provided they are properly sized, located and 
managed. Furthermore, the impact of reverse power flow caused by high photovoltaic generation 
can be nullified through BESS charging. Therefore, the best possible size, location and charging 
strategy of BESS are of utmost importance for a distribution network operator1. 
The existing approaches of determining an appropriate BESS sizing and siting are mainly 
focussed on network loss minimisation, while network upgrade deferral is treated as an economic 
input-output problem [45, 47, 49-51]. However, these approaches lack the capability of representing 
technical characteristics (e.g. thermal limit, peak shave, PV penetration etc.) of a network. In 
addition, they are not generic enough to be applicable to any distribution systems. Therefore, the 
need of a generic tool for a network upgrade with BESS persists, which considers several 
parameters such as peak shave, load growth rate, discount factor and PV penetration level [78]. The 
main contributions of this chapter are listed as follows. 
(i) A model for net profit from investment deferral is proposed. The model expresses 
investment deferral as a function of peak load growth rate, peak shave, arbitrage and BESS size and 
1 This chapter has significant materials from the following articles published by the PhD candidate. 
• S. R. Deeba, R. Sharma, T. K. Saha, D. Chakraborty and A. Thomas, "Evaluation of technical and financial 
benefits of battery-based energy storage systems in distribution networks," IET Renewable Power Generation, 
vol. 10, pp. 1149-1160, 2016. 
• S. R. Deeba, R. Sharma, T. K. Saha and D. Chakraborty, "A tool to estimate maximum arbitrage from battery 
energy storage by maintaining voltage limits in an LV network," in IEEE PES Asia-Pacific Power and Energy 
Engineering Conference (APPEEC), 2015, pp. 1-5. 
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location. As a result, unlike the existing techniques, the proposed approach provides sufficient 
flexibility to model the network upgrade deferral for any distribution networks and not just for the 
one considered in this thesis. 
(ii) The investment deferral model is used to formulate an optimisation problem to search for 
the most cost-effective sizing and placement of BESS units in order to defer system upgrade. It also 
determines the optimum charging patterns of storage via multi-period optimal power flow analysis. 
Based on the results, a potential policy is proposed for interaction between a DNO and retailers so 
that batteries can be utilised to get energy arbitrage. 
(iii) The proposed approach is applied to a section of an Australian distribution system. The 
effect of rooftop PV penetration level on the size, location and dispatch schedules of BESS is 
investigated. 
(iv) The developed approach is further modified for voltage regulation by utilising BESS real 
and reactive power in distribution systems. The modified tool is applied to a Low Voltage (LV) 
system under various clustered load and solar PV profiles in a year. The modification of the 
proposed approach is targeted to easily estimate maximum yearly energy arbitrage and near 
optimum charging patterns of BESS for residential customers keeping all bus voltages within 
acceptable limits in a PV prolific distribution network. 
In the subsequent sections, the proposed approaches and relevant case studies are thoroughly 
described. The nomenclature section in the end of the chapter explains all relevant variables, 
indices, sets and constants. 
3.1 Problem Formulation 
This section describes mathematical models of network upgrade deferral and power flow in a 
distribution system. These models are used in the formulation of the BESS sizing and location 
optimisation problem.  
3.1.1 Modelling Network Upgrade Deferral 
Expenditure for distribution network reinforcement is associated with distribution lines and 
power transformer costs. The time period before which network reinforcement may become 
necessary depends on the unutilised capacity of a network and the rate of peak load growth. A DNO 
has to foresee and plan for reinforcement before network components reach their thermal limits. If 
peak load increases, network components will steadily approach their thermal limits. Therefore, 
reduction in peak load has a direct impact on the prolongation of the lifetime of network 
components (e.g. distribution lines and transformers). Consequently, network reinforcement 
deferral entails peak shaving. 
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Assume that a network component l has a capacity of Cl and power flow through it during 
peak load is Dl. Thus, the number of years (y1) required to reach Cl from Dl at a yearly peak load 
growth rate of g is given by (3.1) [79].  
                 1. (1 )yl lC D g= +                                                                                                (3.1) 
Taking logarithm of (3.1), y1 can be written as 
1
log log
log (1 )
l lC Dy
g
−
=
+
                                                                                         (3.2) 
Now assume that a DNO installs BESS units in a network to reduce the peak demand by ΔPl. 
As a result, the new peak demand becomes (Dl −ΔPl). Let y2 be the number of years required for 
component l to reach its maximum rating (Cl), then (3.1) takes the following form:  
2
log log ( )
log (1 )
l l lC D Py
g
− − D
=
+
                                                                            (3.3) 
It is to be noted that y2 > y1 and the number of deferred years to upgrade a network deploying BESS 
is (y2 − y1). 
The network reinforcement cost (expenditure) consists of the capital cost of the transformer 
and feeder upgrade. The present value of future expenditure is given by (3.4) [79]. 
1
; discount rate
(1 )
original y
expenditurePresentValue d
d
= =
+
                                   (3.4) 
Accordingly, the present value of the expenditure after placing BESS is expressed as follows. 
2(1 )
new y
expenditurePresentValue
d
=
+
                                                                        (3.5) 
Using (3.4) and (3.5), the change of the present value (∆PW) of future expenditure is 
expressed by (3.6).  
1 2
1 1: .
(1 ) (1 )
original new y yPW PresentValue PresentValue expenditure d d
 
 D = − = −
 + +  
      (3.6) 
Reduction of (3.6) provides the following relationship between the deferred number of years 
(y2 − y1), peak shave fraction l
l
Px
D
 D
= 
 
 and ΔPW:  
                       { }1 2 1( ). (1 ) . 1 (1 )y y yPW expenditure d d− − −D = + − +                                                (3.7)  
Furthermore, using (3.2) and (3.3), (y2 – y1) can be expressed by (3.8).                           
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Finally, by substituting (3.8) in (3.7), an expression for the network upgrade deferral is 
obtained as follows: 
( , ) .{1 (1 ) }abPW x g K xD = − −                                                                             (3.9) 
where K = 1. (1 ) yexpenditure d −+ , a = 1
log(1 )g+
 and b = log (1 )d+ . 
For a fixed ΔPl (obtained from a given BESS capacity), (y2 − y1) reduces with an increasing 
load growth rate. Therefore, in order for a BESS utilisation to be economically viable, it should 
reach cost parity within (y2 − y1) years because network load will exceed its capacity Cl beyond this 
time interval.   
Assume that the discount rate (d) is 3% and the peak load growth rate (g) varies up to 3% 
[80]. Consequently, the magnitude of ab is greater than 1. If peak shave fraction (x) is up to 5%, the 
higher order terms (2nd order and onward) of Taylor Series expansion of (3.9) can be neglected.  
 
Figure 3.1 ΔPW vs. peak shave fraction (x) for different load growth rates (g) [78] 
Figure 3.1 presents the correlation between ΔPW and x for different load growth rates. It is 
observed that if x varies up to 2.5%, the relationship between ΔPW and x is approximately linear at 
all load growth rates (g). However, ΔPW vs. x curves exhibit linear trends if growth rate is more 
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than 0.48% and x varies up to 5%. Therefore, (3.9) is approximated as a linear function of x and g 
by taking the first order term of Taylor Series expansion, which is presented by (3.10). 
     1 1( , ) . ; . .PW x g K x K K a bD = =                                                                (3.10) 
3.1.2 Power Flow Model for a Distribution Network 
A distribution network is considered with u number of buses and indexed by the set N:=[ 1, 2, 
. . ,  u]. Let βu × u be the susceptance matrix for the u bus system. Let the number of loads in the 
network be represented by s such that s ≤ u and at most one load is connected to each bus. Let H be 
the set of buses through which the network is connected to the grid such that H⊆N. A daily load 
profile is considered for the formulation, where demand data are given for every 30 minutes. 
Therefore, the time interval for each sample is given as Δt = 0.5 hour. A 24-hour optimal power 
flow (OPF) problem is formulated so that the proposed approach provides the flexibility to study 
several daily load curves separately or collectively as a part of annual data. 
The active power import from the grid at jth bus and nth sampling instant is denoted by
( , )GP j n and is limited by the following constraint. 
min max( ) ( , ) ( ) ; , [1,48]GP j P j n P j j H n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈ ∈                                      (3.11) 
where min ( , )P j n and max ( , )P j n  indicate the minimum and the maximum active power import 
limits respectively.  
Furthermore, let the allocated locations for BESS installation in the system be indexed by P 
such that P ⊆ N, with at most one BESS permitted at each bus. The rate of charge and discharge of 
a BESS at nth sample, which is located at jth bus, is limited by the following inequalities: 
min max( ) ( , ) ( ) ; , [1,48]d d dr j r j n r j j P n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈ ∈                                      (3.12) 
min max( ) ( , ) ( ) ; , [1, 48]c c cr j r j n r j j P n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈ ∈                              (3.13) 
where ( , )dr j n and ( , )cr j n  represent the discharge and charge rates of BESS respectively.  
min ( , )dr j n  and max ( , )dr j n  present the minimum and the maximum discharge rates, while 
min ( , )cr j n and max ( , )cr j n  present the minimum and the maximum charge rates respectively. The 
charge and discharge rates are defined by the absorbed and delivered power by the BESS in p.u. 
considering the network rated kVA as the base value.  
BESS discharge and charge rates are equal to zero if jth bus is not an allocated location for 
BESS. Therefore,  
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( , )
0 ;
( , )
d
c
r j n
j P
r j n
 = ∀ ∉

                                                                         (3.14) 
The balance of energy of the BESS located at jth bus at a days end can be represented as 
48
1
{ ( , ) ( , )}. 0 ;d c
n
r j n r j n t j P
=
− D ≤ ∀ ∈∑                                                 (3.15) 
It is assumed that the BESS is operating at its rated voltage consistently. Moreover, the same charge 
and discharge efficiencies of the BESS are considered. 
The state of charge is defined as the state of energy in a BESS at an instant, while it is 
modelled as (3.16) by using (3.15) and [46]. The state of charge of a BESS at nth sampling instant 
can be obtained from (3.16). 
( , 1) ( , ) { ( , ) ( , )}. ;d cSoC j n SoC j n r j n r j n t j P+ = − − D ∀ ∈                 (3.16) 
where state of charge (SoC) is expressed in p.u. considering the rated kWh of BESS as the base 
value.  
The network’s active power flow constraint at jth bus and at nth sampling instant is expressed 
as follows.   
1
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) β( , ){ ( , ) ( , )}
( ) ;
uG d c d
m
Loss
P j n r j n r j n P j n j m θ j n θ m n
P n j N
=
+ − − = −∑
+ ∀ ∈
           (3.17)  
where ( , )dP j n  indicates the net load (load minus PV) and ( , )θ j n  represents the voltage angle at 
jth bus and nth sampling instant. The power flow expression in (3.17) is known as dc load flow and 
is obtained after simplification of the fast decoupled load flow method [81]. Active power flow 
from jth to mth bus 
1
{β( , ) { ( , ) ( , )}
u
m
j m θ j n θ m n
=
 
−∑ 
 
is a linear function of bus voltage angle, ( , )θ j n . 
Time varying line loss is expressed by ( )LossP n  and is estimated as 3% of total active power flow 
( , )GP j n  of the system under consideration. The reactive power balance at jth bus and at nth 
sampling instant can be expressed by (3.18).  
*( , ) ( , ) ( , ) Im{ ( , ). ( , )} ; , [1,48]G B dQ j n Q j n Q j n V j n I j n j N n+ − = ∀ ∈ ∈       (3.18) 
where  
( , )GQ j n  = Reactive power import from grid 
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( , )BQ j n  = Reactive power absorbed/ delivered by jth BESS 
( , )dQ j n  = Reactive load at jth bus 
( , )I j n     = Injected current at jth bus 
Nevertheless, the developments in the ensuing sections assume that BESS is capable of 
exchanging active power only. This is consistent with the main objective of this work, which is to 
achieve network upgrade deferral through peak shaving. Consequently, the reactive power balance 
as shown in (3.18) is not included in the proposed model. 
3.1.3 Formulation of the Objective Function 
Having modelled the savings from network reinforcement deferral and technical constraints 
associated with distribution networks, the next task is to formulate an objective function that 
captures the trade-off between the savings earned by a DNO and expenditure due to the installation 
of BESS. This objective function is to be used in the formulation of a DNO’s profit maximisation 
problem.  
The profit earned by a DNO is governed by the difference of present value of future 
investment (ΔPW(x, g)), benefit from energy arbitrage (XTOU) and the capacity cost of BESS. That 
is, the net profit of a DNO over a (y2 − y1) time period is given by 
( ) , TOUNet profit PW x g X Capacity Cost of  BESS= D + +                    (3.19)  
In (3.19), the energy arbitrage that comes from Time of Use (TOU) electricity price is denoted 
by XTOU and is expressed as  
             48
1 1
0 ; flat rate
. {( ( , ) ( , )). ( )}; variable rate
u d cTOU
n j
X cycles r j n r j n price n
= =


= −∑ ∑

           (3.20) 
where cycles represents the number of charge/discharge cycles used from a BESS (maximum life 
cycle varies typically between 1800 to 2500 depending on the type of batteries [46]). In order to 
shave peak, the BESS units will typically charge during off-peak times from the grid and discharge 
during peak-times. Since the operation of BESS will potentially involve the purchase of power; a 
DNO may need to involve a retailer to purchase the required energy in order to charge a BESS [47]. 
Retailers can offer several electricity tariff schemes (i.e. flat rate or TOU) to their customers, which 
are controlled by policies set by regulatory frameworks. Nevertheless, the interaction between a 
retailer and a DNO is likely to vary from country to country. In this study, analyses are performed 
assuming the provision of XTOU pricing in the regulatory framework.  
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Using (3.20), the net profit given by (3.19) can be expressed as 
( )( , ) ( , ), ( , )d cNet profit PW x g J r j n r j n=D +                                       (3.21) 
where 
48 48
1 1 1 1
( ( , ), ( , )) { .( ( , ) ( , )). ( )} . ( , ).
η
u u capd c d c d
n j n j
B
J r j n r j n cycles r j n r j n price n r j n t
= = = =
 
= − − D∑ ∑ ∑ ∑   
 
(3.22)  
In (3.22), Bcap and η represent the capacity cost ($ per kWh) and round-trip efficiency of 
BESS. It is worth mentioning that efficiencies related to charge and discharge of a BESS are not 
considered, rather a round-trip BESS efficiency is used in this model. This is due to the fact that the 
optimisation tool is meant to estimate the sizing, siting and an expected scheduling of BESS, while 
roundtrip efficiency is able to serve the purpose. Summation of ( , )cr j n / η over 24 hours (48 time 
samples) indicates the size of jth BESS. For a given load growth rate, ΔPW depends only on peak 
shave fraction (x). The power delivered by BESS at the time of system peak directly contributes to 
the amount of peak shave. Assuming that a system peak occurs at n=v (at the vth time sample), with 
max( )P j  and ( , )GP j v  expressed in per unit, x can be written as  
 max( ( ) ( , )) ;G
j H
x P j P j n n v
∈
= − ∀ =∑                                                        (3.23) 
The overall objective is to find such size and location for BESS that maximises net profit 
given by (3.21)-(3.22) while keeping in view the network constraints. Noting that for a particular 
load growth rate g and a chosen peak shave x, ΔPW is fixed. Therefore, in order to maximise the 
profit for an appropriate size and location of BESS, the following optimisation problem is to be 
solved for specified values of g and x: 
( )
( , ), ( , ),
( , ), ( , )
, , ( , ), ( , )
d c
G
d c
r j n r j n
P j n j n
Maximise J x g r j n r j n
θ
                                                 (3.24) 
Subject to 
{ }
1
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) .( ( , ) ( , ))
( ) ;
uG d c d
m
Loss
P j n r j n r j n P j n j m j n m n
P n j N
=
+ − − = β θ − θ∑
+ ∀ ∈
     (3.25) 
48
1
{ ( , ) ( , )}. 0 ;d c
n
r j n r j n t j P
=
− D ≤ ∀ ∈∑                                                     (3.26) 
min max( ) ( , ) ( ) ; , [1,48]GP j P j n P j j H n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈ ∈                                     (3.27) 
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min max( ) ( , ) ( ) ; , [1,48]d d dr j r j n r j j P n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈ ∈                                    (3.28) 
min max( ) ( , ) ( ) ; , [1,48]c c cr j r j n r j j P n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈ ∈                                     (3.29) 
( , 1) ( , ) { ( , ) ( , )}. ; , [1,48]d cSoC j n SoC j n r j n r j n t j P n+ = − − D ∀ ∈ ∈            (3.30) 
min max( ) ( , ) ( ) ; , [1,48]SoC j SoC j n SoC j j P n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈ ∈                           (3.31) 
where the minimum and maximum state of charge of BESS are denoted by min ( )SoC j  and 
max ( )SoC j  respectively.  
Traditionally, OPF is static and can be independently solved at each time slot. However, the 
inclusion of BESS constraints expressed in (3.26) and (3.30) require optimisation across time. The 
problem defined in (3.25)-(3.31) is solved for 48 time samples in a day by using linear 
programming. That is, a multi-period OPF has been solved. The objective function is maximised to 
obtain feasible values of all variables, namely, ),( njrd , ),( njrc , ),( njPG and θ (j, n). Day-ahead 
charge and discharge rates of BESS are obtained from the values of variables ),( njrd  and ),( njr
c . 
Possible BESS locations presented by set B are given as initial inputs to solve the formulated 
problem. For a given jth bus, if the optimisation results in zero values of the variables ),( njrd and
),( njrc , that location is not chosen for BESS siting. Therefore, the best location of BESS is 
determined from the non-zero values of variables ),( njrd and ),( njrc . Finally, the optimal size of 
BESS at jth bus is calculated by using the following expressions.  
48
1
, / η ;c
n
r (j n). t j P
=
D ∀ ∈∑                                                                      (3.32) 
48
1
, / η ;d
n
r (j n). t j P
=
D ∀ ∈∑                                                                      (3.33) 
It is to be mentioned that the sizing and siting optimisation of BESS for network upgrade deferral is 
a planning problem and should be executed offline. Therefore, the proposed optimisation based 
method is not meant to perform in real-time.   
3.2 System Description and Simulation Cases 
This section presents a brief description of the studied power system and simulation cases. 
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3.2.1 System Description 
In this chapter, a segment of the primary distribution network from the Queensland, Australia, 
where the voltage level is 11 kV line-to-line is studied. It is connected to an infinite bus at node 
N631 as shown in Figure 3.2. The network has 869 nodes, 876 branches, 387 load buses and 3 
voltage regulating transformers. Although the entire network is used in simulation to determine the 
best possible size and locations of BESS units, only nodes that are close to their capacity limit are 
highlighted in the schematic as shown in Figure 3.2. The total length of the network is 197 circuit-
km. The total peak and base loads are 20 MW and 3 MW respectively. Table 3.1 shows the lengths 
of the heavily loaded feeders and the corresponding resistances and reactances. As shown in Table 
3.1, the system feeders consist of different R/X ratios such as 0.5, 1.2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 15 and 30. 
The wide variation in R/X ratios occurs due to different types of conductors. 
 
Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of the studied 11-kV network [78] 
Table 3.1 Line parameters of the heavily loaded feeders [78] 
From Node To Node Line Length R 
(Resistance/ 
unit length) 
X (Reactance/ 
unit length) 
R/X Ratio 
N631 N654 0.21 0.06 0.16 0.38 
N631 N136 0.05 0.06 0.16 0.38 
N654 N663 0.16 0.17 0.33 0.52 
N663 N659 0.24 0.56 0.38 1.47 
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N659 N658 0.29 0.56 0.38 1.47 
N659 N605 0.29 0.56 0.38 1.47 
N658 N662 0.30 1.90 0.38 5.00 
N662 N613 0.24 0.56 0.38 1.47 
N631 N863 0.30 1.90 0.38 5.00 
N863 N660 0.24 0.56 0.38 1.47 
N660 N613 0.16 0.17 0.33 0.52 
N631 N865 0.16 0.17 0.33 0.52 
N865 N867 0.30 1.90 0.38 5.00 
N813 N814 0.30 1.90 0.38 5.00 
N867 N570 1.50 0.56 0.38 1.47 
N570 N111 0.06 0.45 0.37 1.22 
N111 N9 0.93 0.17 0.33 0.52 
N9 N115 0.35 4.10 0.42 9.76 
N9 N37 1.80 0.17 0.33 0.52 
N37 N102 0.98 0.73 0.38 1.92 
N102 N142 0.86 0.73 0.38 1.92 
N102 N195 0.40 0.73 0.38 1.92 
N195 N33 0.40 0.73 0.38 1.92 
N195 N104 0.40 0.73 0.38 1.92 
N104 N31 0.35 0.73 0.38 1.92 
N104 N98 0.25 0.73 0.38 1.92 
N570 N212 2.70 0.37 0.35 1.06 
N212 N45 0.65 0.29 0.35 0.83 
N212 N138 0.30 1.50 0.42 3.57 
N45 N88 1.62 1.78 0.39 4.56 
N45 N161 2.30 0.55 0.44 1.25 
N161 N160 0.68 1.50 0.42 3.57 
N160 N120 0.65 12.50 0.41 30.49 
N160 N48 0.88 0.56 0.44 1.27 
N48 N113 0.32 1.78 0.39 4.56 
N48 N94 0.79 1.97 0.39 5.05 
N94 N116 1.16 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N116 N159 0.48 1.50 0.42 3.57 
N116 N63 1.85 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N63 N225 0.48 1.50 0.42 3.57 
N225 N90 0.48 1.50 0.42 3.57 
N90 N89 1.85 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N90 N53 1.85 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N53 N68 1.85 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N68 N124 1.85 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N124 N125 1.85 0.56 0.37 1.51 
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N225 N26 1.85 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N75 N74 3.75 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N75 N72 3.75 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N75 N84 3.75 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N74 N128 0.48 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N84 N81 0.48 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N81 N82 0.48 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N81 N79 0.48 0.56 0.37 1.51 
N78 N79 0.48 0.56 0.37 1.51 
3.2.2 Case Studies 
Two case studies, namely, case study-1 and case study-2 are performed in Section 3.3.  PV 
penetration level is defined as the ratio between PV capacity and base load in the network. Case 
study-1 involves a low PV penetration level (10%), which represents the current scenario. Case 
study-2 considers high PV penetration (40%) and captures the future growth in PV uptake whose 
possible locations are specified by the DNO. PV units are placed in 4 and 13 locations for case 
studies-1 and 2 respectively.  Table 3.2 presents the peak load and PV capacity at each node for 
both cases. There are 42 heavily loaded nodes in the system and these sites are selected as possible 
options to place BESS. The possible BESS locations are highlighted in Figure 3.2 and listed in 
Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2 Capacities and locations of PV Sources in the network for two case studies [78] 
Node Peak Load 
(kW) 
PV Capacity (kW) Index of Possible 
Location of BESS 
Case Study-1 
(10% 
Penetration) 
Case Study-2 
(40% 
Penetration) 
N9 0 No PV No PV No 
N26  50 30 30 B1 
N31 10 No PV 10 No 
N33 10 No PV 10 No 
N37 0 No PV No PV No 
N45 0 No PV No PV No 
N48   100 40 40 B2 
N53   50 40 40 B3 
N63 0 No PV No PV No 
N68   100 No PV No PV B4 
N72   200 150 150 B5 
N74   150 No PV 30 B6 
N75   200 No PV No PV B7 
N78   200 No PV No PV B8 
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N79   320 No PV No PV B9 
N81   100 No PV 40 B10 
N82   200 No PV 80 B11 
N84   200 No PV 80 B12 
N88   200 No PV 80 B13 
N89   20 No PV No PV B14 
N90   100 No PV No PV B15 
N94  0 No PV No PV No 
N98   50 No PV No PV B16 
N102 0 No PV No PV No 
N104   63 No PV No PV B17 
N111   63 No PV No PV B18 
N113   100 No PV No PV B19 
N115   100 No PV No PV B20 
N116   0 No PV No PV No 
N120   100 No PV No PV B21 
N124   100 No PV No PV B22 
N125   200 No PV No PV B23 
N128   63 No PV No PV B24 
N136   100 No PV No PV B25 
N138   63 No PV No PV B26 
N142   63 No PV No PV B27 
N159   500 No PV No PV B28 
N160  0 No PV No PV No 
N161  0 No PV No PV No 
N195 0 No PV No PV No 
N212 0 No PV No PV No 
N570 0 No PV No PV No 
N605   500 No PV 150 B29 
N613   500 No PV No PV B30 
N631   500 No PV No PV B31 
N654   500 No PV No PV B32 
N658   750 No PV No PV B33 
N659   750 No PV No PV B34 
N660   750 No PV No PV B35 
N662  750 No PV No PV B36 
N663   500 No PV No PV B37 
N813   1000 No PV 340 B38 
N814   500 No PV No PV B39 
N863   750 No PV No PV B40 
N865  750 No PV No PV B41 
N867 750 No PV No PV B42 
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Table 3.3 shows the values of input parameters for solving (3.24)-(3.31), which are used in 
case studies-1 and 2. Based on the local trends, the peak load growth rate is considered as 0.48% for 
both studies [82]. The peak load growth rate depends on the economic and social situations of a 
particular place. By using the present ratings of network components and load growth rate, y1 is 
calculated from (3.2). The typical cost to upgrade with new feeders is assumed as $70,000/km and 
transformer cost is $28,800 for a 100 kVA unit [79]. The value of K in (3.10) is calculated by using 
the parameters g, a and b as given in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 Input parameters for case studies -1 and 2 [78] 
Parameters Case Study - 1 and 2 
Feeder upgrade cost US$ 70,000 per km [79] 
100 kVA transformer cost US$28, 800 [79] 
K $1159029.126 
g 0.48%  
x 4% 
a 854 
b 0.012837225 
mindr , maxdr  0, 0.008 p.u. 
mincr , maxcr  0, 0.008 p.u. 
minP  0 p.u. 
maxP  1 p.u. 
Bcap ($/kWh) 1000 (lithium-ion) 
cycles 2000 (lithium-ion) [46] 
SoCmin 0.3 [46]  
SoCmax 0.9 [46] 
SoC(j, n=1) 0.4 (initial state of charge) 
Maximum charge/discharge rates of each battery are chosen in such a way that the total power 
flow through each line does not exceed the corresponding cable ratings. The case studies are 
performed for lithium-ion BESS considering a conservative capacity cost $1000 per kWh [46]. 
Usually, lithium-ion battery experiences capacity reduction over time depending on its depth-of-
discharge. Along the line, the expected life cycle of lithium-ion is assumed to be 2000 in Sections 
3.2 and 3.3. While solving (3.24)-(3.31), the initial state of charge for each BESS is assumed as 
40% for both studies. The minimum and maximum limits of state of charge constraints are assumed 
as 30% and 90% respectively [46].    
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3.2.3 Load and PV Data  
One-year load and PV data of the studied system are collected from a local DNO [82, 83]. 
This load data is used to generate 12 representative scenarios including peak, average and low load 
profiles for each of the four seasons (summer, winter, autumn and spring) [83]. A representative PV 
profile is selected, which involves periods of intermittent generation and is scaled for different PV 
locations based on their installed capacities. The 12 representative load profiles and day-ahead 
electricity price are shown in Figure 3.3. The optimisation problem (3.24)-(3.31) is individually 
repeated for each of the 12 load profiles for both cases using CPLEX solver in the Generic 
Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS) platform [84]. Full details of the simulation results are 
presented in Section 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3 (a) Representative load profiles used in case studies (b) Day-ahead electricity TOU price 
[78] 
3.3 Simulation Results and Analysis 
 This section presents simulation results for case studies-1 and 2. The effects of load growth 
rate and BESS capacity on network upgrade deferral are investigated and discussed. In the results of 
this section, BESS power is shown from the AC side of the inverter. This is because for a grid-
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connected BESS, the ac power exchange at the point of common coupling affects the overall power 
flow in a network. Therefore, the dc side power is not shown in the results. 
3.3.1 Case Study – 1 (10% PV Penetration)  
 
Figure 3.4 (a) PV power profiles for case study-1 (b) Day-ahead dispatch of BESS under peak 
summer load (c) Day-ahead dispatch of BESS under average summer load [78] 
In this case, 4 PV sources with an aggregated capacity of 260 kW are utilised. Day-ahead 
power profiles of these sources are presented in Figure 3.4(a). Upon the application of (3.24)-(3.31), 
it is found that five BESS units are suitable to be placed in the network to shave the overall system 
peak by 4% with a load growth rate of 0.48%. Figures 3.4(b) and (c) present day-ahead dispatch 
rates of these BESS units for the peak summer and average summer load profiles respectively. It is 
observed from Figures 3.4(b) and (c) that all BESS units require approximately 0.5 hour charging at 
the 29th sampling instant for the respective load profiles, when PV output is high and the system is 
in a light load condition. The electricity price is the cheapest at the 29th sampling instant (Figure 
3.3(b)). It can be noticed from Figure 3.4(b) that five BESS units deliver 800 kW at the 41st 
sampling instant under the peak summer load condition. Hence, 4% of the system peak is reduced 
by using five BESS units. 
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All storages are charged during the 29th sampling instant (14.00 to 14.30 hour) and the total 
stored energy is approximately 450 kWh. During this time, the total energy delivered by PV sources 
is 150 kWh. This amount is reasonably low, which is likely to serve only the loads connected to the 
buses with PV sources. Consequently, the solution of (3.24)-(3.31) has resulted in BESS locations 
that are different from the PV locations. It indicates that a low PV penetration level may have a 
reasonably small impact on BESS size and location with respect to network reinforcement deferral. 
Table 3.4 summarises the results of case study-1. Five nodes are found as optimum locations 
for installing BESS. Individual capacities of these BESS units are calculated by (3.32) and (3.33) as 
shown in Table 3.4. The aggregated size of the 5 BESS units is found as 450 kWh to reduce the 
overall system peak by 4%. 
Table 3.4 Optimum size and location of BESS in case study -1 (Bold text represents the final choice 
of BESS size) [78] 
 
Load Profiles 
Total 
Energy 
used from 
BESS 
(kWh) 
 
Optimum 
Location for 
BESS units 
 
BESS Index and corresponding 
sizes (kWh) for the locations in 
column-3   
Aggregated 
size of all 
BESS (kWh) 
Peak Summer 450 
N98, N111, 
N605, N663 and 
N865 
 
B16, B18, B29 
and B41 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
180 kW and 100 
kWh 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
450 (Total 5 
BESS units) 
 
 
Average 
Summer 
350 
Low Summer 275 
Peak Winter 450 
Average 
Winter 
300 
Low Winter 200 
Peak Autumn 450  
 
 
B37 
 
 
 
 
80 kW and 50 
kWh 
Average 
Autumn 
320 
Low Autumn 270 
Peak Spring 450 
Average 
Spring 
300 
Low Spring 220 
3.3.2 Case Study – 2 (40% PV Penetration)  
In case study- 2, the peak shave option is fixed to 4%, which is the same as case study-1. This 
assumption is taken to observe the effects of low and high PV penetration levels on BESS sizing 
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and siting. There are 13 locations for PV (provided by the local DNO), which are used to represent 
a prospective future scenario. In this case, the aggregated PV capacity is considered as 4000 kW for 
40% PV penetration. Simulations are executed by using input parameters given in Table 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.5 (a) PV power profile in case study-2  (b) Day-ahead dispatch of BESSs in case study-2 
with peak summer load profile (c) Percentage of state of charge (%) of BESSs for peak summer 
load profile [78] 
Out of 12 representative load profiles, peak summer is discussed as an example. The day-
ahead PV profiles are shown in Figure 3.5(a). It is to be mentioned that initially 42 BESS units are 
taken into account for simulations. After solving (3.24)-(3.31), 39 BESS locations are obtained for 
the peak summer load profile. Figure 3.5(b) depicts the day-ahead dispatch schedule of these BESS 
units. It is observed from Figure 3.5(b) that 14 BESS units are charged in the morning for 120 
minutes and 39 BESS units are charged in the afternoon for 180 minutes. It is also noticed from 
Figure 3.5(b) that 17 BESS units are discharged for 120 minutes at the peak-time.   
It can be seen from Figures. 3.5(a) and (b) that locations of some of the BESS units are the 
same as that of PV sources. This is due to the charging of BESS units from PV sources during high 
PV generation under light load conditions. At that time, the BESS units store 4000 kWh of energy 
from PV. Therefore, excess PV power is better utilised in case study-2 compared to case study-1 
(450 kWh in case-1).  
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Figure 3.5(c) presents the initial and final SoC for obtained BESS units (BESS ID are referred 
to in Table 3.2). The initial SoC is selected as 40% for all BESS units. It can be observed from 
Figure 3.5(c) that the final state of charge is higher than the initial value. It occurs due to the 
constraint in (3.26), which restricts the amount of charge stored in the BESS to greater or equal to 
the amount discharged in a day. The results are shown for the representative daily load and PV 
profiles, where BESS have sufficient space at a day end to charge in the next day. In case of some 
other daily load profiles, the BESS may be charged to such an extent that may restrict the BESS to 
charge again in the following day. This issue can be easily mitigated by modifying (3.26), where 
amount of charge stored in BESS units should be discharged on the same day so that they can be 
charged on the following day if necessary.  
Detailed simulation results for 12 load profiles are shown in Table 3.5. It can be seen that the 
maximum BESS energy is found for peak summer load profile. Therefore, the outcomes 
corresponding to this load profile can be treated as the best possible size and location of BESS for 
case study-2. Thus, in total 39 BESS units are found as an optimum solution, whose aggregated 
capacity is 5,500 kWh. It is worth mentioning that in case study-1, 5 BESS units with an aggregated 
capacity of 450 kWh are obtained as an optimum solution. PV penetration in case-2 is considerably 
higher than that of case-1. Therefore, the amount of surplus energy from PV (which is stored in 
BESS) in case-2 is higher than that of case-1. As a result, for the same peak shaving, the aggregated 
size of BESS units in case study-2 is larger than that of case study-1. This can be attributed to the 
constraint expressed by (3.27), which limits the power drawn by a network from the connected grid. 
If the imported power from the connected grid drops below a limit due to high PV generation, a 
higher number of BESS units should be charged. Such a situation may arise if a network with 
substantial PV penetration, experiences very low demand during the daytime.  
Table 3.5 Optimum size and location of BESS in case study -2 (Bold text represents the final choice 
of BESS size) [78] 
Load Profiles  
Total 
Energy 
used 
from 
BESS 
(kWh) 
BESS 
Optimum 
Location 
BESS Index and 
Corresponding Size  (kWh) 
Aggregate
d capacity 
of all 
BESS 
(kWh) 
Total 
peak 
shave 
Peak Summer 5500 N26, N48, 
N53, N68, 
N72, N74, 
N75, N78, 
N79, N81, 
B1-B3, B6, B9, 
B15 - B17, 
B20-B21, B29-
B30, B33, B36, 
B41-B42 
 
20 - 80 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Average 
Summer 
4900 
Low Summer 3500 
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Peak Winter 5400 N82, N84, 
N88, N89, 
N90, N98, 
N104, N111, 
N113, N115, 
N120, N124, 
N125, N128, 
N136, N138, 
N142, N159, 
N605, N613, 
N631, N654, 
N658, N659, 
N660, N662, 
N663, N813, 
N814, N863, 
N865 and 
N867 
B4-B5, B8, 
B10-B11, B13, 
B19, B22, B24, 
B26, B28, B31-
B32, B34, B39 
80 -160 
 
 
5500 
(total 39 
BESS) 
 
 
 
800 kW 
(4% of 
20 MW) 
Average 
Winter 
3500 
Low Winter 2000 
Peak Autumn 5400 B7, B14, B27, 
B35, B37 - B38 
 
200-300 
Average 
Autumn 
3200 
Low Autumn 2700 
Peak Spring 5400 B18, B40 320-400 
Average 
Spring 
3600 
Low Spring 2200 
Thus, it can be revealed that the optimum size and location of BESS vary with PV penetration 
levels. For higher PV, more BESS units are required to be deployed to store surplus PV energy. 
Therefore, when the PV penetration in a network proliferates, the required BESS capacity becomes 
higher for peak shaving and reverse power flow restriction.   
3.3.3 Effects of Load Growth Rate and BESS Capacity on Network Upgrade Expenditure  
This section investigates the impact of BESS size and load growth rate on network upgrade 
expenditure. Initially two PV penetration cases, 10% and 40% are considered in this context. Then, 
the penetration levels are varied from 5% to 45% to understand the maximum permissible PV 
penetration for economic deployment of BESS. For each case, net profit is determined using the 
proposed optimisation tool by varying the size of BESS (kWh) at different load growth rates. Peak 
shave is kept fixed for the aforementioned cases. A new constraint is added in the optimisation 
model, which limits the aggregated capacity of BESS. At a given peak shave, the duration of 
upgrade deferral depends only on load growth rate according to (3.8). If growth rate increases, a 
network quickly reaches its maximum capacity and therefore, upgrades deferral year decreases. If 
the duration of upgrade deferral is relatively smaller, BESS will be utilised for a period, which is 
less than its maximum lifetime. Henceforth, the number of cycles in (3.22) will also reduce. Table 
3.6 presents network upgrade deferral year and the number of cycles for several load growth rates 
for 10% and 40% PV penetration cases at 4% peak shave.  
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Table 3.6 Network upgrade deferral year and BESS cycles at 10% and 40% PV penetration (peak 
shave = 4% or 800 kW) [78] 
Peak load growth rate 
(g) 
Upgrade deferral year for both 10% 
and 40% PV penetration cases 
No. of BESS cycles used 
for two PV penetration 
cases 
0.5 8.2 2000 
1 4.2 1460 
2 2.1 760 
3 1.38 500 
It can be observed from Table 3.6 that for a given load growth rate, upgrade deferral year is 
the same for both cases. Since the occurrence of peak load and PV do not coincide with each other, 
upgrade deferral year for a given peak shave is independent of PV penetration level. It is to be 
mentioned that the number of cycles shown in Table 3.6 is utilised to determine net profit using 
(3.22) for various BESS sizes.  
Figures 3.6(a) and (b) present the required expenditure to upgrade the studied network with 
BESS for several peak load growth rates (g) at 10% and 40% PV penetration respectively. The 
actual cost to upgrade the network without BESS (referred to as ‘actual w/o BESS’) is estimated as 
$1.2 million as described in Section 3.3.2. The studied load curve as shown in Figure 3.3(a) 
contains its peak for duration of half an hour and the peak shave is considered as 4% (800 kW). 
That is why the BESS capacity starts from 800kW×0.5h=400 kWh, so that it can be discharged for 
at least half an hour. It is observed from Figure 3.6(a) that if BESS capacity increases, upgrade 
expenditure also increases due to the rise in capital expenditure of BESS.  However, the amount of 
expenditure with BESS is much smaller than ‘actual w/o BESS’ expenditure for 10% PV 
penetration. 
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Figure 3.6 Network’s upgrade expenditure vs. total kWh capacity of BESS for different g (a) 10% 
PV penetration (b) 40% PV penetration [78] 
It is also noticed that for a given BESS capacity, if the load growth rate becomes higher, 
upgrade expense increases. This is because, for a given peak shave, the number of years for which 
the network upgrade may be deferred using BESS reduces as the load growth rate increases 
(according to (3.8)). Hence, the number of cycles also reduces causing relatively less TOU benefit 
as shown by (20). Therefore, net profit as expressed by (3.21) and (3.22) decreases when load 
growth rate increases.  
At 40% PV penetration, more cumulative BESS capacity is required to store surplus PV 
energy. Hence, BESS capacity starts from 3,500 kWh as shown in Figure 3.6(b). It is observed that 
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the network upgrade expenditures with BESS (capacity ranging from 3,500 to 5,500 kWh) are 
reasonably close to actual expenditure at 0.5% load growth rate. If BESS capacity is more than 
5,500 kWh, upgrade expenditure exceeds ‘actual w/o BESS’ expenditure. Moreover, for smaller 
BESS capacity (< 5,500 kWh), upgrade expense also surpasses actual expenditure if load growth 
rate is higher than 0.5% (attributed to the reduction in the number of years for which the network 
upgrade may be deferred using BESS due to the increasing load growth rate). It is also noticed that 
for 1% load growth rate and BESS capacity of 5,500 kWh, network upgrade with BESS is as 
expensive as actual cost (referred to as the break-even point in Figure 3.6(b)).  
 
Figure 3.7 Maximum PV penetration at break-even point vs. peak load growth rate [78] 
The level of PV corresponding to this point is called maximum permissible PV penetration for 
utilising BESS with financial viability. Figure 3.7 presents the maximum values of PV penetration 
for which financial viability (or break-even point) can be achieved for different load growth rates. 
Corresponding BESS capacities are also shown. It can be observed from Figure 3.7 that the 
maximum PV penetration and BESS capacity show declining trends as load growth rate increases at 
a given peak shave. As the load growth rate increases, network upgrade deferral year reduces at a 
given peak shave as shown in Table 3.6. Consequently, the values of cycles and net profit decrease. 
Therefore, a smaller BESS is permitted to reach the break-even point. Thus, with a smaller BESS, 
the permissible maximum PV penetration reduces with the increasing load growth rate for financial 
viability.  
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3.4 Extension of the Proposed Approach for Voltage Regulation 
In this section, the proposed optimisation model as discussed in Section 3.1 is modified for 
the regulation of network voltage via both active and reactive OPF analysis. To achieve the required 
voltage regulation in LV distribution systems, the BESS owned by customers are utilised. It is 
worth mentioning that there are other voltage regulating devices in distribution systems. However, 
the model is developed to assess the potential benefits to customers by allowing their BESS for 
voltage regulation. Since a customer’s main interest is to reduce their electricity bill, a new 
objective function is formulated in the modified model [85]. 
Let us assume a distribution network containing u number of nodes, which is defined by a set, 
N = [1, u]. Let βu × u be the admittance matrix for u bus system. Active and reactive power flow at 
each bus of the system is modelled by (3.34) and (3.35) respectively [86]. 
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where 
( , )GP j n    = Real power drawn from the grid via jth node and nth sampling instant 
( , )GQ j n     = Reactive power drawn from the grid via jth node and nth sampling instant  
( , )dP j n    = Net real power demand (load–solar PV) at jth node and nth sampling instant 
( , )dQ j n    = Reactive power demand by loads at jth node and nth sampling instant 
( , )eV j n    = Real part of complex voltage at j
th node and nth sampling instant 
( , )fV j n    = Imaginary part of complex voltage at j
th node and nth sample 
( , )G j k      = Real component of the complex admittance matrix β  
( , )B j k      = Imaginary component of the complex admittance matrix β 
The objective function is the summation of day-ahead arbitrage benefits of all BESS in the 
system and defined by (3.36). 
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where J refers to the daily energy arbitrage from BESS and  
( , )dr j n = Discharge rate of a battery at jth node and nth sampling instant  
( , )cr j n = Charge rate of a battery at jth node and nth sampling instant 
( )price n = Day-ahead price of electricity at nth sampling instant 
tD          = Duration of a sample 
The amount of energy stored in a BESS should be discharged by the end of a day so that it can 
be available for charging from solar power the following day. Therefore, a constraint for BESS 
energy management is formulated as  
24
1
{ ( , ) ( , )}. 0
=
− D =∑ d c
n
r j n r j n t                                                             (3.37) 
Now, the proposed time-series optimisation model is given by (3.38) to (3.45).    
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min max( ) ( , ) ( )≤ ≤d d dr j r j n r j                                                                     (3.44)                                                                      
min max( ) ( , ) ( )≤ ≤c c cr j r j n r j                                                                        (3.45)  
The objective function is to be maximised under all constraints described by (3.39)-(3.45). 
These constraints are considered to introduce the limits on variables i.e. voltage magnitude of all 
nodes, total active power flow in the network and battery discharge-charge rates. In order to estimate 
the energy arbitrage from batteries, the non-linear optimisation task is resolved with COUENNE 
solver [87]. COUENNE is an open source solver and uses IPOPT for the solution of non-linear 
problems. The proposed optimisation tool is solved for day-ahead charge/discharge patterns of BESS 
(rd (j, n), rc (j, n)), real and imaginary parts of node voltages (Ve (j, n), Vf (j, n)), total real and 
reactive power (PG (j, n), QG (j, n)) flow at each sampling instant. 
3.4.1 Investigations 
3.4.1.1 Description of the Studied LV Network 
The studied network for voltage regulation with BESS as shown in Figure 3.8 is radial in 
nature and contains a primary feeder and 6 secondary feeders [26]. The network is connected to an 
infinite bus through a power transformer facilitated with an on-load tap changer (OLTC). The 
network resembles a radial distribution network located in the USA. The total length of the primary 
feeder is 9.66 km and the length of the secondary feeder can vary between 60 to 160 meters. The 
R/X ratio of the secondary feeder is assumed to be reasonably high. Seven residential customers are 
supposed to be connected to feeder x1. The maximum load for each customer is 10 kW. The line-to-
line voltage levels of primary and secondary feeders are 12.5 kV and 240 V respectively [26]. Each 
secondary feeder has approximately 0.3 MW lumped load. It is assumed that each customer owns a 
4 kW PV system. There is an step voltage regulator (SVR) at node N3 to control primary feeder 
voltage in the network. 
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Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram of the studied radial distribution network [85] 
3.4.1.2 Simulation Scenarios 
PV power output data from the University of Queensland solar system [88] over a one year 
period is studied and used in this section. It is well known that PV output follows a seasonal pattern. 
Therefore, clustering PV output based on seasonal variation is more practical instead of considering 
365 daily profiles (for a year). Clustering can provide more compact information about PV patterns, 
which ultimately control BESS charge-discharge rates. Besides, clustering reduces computational 
burden. Therefore, PV output data is categorised by using k-means clustering method, which is 
discussed in Section 3.4.2.  Then, the average load profile of each season is collected and studied 
[83]. If the number of load and PV profiles are α and λ respectively, the possible number of net load 
patterns is α×λ. To reduce the number of load patterns, the correlation co-efficient of each PV 
cluster with seasonal daily irradiance is determined [88]. If the correlation coefficient between a PV 
cluster and a seasonal daily irradiance pattern is very high (>0.8), the respective PV cluster is 
utilised to determine the net load of the corresponding season.  
In the next stage, the voltage problem is identified with a very low demand and high PV 
output in the x1 feeder. Lithium-ion BESS are connected to PV units and the proposed OPF is 
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solved for all clustered load scenarios. Finally, the maximum yearly energy arbitrage is estimated 
by taking a weighted average of daily arbitrage values of all load and PV profiles under study. 
Figure 3.9 shows a block diagram of the proposed analysis. 
 
Figure 3.9 Block diagram of the proposed analysis [85] 
3.4.2 Results and Discussions 
This section presents the categorised solar PV profiles through k-means clustering algorithm 
and the relevant results from the proposed voltage regulation approach. 
3.4.2.1 Categorising PV Output using k-means Clustering 
Several tools for time series data clustering have been reported in the literature [89]. One of 
them is k-means method, which provides fast computation. The k-means [89] technique is an 
iterative algorithm, which first determines the centroid of each cluster. Then it minimises the sum of 
distances between data points and the centroid of a cluster, summed over all clusters iteratively. The 
objective function (F) to minimise in this algorithm is as follows. 
2
1 1= =
= −∑ ∑
c o
p i
i p
F D S                                                                                  (3.46) 
where p ∈{1,2,3,…,o} and i ∈ {1,2,3,…, c}. Dp represents o number of data points, while Si , 
presents c number of cluster centroids. The cluster centroids are updated iteratively until F is 
minimised. 
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To identify the optimum number of clusters, an objective function (OF) is defined as  
i, j
c j
OF Y i= − γ∑∑                                                                                    (3.47) 
where Yi,j is the jth data point of the ith cluster and γi is the centroid of the ith cluster. The total 
number of clusters is presented by c.  
The k-means algorithm is applied to categorise PV power output. Figure 3.10(a) shows time-
series profiles of a 4 kW PV system for a year. Figure 3.10(b) presents the value of the objective 
function computed using (3.47) for different cluster numbers. It is observed that as the number of 
clusters increases, the value of objective function decreases. After a definite cluster number, the 
magnitude of objective becomes almost constant. By observing Figure 3.10(b), ten clusters are 
selected for the studied data set of solar PV. The time series profiles of all the ten clusters are 
presented in Figure 3.10(c). 
 
Figure 3.10 (a) Studied time-series PV power profile in a year (b) Determining optimum number of 
cluster (c) Time series pattern of 10 optimum clusters [85] 
It can be observed from Figure 3.10(c) that more than 800 samples are obtained in each cluster. 
The optimisation tool needs 24 samples instead of 800. Therefore, it is required to reduce the number 
of samples in each cluster. It is achieved by taking an average of 34 data samples at each hour of a 
cluster. Figure 3.11 presents the compact PV output clusters. In the next step, all clustered PV 
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profiles are compared with seasonal solar irradiation patterns. Table 3.7 presents the correlation co-
efficient of each PV cluster with their corresponding seasonal irradiation profiles. 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Compact PV output clusters [85] 
Table 3.7 Correlation co-efficient of PV clusters with seasonal irradiance [85] 
Cluster Name Seasonal Irradiance Correlation co-efficient 
Cluster1 Spring 0.9373 
Cluster2 Spring 0.9420 
Cluster3 Summer 0.9702 
Cluster4 Summer 0.9647 
Cluster5 Winter 0.8291 
Cluster6 Summer 0.9654 
Cluster7 Autumn 0.9476 
Cluster8 Winter 0.9156 
Cluster9 Autumn 0.9577 
Cluster10 Spring 0.9213 
It is observed from Table 3.7 that clusters 3, 4 and 6 are highly correlated with summer 
irradiation profiles. Clusters 5 and 8 are represented as winter PV profiles. Clusters 1, 2 and 10 are 
represented by spring PV profile. Clusters 7 and 9 are matched with the autumn season. Figure 3.12 
shows the net load profiles (load minus solar PV) of all seasons with corresponding PV clusters. It is 
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found from Figure 3.12 that the net load profiles in winter cluster-2 and autumn cluster-1 are 
negative, which implies that rooftop PV systems are supplying active power to the grid.    
 
Figure 3.12 Load profiles of all seasons subtracting corresponding PV output clusters [85]  
3.4.2.2 Case Study-1: Identification of Voltage Problem Due to PV 
The studied power system and the proposed formulation are modelled in GAMS platform [84]. 
All loads in the system are modelled as constant power loads. Each customer has a PV unit and they 
are modelled as negative loads. Very light load profiles at node N11, N12, N14 and N15 are 
considered at the noon. In the next stage, an optimal power flow is performed without any battery 
storage to search for the minimum cost of energy. If the voltage limits are considered ±5% of the 
nominal voltage magnitude, the optimisation does not converge. Therefore, node voltage limits are 
selected as ±10% of the nominal voltage and it is found from OPF results that there are some 
locations in the system which experience reasonably high voltage at noon. The voltage profile of 
each bus from the OPF analysis is presented in Figure 3.13. It is observed from Figure 3.13 that 
customers experience voltage rise at peak PV time at some sites in the secondary distribution feeder 
x1. Customers located at N11 and N14 locations experience high voltage situation. This occurs due 
to a reverse power flow at the corresponding nodes at noon. In case of large PV capacity, these 
voltage rise situations may deteriorate. 
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Figure 3.13 Voltage magnitudes of nodes in the secondary feeder [85] 
3.4.2.3 Case Study-2: Node Voltages with PV and Batteries 
It is observed from case study-1 in subsection 3.4.2.2 that the voltage rise problem is 
prominent at nodes N11 and N14. That is why if BESS are used at these two locations, local voltage 
issues can be mitigated. However, the voltage problem may occur in other nodes depending on 
customer load and PV power profiles. Therefore, each PV unit is assumed to be supported by a 
battery. In this case, the upper and lower limits of voltage are selected as ±5% of the nominal 
voltage magnitude. The proposed tool is executed to attain the maximum value of the objective 
function described by (3.38) to (3.45). The optimum charge/discharge schedule of batteries is 
obtained from the result. Figure 3.14 shows a day-ahead charging pattern of a BESS for a light load 
and high PV power case. 
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Figure 3.14 Charge-discharge schedules of a BESS in case study-2 [85] 
 
Figure 3.15 Voltage magnitude at each location of the LV feeder [85] 
It is observed that the BESS charging rate increases with PV power increase. After a certain 
level, the charge rate becomes fixed and then it sharply falls to zero. Batteries are discharged for 5 
hours in the night time. It is determined from the charging pattern that the suitable size of BESS is 6 
kWh by considering 80% round-trip efficiency. The rated power of each BESS unit is 1.2 kW 
(approximately). Figure 3.15 presents voltage magnitude of each node after placing BESS in the 
secondary feeder at three different times of day. It is observed from Figure 3.15 that all node 
voltages remain within ±5% limit of the nominal secondary voltage. 
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3.4.2.4 Yearly Arbitrage Benefits and Pay-back Time of PV-BESS  
The optimal power flow results in ten individual Daily Arbitrage Benefits (DAB) for different 
seasons in a year. Then the yearly arbitrage benefit is calculated by taking the weighted average of 
each DAB. Table 3.8 presents all DABs of corresponding load profiles. It is observed that by using 
a 6 kWh battery with a 4 kW PV unit, a customer can achieve a yearly arbitrage of around $380. It 
is assumed that off-peak electricity price is 16 cents/ kWh and peak price is 40 cents/kWh [16]. The 
BESS has utilised 1 cycle per day, which leads to the use of 365 cycles per year. Therefore, if the 
cycle-life of BESS is 2500, it can be operated for almost 6.5 (i. e. 2500/365) years. 
Table 3.8 DAB for each load profile and yearly DAB [85]  
Load 
and PV 
Cluster 
DAB 
(US$) 
Number of days 
when similar 
load pattern 
occurs, ς 
 
Weightage, 
(DAB ×ς /365) 
Yearly 
Arbitrage 
(365× ∑ (DAB × 
ς /365) 
Summer: C1 1.32 29 0.1049  
 
 
 
479 
US$ 
(approximately) 
Summer: C2 1.39 31 0.1138 
Summer: C3 1.18 40 0.1292 
Winter: C1 1.51 68 0.2812 
Winter: C2 1.41 17 0.0655 
Autumn: C1 1.37 50 0.1874 
Autumn: C2 1.13 40 0.1241 
Spring: C1 1.19 26 0.0847 
Spring: C2 1.21 36 0.1191 
Spring: C3 1.32 28 0.1013 
Figure 3.16 presents yearly cash flow for a PV-BESS and for a PV only unit. The payback 
period of PV-BESS depends on their capital costs of installation. Usually, BESS cost is associated 
with both kW and kWh ratings. Residential BESS does not require high kW ratings, hence, comes 
with a low cost package. Furthermore, BESS costs are likely to be significantly reduced in the 
upcoming years. On that note, it is assumed that a PV-BESS system is purchased by customers 
considering the capital cost of BESS $570 per kWh over 15 years period [8]. It is worth mentioning 
that the proposed methods in Sections 3.1 and 3.4 are generic and applicable for any price of BESS.  
Therefore, the results presented in this thesis are indicative in nature. The merit of the proposed 
methods does not change due to the variation the of BESS price. The study considers the time of 
use price scheme of electricity only, feed-in-tariff for PV is not taken into account. The annual 
inflation rate is considered 4%.  
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Figure 3.16 Yearly Cash Flow for PV user and PV-BESS user [85] 
It is observed from Figure 3.16 that cash flow is positive at the 5th year for only PV system 
users. A PV-BESS system is likely to have a positive cash flow at the 7th year. Therefore, payback 
time of a PV-BESS unit is closer to only PV. However, yearly energy savings with PV-BESS is 
much higher than a PV without battery. The total electricity costs savings with PV-BESS for 15 
years is about $25,429. This saving considers battery replacement cost every 7 years. In contrast, 
the total bill savings for only PV unit for the same time frame is $20,755. Therefore, a customer 
may achieve more benefits with PV-BESS than only PV unit in the long run. At the same time, 
network voltage problems caused by large PV penetration are mitigated. So, the proposed tool can 
estimate optimum dispatch of battery systems while maintaining expected voltage limits at the 
customers’ end. 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a mathematical tool is developed to defer network upgrade investment using 
BESS via an active optimal power flow framework. The developed tool is applied to a segment of a 
distribution network in Queensland, Australia. Results show that the proposed model is able to 
evaluate proper sizing, siting and the day-ahead dispatch schedule of BESS in a PV dominated 
power system. The required size of BESS increases if the PV penetration level is substantial. 
Network reinforcement with the optimally allocated BESS is an economic option for a DNO rather 
than upgrading components. Declining costs of BESS indicates that network reinforcement with 
BESS is a promising option to DNOs. The analyses in this chapter also show the necessity of a third 
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party for the possible interaction between DNOs and customers, where aggregators can play an 
important role.   
It is found that a network upgrade with BESS is less expensive in a low load growth rate 
region than that of a high load growth rate region. To achieve financial viability with BESS, the 
permissible maximum PV penetration decreases with an increase in the load growth rate. The 
proposed model can evaluate the optimum BESS capacity and location for any networks while 
maintaining technical and financial viability. The proposed tool will be utilised in the upcoming 
chapters of this thesis to select a suitable capacity and location of BESS in a network. 
In many LV distribution networks, voltage rise caused by PV is a severe problem, where a 
BESS system can be a potential solution. However, initiatives to integrate BESS are limited mainly 
due to their high capital costs and lifetime limitations. The analysis in this chapter gives an insight 
towards an optimum selection and utilisation of BESS to mitigate voltage rise issues. In the case of 
large PV integration in residential networks (>5 kW for each customer), the voltage problem may 
deteriorate, which require larger BESS. At least one charge/discharge cycle is required every day in 
this study, while more cycles can be used to fulfil further objectives, such as ramp rate control of 
PV output. In that case, the lifetime of BESS may be reduced.  
The analyses in this chapter indicate that the suitable control features of multi-functional 
BESS need to be developed and tested under numerous operating conditions. To this end, a detailed 
investigation on the voltage performance of residential feeders is required with high PV penetration 
based on the local standards. The maximum permissible feed-in limit by a solar PV should be 
determined from the assessment, which will be accomplished in the next chapter. 
3.6 Nomenclature 
Indices  
i, j, k, m Bus indices 
n Sample index 
Inputs (as constants) 
expenditure Total reinforcement cost 
d Discount rate 
g Peak load growth rate (called as load growth rate) 
x Peak shave fraction 
cycles Number of used charge/discharge cycles of a BESS 
price (n) Day ahead price of electricity  
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Bcap Cost of BESS ($/kWh) 
η BESS efficiency 
SoCmin(j)  Minimum BESS state of charge  at  jth bus 
SoCmax(j)  Maximum BESS state of charge at  jth bus 
Pmin(j)  Minimum active power drawn from grid via jth bus 
Pmax(j)  Maximum active power drawn from grid via jth bus 
Pd (j, n)  Net active power demand (load minus solar PV) at  jth bus  
Qd (j, n) Reactive power demand at  jth bus  
rdmin(j)  Minimum discharge rate of jth BESS 
rdmax(j)  Maximum discharge rate of jth BESS 
rcmin(j)  Minimum charge rate of  jth BESS 
rcmax(j) Maximum charge rate of jth BESS 
Vmin Minimum voltage limit 
Vmax Maximum voltage limit 
Sets  
N Set of total buses in a network 
P Set of possible BESS locations  
β Susceptance matrix 
G Real component of the complex admittance matrix β 
B Imaginary component of the complex admittance matrix β 
H Set of buses through which the network is connected to the grid 
Variables  
PG(j, n)  Active power drawn from grid via jth bus 
QG(j, n)  Reactive power drawn from grid via jth bus  
V(j, n)  Voltage at  jth bus 
Ve (j, n)  Real part of complex voltage at jth node and nth sampling instant 
Vf  (j, n)  Imaginary part of complex voltage at jth node and nth sample 
I* (j, n)  Complex conjugate of injected current from jth bus  
r d (j, n)  Discharge rate of jth BESS 
r c (j, n)  Charge rate of  jth BESS 
SoC (j, n)  State of charge of  jth BESS at  nth sampling instant 
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Q B (j, n)  Reactive power absorbed/ delivered by  jth BESS  
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Chapter 4 Distribution Voltage Performance 
and BESS Control Strategies to Facilitate High 
Photovoltaic Penetration 
It is well documented that distribution networks in Australia are facing voltage regulation 
challenges due to large amounts of  renewable generation [32, 82, 90]. Therefore, several points of 
existing guidelines for solar PV connections have recently been renewed, which have led to a 
reduction of PV usage [91]. To this end, the utilisation of BESS has the potential to facilitate the 
growth of solar PV in power systems2. 
Having analyses of appropriate BESS sizing for peak shaving and voltage regulation 
applications, this chapter investigates the steady-state voltage performance of a distribution system 
under substantial PV penetration. A typical section of the Queensland distribution network is 
analysed to understand the impact of existing and probable solar PV on system voltage rise 
characteristics. Based on this study, the allowable export limit from a prospective PV connection 
that alleviates unacceptable voltage rise in the network is determined. This export limit is utilised to 
develop suitable BESS control strategies for better voltage regulation. 
4.1 Background 
4.1.1 Analysis of Voltage Rise Phenomenon 
A radial distribution feeder is assumed with rooftop PV units at each bus as presented in Figure 
4.1. Without PV units, power flows from the distribution transformer to the loads and voltage 
magnitude drops along a feeder [55]. However, the power flow direction is opposite (load to 
distribution transformer) if PV output exceeds local demand. The reverse active power flow in a 
network causes voltage rise, which is illustrated in Figures 4.2(a) and (b). 
2 This chapter has significant materials from the following articles published by the PhD candidate. 
• S. R. Deeba, R. Sharma, T. K. Saha and A. Thomas, “Investigation of Voltage Performance of an LV 
Distribution Network for Improving Rooftop Photovoltaic Uptake in Australia”, IEEE Power and Energy 
Society General Meeting, Boston, MA, U.S., 17 - 21 July, 2016. 
• S. R. Deeba, “A Battery Management Approach to Improve Steady State Voltage Performance of an LV 
Distribution Feeder”, Australasian Universities Power and Energy Engineering Conference, Brisbane, 
Australia, 25-28 September, 2016. 
• S. R. Deeba, R. Sharma and T. K. Saha, “Coordinated Control of Multi-Functional Battery Energy Storage 
System in an Unbalanced Network”, Australasian Universities Power Engineering Conference, Perth, 
Australia, 28 September – 1 October, 2014. 
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Figure 4.1 A radial distribution feeder with solar PV  
 
Figure 4.2(a) PQ diagram of the operating point of a PCC at 0.9 lagging power factor (b) Vector 
diagram of the kth node voltage for various PV outputs [55, 92] 
A four quadrant PQ (where P and Q are real and reactive power respectively) diagram is 
shown in Figure 4.2(a). The 1st and 4th quadrants in the PQ diagram present the active power 
injection from the PV source to PCC (connection point of a PV and a network) [55]. If a PCC is 
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operated in the 1st and 4th quadrants, it acts as a source. On the other hand, a PCC operating in the 2nd 
and 3rd quadrants behaves like a load. The +Q and –Q axes imply reactive power source and sink 
respectively. Let the load at a feeder end bus (denoted by k) be PL+jQL. The net injected power is 
presented by Sinj. The PCC is operating in the P-source and Q-sink mode in Figure 4.2(a). 
Furthermore, a controllable PV inverter output can be varied along the loci of SPV1, SPV2 and SPV3. 
Figure 4.2(b) shows a vector diagram of the kth node voltages (Vk) for various PCC operating points. 
Current from the (k-1)th (upstream location) to the kth node is represented by I. The vector diagram 
shows that Vk may exceed the 1.06 p.u. limit although PCC is operating at lagging power factor. 
The existing and upcoming PV inverters may cause high reverse power flow in light loading 
situations in a network. It is to be mentioned that the existing rooftop PV units in Queensland until 
recently have usually operated at unity power factor. However, to mitigate potential voltage rise, the 
future PV inverters in Queensland are required to be operated at power factors from 0.9 lagging to 
0.9 leading [91].  However, voltage rise could violate the allowable limits even though inverters are 
operated at power factors less than unity. 
Now to resolve this problem, existing guidelines in Queensland have recommended limiting 
the PV power export up to a specified boundary [91]. If BESS are utilised to restrict power export to 
a pre-defined limit, the prospective inverters can comply with the connection guideline. Therefore, it 
is crucial to assess the maximum allowable active power export limit for new PV inverters to resolve 
the voltage rise issue. Even though the export limit is mentioned in the present guidelines, no 
detailed method is publicly available to determine the maximum export limit from a PV inverter. 
Once the export limit is determined, it can be used to control the associated PV-BESS units [92]. 
4.1.2 BESS Topology 
The BESS topology consists of a battery bank, a dc-dc bi-directional converter and an inverter 
[93]. BESS is considered as a shunt device while integrated to a network. BESS performs like a 
load while charging and as a passive source of generation while discharging. A schematic diagram 
of BESS with its connection at the PCC is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Two control units are assumed 
for a BESS: External Control Unit (ECU) and Inverter Control Unit (ICU). ECU utilises a user-
defined control scheme and generates appropriate real and reactive power set points for the ICU of 
the BESS. The ICU tunes the relevant parameters of an inverter to follow the given set points by the 
ECU for BESS operation. 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the BESS topology  
4.2 Voltage Performance of an LV Distribution Network under High PV Penetration  
In the following sub sections, the voltage performance of an LV network under high solar PV 
situations is described. 
4.2.1 Network Description 
A schematic diagram of a section of the Queensland distribution network is shown in Figure 
4.4. There are 186 nodes and 114 load buses in the network. The rated line-to-line voltage of the 
feeders is 0.415 kV. The network is connected to an 11 kV system through a 315 kVA transformer. 
There is a mix of residential and commercial loads in the system under study. High penetration of 
PV is observed in the residential feeder F1. Thereby, the voltage performance of this feeder is 
analysed as an example case. Currently, there are seven PV units in the feeder F1. More PVs are 
likely to be connected in the near future. To investigate the effect of new PV connections on the 
voltage performance, three PV units are incorporated in bus N17. The node (N17) is located at the 
furthest end from the distribution transformer and the new PV connection at this site requires 
detailed voltage assessment.  
Usually, distribution lines are periodically upgraded and line impedances are changed after 
renovation with new conductors. As a consequence, resistance to reactance ratios (R/X) of overhead 
lines in the studied network are reasonably high (R/X>5). All of the system components i.e. 
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transformer, feeders, constant power loads and solar PVs are modelled in PSS®SINCAL platform, 
which is widely used by distribution utilities in Australia [94].  
 
Figure 4.4 Schematic diagram of the studied distribution system [92] 
Figure 4.5 illustrates customers’ load and PV power profiles used in Section 4.2 [83, 95]. 
There are seven load patterns for residential customers. Amongst them, profiles A1, A2 and A3 
represent light loading scenarios (less than 1 kW) in a year. Since reverse power flow occurs when 
PV generation exceeds load demand, the aforementioned light load profiles are considered for PV 
connected customers. This assumption is made to simulate a concerning voltage performance 
scenario. Other load profiles such as A4, A5, A6 and A7 are used for customers without a PV unit. 
Available PV capacities in the network are 3kW, 5kW and 6kW. 
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Figure 4.5 Residential customers load and PV power profiles [92] 
 It is to be remembered that the existing PV inverters are operating at unity power factor and 
upcoming inverters will be operated at 0.9 lagging to leading power factor. A PV profile, which 
corresponds to maximum output power and rapid fluctuations, is considered as an example case to 
understand the voltage rise phenomenon [95]. The selected profile is being scaled for the three 
aforementioned capacities of PV units. A PV power pattern (PV_5) for a 5 kW unit is also shown in 
Figure 4.5.  
Table 4.1 presents the locations of all the existing and proposed PV units in the feeder F1. It is 
observed from Table 4.1 that there are a total of ten rooftop PV units in the feeder (existing and 
proposed), which are unequally distributed to all three phases. 
Table 4.1 Rooftop PV connection to households in feeder F1 [92] 
House PV unit 
Capacity (kW) 
Connected to 
Node 
Connected to 
Phase 
H1-H3 5   N17 L123 (all) 
H5 3  N16 L2 
H9-H11 5  N15 L123 
H16 3  N12 L2 
H28 6  N8 L2 
H38 3  N4 L3 
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4.2.2 BESS Control Strategy 
A rule based control strategy for BESS is adopted to mitigate the voltage rise effect caused by 
high PV power availability. It is assumed that the proposed strategy is implemented in the external 
control unit of a BESS. The ECU is connected to a supervisory control centre through a 
communication channel, which can be monitored by a system operator. Figure 4.6 presents a flow 
chart of the considered BESS control scheme. 
 
Figure 4.6 The proposed charging scheme for BESS [92] 
A BESS starts charging from solar PV if power injection from a PCC to a network exceeds a 
specified boundary, which is selected by the supervisory system. Let the maximum allowable power 
export be Pmgin for kth PCC. Let the load and PV output be represented by PL,k and PPV,k 
respectively. A decision making strategy for BESS is selected, which is able to limit power 
injection from the kth PCC (PL,k – PPV,k ) by an allowable margin Pmgin. If the injected power 
exceeds Pmgin , BESS charge rate is determined by (4.1). 
chargingeffeciencyL,k PV ,k mgin,kC ( P P P ) / ;= − − h h =                                  (4.1) 
Otherwise, BESS power is set to C = 0. The energy stored in the BESS can be discharged if 
required, when load is more than a certain value. Nevertheless, the voltage rise phenomenon is 
alleviated by only charging BESS. Therefore, BESS discharging is not considered in this section. 
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4.2.3 Results and Discussions 
The proposed BESS control strategy is applied to the studied network under the 
PSS®SINCAL environment. In this subsection, the simulation results to determine the maximum 
allowable PV export limits for acceptable voltage performance are presented. 
4.2.3.1 Investigating the maximum export from the prospective rooftop PV connections 
In the first stage of simulation, voltage performance of the studied network is observed with 
seven existing PV units in feeder F1. It is found from the load flow study that the bus voltages of 
N15, N16 and N17 experience around 104% of the nominal voltage (240 V) at some instants in a 
day. Therefore, these locations are selected as candidate buses to scrutinise their voltage performance 
under reverse power flow scenarios. In the next stage, new PV units each with 3 kW capacity are 
connected at node N17. Notably, the PV inverters are assumed to be charged at 0.9 lagging power 
factor. Figure 4.7 illustrates active power export to the network from the proposed PV units (3 kW), 
which are connected to all three phases (L1, L2 and L3) of node N17. The associated reactive power 
flow is also presented in Figure 4.7. Corresponding node voltage profiles are depicted in Figure 4.8. 
 
Figure 4.7 Active power injection from node N17 with new PV inverters (3 kW capacity each) [92] 
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Figure 4.8 Voltage performance of the studied buses with new PV inverters (3 kW capacity) [92] 
 It is observed from Figures 4.7 and 4.8 that at all phases of node N17 are exporting high active 
power at lagging power factor at the time instant 14:15. As a result, the voltage of phase L2 of nodes 
N15, N16 and N17 reach 106% at time 14:15. Alternatively, it can be said that the feeder end voltage 
rises by 2% due to prospective PV connections, which marginally complies the connection guideline. 
It is noticed that active power export from phases L1, L2 and L3 of node N17 at the time 14:15 
are 1.25 kW, 1.5 kW and 1.25 kW respectively. It causes the candidate bus voltages to reach 106% 
of their rated magnitude. Therefore, the maximum active power export limit from each phase of 
nodes N17 to N16 can be considered as 1.5 kW for the current PV penetration level in the network. 
If PV power injection increases, the voltage increases at PCC.  
Now the capacities of new PV units are increased to 5 kW for customers H1, H2 and H3 
connected to node N17. Figure 4.9 presents power injection from each phase of node N17 with such 
a high PV penetration.  
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Figure 4.9 Active power export from nodes N17 to N16 for the proposed 5 kW PV connection [92] 
It is observed that significant active power is exported and reactive power is absorbed from 
node N17 during the day between 7:00 and 17:00. Therefore, it can be said that the PCC at node N17 
is working in Q-sink mode. Corresponding voltage magnitudes at buses N15, N16 and N17 are 
presented in Figure 4.10. It is noticed that the proposed PV units with 5 kW capacity cause voltage 
rise at phase L2 of candidate buses. The voltage magnitudes of the aforementioned buses become 
107.5% at the time instant 14:15 for the studied PV power profile. Furthermore, the voltage rise issue 
could be prolonged in the case of a clear sunny summer day. 
 
Figure 4.10 Voltage profiles at nodes N15, N16 and N17 for the proposed 5 kW PV connection [92] 
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The above case studies show that PV operation less than unity power factor of the prospective 
5 kW PV units does not necessarily help to resolve the voltage rise issue in the studied section of the 
network. In such a scenario, the proposed inverters with bigger capacities i. e. more than 3 kW will 
not comply with the voltage standards. Therefore, the customer’s application for a PV connection 
above 3 kW capacity may not be approved resulting in restriction to the growth of solar PV. To 
resolve this issue, the high PV power export should be limited by utilising a device such as BESS. 
The injected power at a PCC, which exceeds the 1.5 kW limit can be stored in a BESS. Hence, 
customers can use bigger PV units with BESS storage without creating undesirable voltage rise. The 
utilisation of BESS can help customers in a number of ways; firstly, additional PV capacity offers 
more benefits through electricity cost reduction. BESS can also be utilised during rainy days while 
PV power is unavailable. Moreover, an appropriate BESS utilisation under time of use pricing can 
help customers in achieving energy arbitrage.  
4.2.3.2 Observation of Voltage Profiles with PV and BESS  
 
Figure 4.11 BESS output power using the proposed strategy [92] 
A user-defined BESS model in PSS®SINCAL is used to execute the proposed control strategy. 
The model consists of battery banks, a bi-directional converter and an inverter. Charge/discharge 
rates of BESS depend on the set points of the user-defined controller in ECU. A desired charging 
rate is provided to the ECU set point and the inverter controller (i. e. ICU) tries to track this reference 
value. Figure 4.11 presents charging rate (kW) of BESS during the day for two PV power profiles 
i.e. cloudy and clear sky days. The desired BESS power (C) is calculated by using the proposed 
control scheme as described in Section 4.2.2. When the injected power from a PCC exceeds 1.5 kW 
margin, BESS controller is set to a charge rate as calculated using (4.1). The charging efficiency of 
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BESS management system is considered to be 80%.  It can be observed that the maximum value of 
C is 2.1 kW for a clear sky day. The capacity of BESS is determined by calculating the area under 
the clear sky profile, which is 10 kWh for each customer. In the case of a cloudy day, there is a rapid 
fluctuation in BESS charging rate with the proposed control scheme. Advanced BESS technologies 
such as Lithium-ion BESS can handle this fluctuation and perform up to 10 years .  
Customers H1, H2 and H3 are being connected with three individual PV and BESS units and 
their voltage profiles are observed. Figure 4.12 shows the voltage magnitudes of all phases at nodes 
N15, N16 and N17. It can be observed that all node voltages reside within 106% of their rated value. 
 
Figure 4.12 Voltage profiles of the candidate buses with PV and BESS [92] 
Figure 4.13 illustrates the injected power from node N17 with controlled BESS units. It is 
observed that active power is exported from bus N17 between the time 7:50 and 15:00. It is also 
found that power injection with controlled BESS does not exceed the limit of 1.5 kW during this 
time period.  
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Figure 4.13 Active power export from node N17 to N16 with PV and BESS [92] 
Figure 4.14 shows the SoC of a BESS connected to H1 customer at node N17. It is observed 
that SoC reaches to 10% from its initial SoC at around 16:00 hrs. The BESS connected to customers 
H2 and H3 also shows a similar SoC pattern since their load and PV profiles are similar. With the 
proposed control strategy, BESS will be charged from solar PV. If BESS is charged from a grid, 
there is an associated expenditure for a customer. However, a similar amount of expenditure is 
reduced when the BESS are discharged. The distribution utilities can offer an incentive to promote 
PV-BESS system among the customers. Since BESS allows customers to accommodate more PV, it 
can be economically beneficial for them in the long run. 
 
Figure 4.14 State of charge (kWh) of a controlled BESS unit [92] 
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4.3 A BESS Management Approach to Improve the Steady State Voltage Performance of 
Distribution Networks 
In this section, the rule-based BESS management strategy described in Section 4.2 is further 
improved to maintain the standard voltage limits in an LV network. The proposed strategy can 
reduce the fluctuations of the BESS charge rate under variable PV output. The total capacity of a 
BESS is used for two purposes. Firstly, x% of the capacity is dedicated to peak shifting. The rest of 
the capacity is utilised for storing surplus PV energy. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is 
observed at different PV output conditions. Finally, the required number and locations of BESS are 
investigated [96]. The proposed BESS control strategy and simulation results are described in the 
following subsections. 
4.3.1 BESS Control Strategy 
4.3.1.1 Capacity Determination 
BESS are utilised for two applications: system peak reduction and voltage rise mitigation. The 
BESS are charged in the daytime if the PV export exceeds a specified limit. Any violation of the 
condition causes no charging of the BESS during the day. The system peak for a residential feeder 
occurs in the evening, which implies BESS can be discharged in the evening. To ensure daily peak 
shaving, at least 30% of a BESS capacity is charged in the night. The maximum charge/discharge 
rate (Cmax) is determined by using (4.2).    
      max PV max L min mginC ( P P P ) /= − − h                                                            (4.2) 
PPVmax = Maximum PV output 
PLmin   = Minimum demand at PCC 
Pmgin   = Active power export limit from a PCC  
h        = Charge/discharge efficiency of a BESS 
4.3.1.2 Multi-Mode Operation of a BESS 
In the proposed approach, ECU generates an appropriate reference signal for inverter action 
and delivers it to the ICU. The external controller is user-defined and is designed to operate in 3 
(three) modes. ECU is set to Mode-A if the connected PV output is zero, while PCC is operated at its 
maximum loading (PLmax) or PCC voltage (VPCC) violates its lower limit (VLO). If PV output exceeds 
the maximum export limit, ECU operates in Mode-B. Mode-C is selected if PV has no output and 
VPCC is above a limit VMD. If none of the above situations occur, the BESS operates in an idle state. 
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4.3.1.3 Decision-Making Strategies of ECU 
In Mode-A, ECU of a BESS generates a discharge signal for its ICU. If PPV is zero, while 
VPCC is less than VLO or connecting load is more than PLmax.  BESS charge rate (CA in kW) is 
calculated by (4.3). In this operating mode, the BESS are discharged for almost 1.5 to 2 hours in the 
evening. The minimum state-of-charge of a BESS is chosen as 10% of its maximum capacity. 
     if 0 orA av PV L L max PCC LOC SoC / D , P , P P V V= = ≥ ≤                             (4.3) 
D = Total discharge time 
SoCav= Available state-of-charge of a BESS (kWh) 
PL = Real power of the connected load 
PLmax = Maximum limit of the real part of the load 
In Mode-B, BESS are charged from the surplus PV energy. A PV output profile in the case of 
a clear sky day is considered to generate a standard BESS charging profile. A standard charge rate 
(CSTD) is determined by using (4.4). 
0 otherwise
PVclear L mgin PVclear L mgin
STD
P P P , ( P P ) P
C
,
− − − ≥=− 

                         (4.4) 
PPVclear = PV output for a clear sky day 
PL= Household demand  
The ECU calculates the charge rate (CB) of a BESS by using (4.5). 
if & 100
0 otherwise
− − − ≥ ≤=− 

PV L mgin PV L mgin av
B
P P P , ( P P ) P SoC %
C
,
           (4.5) 
In the next step, ECU compares CB and CSTD. If the absolute error is more than 50%, ECU sets 
the charge rate as CSTD.  
A BESS is charged at a fixed rate (CC) for almost 4 hours in operating Mode-C during the 
night time while demand is reasonably low. The calculated charge rate is defined by (4.6). 
0 3 4 if 0 &C max PV PCC MDC . SoC / , P V V=− × = ≥                                      (4.6) 
SoCmax = Maximum state-of-charge of a BESS in kWh 
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4.3.2 Simulation Results 
 
Figure 4.15 Day-ahead load and rooftop PV power profiles of residential customers [96]    
A typical segment of the Queensland LV network as described in Section 4.2.1 is utilised for 
case studies. Figure 4.15 presents the load and PV power profiles of customers used in this section. 
PV power profiles for both sunny and cloudy days are collected from the UQ solar database and 
scaled for 3 and 5 kW units [95]. ‘PV3clear’ and ‘PV5clear’ represent the clear sky PV profiles for 3 
kW and 5 kW systems respectively. ‘PV5cloudy’ presents the output profile of a 5 kW unit for a 
cloudy day. Four load profiles of the residential customer have also been presented in Figure 4.15, 
while ‘loadA1’ stands for a light loading scenario (<1 kW) [83]. To understand the voltage 
performances at high PV power situation, ‘loadA1’ profile has been chosen for houses H1 to H9 of 
the studied network. 
By using the above load and PV profiles, the maximum PV export limit is determined. All the 
components of the studied network are modelled in the PSS®SINCAL software platform. Then, the 
export limit is used for the proposed BESS controller in 4 case studies. In case study–1, a BESS is 
integrated to phase L2 of node N17 and the network voltage performance is studied for a clear sky 
day. In case study- 2, BESS performance is observed under a variable PV power profile. The 
required number of BESS units with increasing PV penetration is examined in case studies 3 and 4. 
4.3.2.1 Determination of the Maximum PV Export Limit 
An upper voltage limit VUP is considered to be 106% in this study. It is obtained from the 
analysis in Section 4.2 that studied bus voltages exceed VUP, if surplus PV output at node N17 is 
more than 1.5 kW. This is taken as the value of Pmgin to control BESS units.  
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4.3.2.2 Case Study-1: Performance of a BESS for a Clear Sky Day 
The node voltages of phase L2 of the studied feeder are more sensitive to PV and BESS 
connection because of the unbalanced line characteristics. Therefore, a BESS unit is connected to 
phase L2 of node N17 to control the respective PV export in case study-1. The maximum power and 
energy capacities of the BESS are selected as 4kW and 16 kWh respectively. The real and reactive 
power flow and the BESS output (BESS_clear) are presented in Figure 4.16. Figure 4.17 shows the 
day-ahead voltage profiles of the studied nodes with BESS. It is observed from Figures 4.16 and 
4.17 that the BESS is charged during the night for 4 hours when the PCC voltage is above 100%. It 
stops charging while BESS SoC reaches 40% of its maximum capacity. The initial SoC of the BESS 
is considered as 10% of its nominal value. Figure 4.18 shows the day long SoC of the BESS unit in 
kWh. 
 
Figure 4.16 Active and reactive power flow at the node N17 with a BESS [96] 
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Figure 4.17 Day-ahead voltage profiles with PV and BESS in case – 1 [96] 
 
Figure 4.18 State of charge of a BESS connected to node N17 [96] 
It is also found from Figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 that the BESS is charged when PV export 
exceeds the specified limit (1.5 kW). It is also observed that the BESS absorbs the surplus PV energy 
starting from 8:40 to 15:00 hrs. The SoC of the BESS reaches 95% of its maximum capacity (i.e. 16 
kWh) at 15:00 hrs. The BESS starts discharging in the evening when PV output is zero, while the 
load exceeds 0.75kW or PCC voltage goes below 95% of the nominal value 
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It is noticed from Figure 4.17 that the PCC voltage is maintained within the 106% limit during 
high PV generation time. It is also found that the voltage performance has been improved in the 
evening by using the proposed control scheme.  
4.3.2.3 Case Study-2: BESS Performance for a Cloudy Day 
Figure 4.19 presents the net power flow and the output of the BESS connected at phase L2 of 
node N17 on a cloudy day. 
 
Figure 4.19 BESS output and net power at node N17 on a cloudy day [96] 
It is observed that BESS is charged overnight at a constant rate, while BESS output 
experiences a small fluctuation under solar PV. In the evening, BESS is discharged at a constant 
rate, which helps to reduce the overall peak of feeder F1. The state-of-charge of the BESS and the 
corresponding bus voltage profiles are presented in Figures 4.20 and 4.21 respectively. It is found 
that the studied BESS is charged to 75% of the rated capacity from PV on a cloudy day maintaining 
the voltage rise limit. However, the feeder voltage remains below the VLO limit in the evening for 
case -2. 
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Figure 4.20 BESS SoC on a cloudy day 
 
Figure 4.21 Voltage profiles of the studied buses with BESS on a cloudy day [96] 
4.3.2.4 Case Study-3: Two New PV Units in the Phase L2 
Two new PV inverters are allocated to phase L2 of nodes N14 and N17. There is only one 
BESS unit connected to node N17-L2. Figure 4.22 shows the voltage profiles of the feeder end 
nodes from N14 to N17. 
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Figure 4.22 Voltage profiles of the studied buses in case study-3 without a BESS at N17 - L2 [96] 
It is observed that the voltage magnitudes of the three feeder end nodes (N15, N16, and N17) 
have violated the 106% limit. Therefore, more than one BESS is required to resolve the voltage rise. 
Two BESS units are placed on phase-L2 of nodes N16 and N17 respectively. Then the voltage 
performance of the studied nodes is captured in Figure 4.23. It is observed that the voltage rise of the 
network can be resolved with two batteries if there are four PV units connected to the four feeder-
end locations. 
 
Figure 4.23 Voltage profiles of the studied nodes with two BESS units [96] 
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4.3.2.5 Case Study-4: Three New PV Units Connected to the Phase L2 
In this case study, three new PV inverters are connected to nodes N13, N14 and N17 
respectively. Therefore, there are five PV units in total connected to phase L2. It can be observed 
from the bus voltages that even though two BESS units are connected at N16 and N17, the voltage 
margin is violated during mid-noon as depicted in Figure 4.24. 
 
Figure 4.24 Voltage limit violation at the studied buses in case study –3 [96] 
To resolve this problem, another BESS unit is placed at node N15-L2 and the voltage 
performance of the concerned nodes is again observed. Now, in total three BESS are connected to 
locations N15, N16 and N17. It is to be mentioned that all BESS units are of 16 kWh capacities and 
the whole PV-BESS package is installed by customers. Such PV-BESS users can be provided 
incentives through solar rebates or time of use pricing from the respective utility. Figure 4.25 
illustrates the voltage profiles of the studied locations. It is observed that with the three BESS units, 
the network voltage is limited to within 106%. 
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Figure 4.25 Voltage performance of the feeder end nodes in case study – 4 [96] 
In this case, three BESS units altogether have participated in the overall peak shaving of the 
network. Therefore, the voltage profiles in the evening have been improved. The day-ahead power 
flow at the corresponding buses is presented in Figure 4.26. 
 
Figure 4.26 Net power flow at the studied nodes with three BESS in case study – 4 [96] 
It can be observed from the four case studies that the considered network can accommodate 
more PV resources if a number of BESS units are connected to the appropriate locations. With 
higher PV penetration, the required number of BESS increases. In case study-1, three PV units are 
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connected sequentially to the last three nodes of feeder F1. Results show that the voltage rise can be 
mitigated by connecting a single BESS to N17-L2 in case study-1. The number of PV units is 
increased in the subsequent case studies. Case study-4 shows that if there are five PV units on phase 
L2, three BESS units are required to mitigate the over-voltage phenomenon. Therefore, it can be 
summarised that if there are n number of PV units connected in a phase of the studied LV feeder, (n-
2) BESS units can be used to alleviate unacceptable voltage rise, where n represents a positive 
integer number. 
4.4 Coordinated Control of Multi-functional BESS  
In this section, three important applications of BESS namely, peak shaving, load levelling and 
voltage regulation are coordinated using a control approach. The proposed approach is based on 
measurements of current magnitudes at PCC and comparing them with predefined limits. The load 
forecast is also utilised to calculate two vectors for deciding charge and discharge operation of a 
BESS. The proposed approach is applied to the IEEE-37 nodes system in MATLAB-Simulink 
environment [97, 98].  
4.4.1 Methodology 
In the proposed approach, ECU (Figure 4.3) of a BESS takes seven inputs. These are actual 
and forecast load current, bus voltage, power flow direction, state of charge of a BESS, upper and 
lower current limits. Using these inputs, ECU sets separate commands for charge and discharge of 
BESS. Upper and lower current limits of a feeder load are specified by a DNO based on their desired 
operational requirements. For the given upper and lower limits of load current, the summation of 
charge and discharge energy of a BESS in a day should fulfil the expressions in (4.7) – (4.10). 
1
0
M
m
m
q
=
=∑                                                                                                       (4.7) 
Hence, 
1 1
M M
charge discharge
m m
q q
= =
=∑ ∑                                                                           (4.8) 
For kth node, 
1 1
M M
discharge L forecasted ,m Lupper ,m dg ,m m
m m
q | I I |U t
= =
= − D∑ ∑                        (4.9) 
, , ,
1 1
| |
M M
charge Lforecasted m Llower m chg m m
m m
q I I U t
= =
= − D∑ ∑                          (4.10) 
where 
m                     = Sampling indices 
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mq                    = Total charge stored/released (Ampere-hour)  
chargeq              = Amount of charge stored in BESS 
dischargeq          = Amount of charge released from BESS 
,L forecasted mI   = Load current forecast at kth bus and mth sampling instant 
,Lupper mI          = Upper limit of load current at kth bus and mth sampling instant 
,Llower mI          = Lower limit of load current at kth bus and mth sampling instant 
mtD                  = Sampling period  
M                     = No. of total samples in a day 
Udg                   = Decision vector for discharge 
Uchg                  = Decision vector for charge 
BESS charge and discharge depends on the state (0 or 1) of two parameters, Udg and Uchg. If 
ILforecasted < ILupper, Udg = 0 and BESS is not discharged. If ILforecasted ≥ ILupper and Udg =1, BESS starts 
discharging. Again, if ILforecasted  > ILlower  and  Uchg =0, BESS is not charged. If IL ≤ ILlower and Uchg 
=1, the BESS is charged. ECU controls the selection of ILupper and ILlower based on the forecast of 
daily load curve. 
A rule-based priority control strategy is proposed and designed to achieve three 
aforementioned functionalities. A BESS can have two modes of operation that are power and voltage 
control modes. BESS examines the direction of power flow and decides its mode of operation. BESS 
operates in voltage control mode if reverse power flow occurs at a bus where BESS is connected. 
Otherwise, it operates in power control mode. Figure 4.27 shows a flow chart of the proposed 
operation scheme. 
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Figure 4.27 Flow chart of the proposed methodology [99] 
4.4.1.1 Power Control Mode 
In this mode, BESS is discharged when demand is high and charged when demand is low. 
ECU continuously checks load current IL. As soon as IL exceeds ILupper, Udg is set to 1 and Uchg is set 
to 0. State of charge (SoC) of the BESS needs to be within 0 to 100% for the control operation. If 
BESS is discharged with its maximum current; it may not supply energy according to its expected 
time duration. Therefore, it is essential to control charge and discharge rates of BESS for satisfactory 
operation. If load current exceeds ILupper, discharge current of BESS can be expressed as, Ibat =IL – 
ILupper. If the difference exceeds the BESS current rating, it is discharged with its maximum 
discharge current, Ibat =Idschgmax and peak shaving is achieved. Since IL varies with time, 
consequently BESS discharge current varies.   
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When IL falls below ILlower, Uchg is set to 1 and Udg is set to 0. Hence, BESS is charged by the 
current, Ibat =IL-ILlower. If the rate exceeds BESS current capacity, BESS is charged with its 
maximum charge rate, Ibat =Ichgmax. During light load conditions, BESS current is controlled to 
ensure a minimum load level in a system.  
4.4.1.2 Voltage Control Mode 
In this mode, BESS controller checks the PCC voltage. If bus voltage exceeds a certain limit 
(VPCC), BESS is charged from the grid. As a consequence, the effect of reverse power flow is 
nullified. Charging current is given by, Ibat = IL. If reverse flow current is greater than BESS current 
capacity, charging current is maintained as Ibat = Ichgmax. 
4.4.2 Results and Discussions 
The proposed BESS control scheme is applied to the IEEE-37 bus system under realistic load 
and PV power profiles collected from the UQ solar database [100]. Figure 4.28 illustrates the IEEE-
37 bus network and the locations of PV and BESS. The detailed data of the network is provided in 
Appendix A1. 
 
Figure 4.28 IEEE-37 node distribution system with PV and BESS [97-99] 
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Figure 4.29(a) shows the daily load profile of one phase of bus 727 with integrated PV. Figure 
4.29(b) depicts a closer look of net load variation due to PV. It is observed from Figures 4.29(a) and 
(b) that due to the variable PV output, net load profile shows more fluctuations than actual during the 
day. Reverse active power flow occurs from 7:00 to 14:00 hr, which implies active power is being 
injected to the network from bus 727. The BESS at PCC is triggered for charging during this event. 
 
Figure 4. 29 Daily load profile with and without PV; (b) Zoomed in view of (a); (c) Load profile 
with integrated BESS; (d) Charge/discharge/idle states of BESS [99] 
Figure 4.29(c) presents an improved load profile with BESS, while Figure 4.29(d) 
demonstrates the charge/discharge situations of the studied BESS. It can be seen from Figure 
4.29(c) that BESS is operated in both voltage and power control modes. The BESS is utilised for 
load levelling from 5:00 to 6:30 hour. Voltage rise issue is mitigated using the BESS from 8:00 to 
14:30 hour. Peak shaving is achieved from 18:00 to 22:00 hour. It is reflected from Figure 4.29(d) 
that the BESS changes its state from charging to idle very frequently as PV power fluctuates every 
minute. 
The BESS control approach utilised in this section is heavily reliant on the load current and 
node voltage limits. Even if reverse power flow does not occur and the load current exceeds the 
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specified limit in the day time, the BESS may start discharging. Therefore, both charge and 
discharge of the BESS may happen in the day time. The life-time of a BESS is impacted by its 
discharge operation that needs to be further investigated to design an appropriate control method for 
voltage regulation through BESS.  
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the voltage rise problem due to high PV penetration in a typical distribution 
network from Australia is investigated under various load and PV profiles. It is found that the 
network voltage exceeds the allowable boundary even if the future PV inverters are operated at less 
than unity power factor. To address this problem, a tool is proposed to determine the maximum 
power injection by prospective PV units, which satisfies operating voltage limits. It is found that the 
maximum power export limit for a new PV inverter in the studied network is 1.5 kW at 0.9 lagging 
power factor. However, this limit may vary from one network to the other depending on the PV 
penetration levels and network structures. For a radial feeder, the maximum export limit for 
prospective inverters tends to decrease with an increase in PV penetration level. If PV inverters are 
operated at leading power factor, the export limit is likely to be reduced.     
BESS is considered as a means to store excess energy from a PV that causes voltage rise. 
Accordingly, a BESS charging strategy is proposed and applied. Results imply that the proposed 
BESS charging scheme can control the PCC voltage within an acceptable limit. However, a rapid 
fluctuation in the BESS charging is observed. This fluctuation is later reduced through setting 
additional rules in the BESS control strategy. The capacity of a BESS is utilised to reduce the 
overall peak of a feeder. Results show that (n-2) BESS units are required if n number of PV units 
are connected in a phase of the studied LV feeder. Low voltage problem at the feeder end during the 
evening is also alleviated with the proposed scheme.  
In the next stage, the desired control features of a BESS obtained from the analyses are 
utilised to coordinate multiple functions namely peak shaving, load levelling and voltage regulation. 
The main limitation of the obtained control features is that the charge-discharge profiles of BESS 
are not smooth due to variable PV power. This shortcoming may affect the performance of BESS. 
Another limitation of the proposed strategies is that it is devoid of a feed-back loop. Therefore, 
bouncing in BESS charge/discharge power may happen, which can be resolved through a closed-
loop control method. From the above analyses, it is revealed that a prudent control of BESS is 
required to reduce fluctuations of its charge and discharge modes in photovoltaic applications. To 
address this issue, a new control algorithm will be developed and practically validated in the next 
chapter. The developed control algorithm should be closed loop, which reduces the chance of 
bouncing of BESS power. 
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Chapter 5 Prolongation of Battery Life in 
Photovoltaic Applications 
In this chapter, a real-time forecast-based receding horizon control approach for BESS is 
proposed, which decides an appropriate charge rate to mitigate voltage rise during high PV power 
production while simultaneously ensuring that the rapid cycling of BESS systems can be reduced. 
The major contributions are listed as follows3. 
(i) PV power is forecast for a finite horizon window at an instant based on previous PV power 
measurements. Forecasted PV power trajectories are used to estimate the future voltage response 
trajectories by numerically solving load flow at each sampling instant over the selected finite time 
horizon. The proposed RTF (Real-Time Forecast-Based) controller searches for an appropriate 
charge-discharge trajectory for BESS to maintain the PCC voltage within acceptable limits by using 
an iterative method. The main advantage of this approach is that it perceives and integrates future 
trends of a PV output in the control system operation unlike the moving-average method in the 
literature, and therefore, can resolve a sudden violation of upper voltage margin [61, 62]. 
(ii) Receding horizon control can smooth a BESS charge-discharge rates depending on the 
horizon window length. The proposed RTF strategy only charges a BESS during high PV 
generation and discharges while the lower voltage margin at the PCC is violated. Therefore, the 
chance of frequent use of BESS cycles during voltage rise events is reduced and hence the life of 
BESS can be prolonged. The cycle-life degradation of the studied BESS with RTF control scheme 
is analysed and compared with an existing rule-based approach [99]. 
(iii) The performance of the proposed method is tested in Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) setup 
comprising RTDS and dSPACE controller board under several realistic situations. The proposed 
RTF control scheme is applied to a distribution system that is modelled in RTDS [101] 
environment. The charge/discharge trajectories obtained from the RTF approach are passed onto 
respective BESS inverter controllers as a reference signal by means of a dSPACE board. 
5.1 System Modelling and Hardware-in-the-Loop Setup 
The IEEE-13 nodes feeder is considered as a test distribution system and is implemented in 
the RTDS environment [97]. RTDS modelling is based on Electromagnetic Transient Programming 
3 This chapter has significant materials from the following article by the PhD candidate, which is provisionally accepted 
subject to revision in the journal of IET Renewable Power Generation.. 
• S. R. Deeba, R. Sharma, T. K. Saha and F. Calderon, "Prolongation of Battery Life in Photovoltaic 
Applications: Controller Design and Hardware-in-the-Loop Validation," IET Renewable Power Generation, 1st 
revision is submitted on 6th May, 2017. 
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(EMTP) simulations, therefore, enables accurate high-fidelity modelling of the power systems 
[101]. In addition, RTDS models are suitable for understanding the real-time performance of system 
components since the models behave akin to an actual system. The following subsections describe 
the BESS model, studied system and HIL experimental setup. 
5.1.1 BESS Modelling 
An equivalent circuit based model that accurately captures the current-voltage characteristics 
of a lithium-ion battery is used and presented in Figure 5.1(a).  
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Figure 5.1 Battery energy storage system modelling (a) An equivalent circuit-based Lithium-ion 
battery model (b) Schematic diagram of a grid-connected BESS (c) BESS inverter control  
The model parameters for a polymer lithium-ion battery are extracted from its pulse discharge 
characteristics at 20°C temperature [102]. The non-linear open-circuit voltage, series resistance and 
capacitance are functions of SoC (State of Charge) as presented in (5.1)-(5.6) [102]. 
35. 2 3( ) 1.031 0.2156 0.1178 0.3201 3.685SoCOCV SoC e SoC SoC SoC
−=− + × − × + × +            (5.1) 
24.37( ) 0.1562 2 0.07446SoCSeriesR SoC
−= × +                                                       (5.2)                                             
29.14
_ ( ) 0.3208 0.04669
SoC
Transient SR SoC e
−= +                                                (5.3) 
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13.51
_ ( ) 752.9 703.6
SoC
Transient SC SoC e
−=− +                                                   (5.4)               
155.2
_ ( ) 6.603 0.04984
SoC
Transient LR SoC e
−= +                                                 (5.5) 
27.12
_ ( ) 6056 4475
SoC
Transient LC SoC e
−=− +                                                   (5.6) 
The SoC(k) of a battery bank at k-th sampling instant depends on its previous state SoC(k-1) 
and is expressed as follows [102]. 
( ) ( 1) ( )battSoC k SoC k I k t= − − h D                                                                     (5.7) 
where, Ibatt(k) is the charge/discharge current in the battery bank at the kth sampling instant and Δt 
represents the sampling period. The parameter η implies the charge/discharge efficiency. 
For a value of SoC at an instant, the open circuit voltage governs the cell terminal voltage 
Vbatt. If SoC becomes zero, the cell voltage reaches its minimum level 2 V. The SoC operational 
limit is chosen as 20%-100% because the battery modelling as per (5.1)-(5.6) is valid in this range 
[102]. Nevertheless, the approach presented in this thesis is applicable for other SoC operational 
limits depending upon the type of battery storage used. 
Figure 5.1(b) shows a block diagram of a BESS, which includes a battery bank and a voltage 
source inverter [103]. To get sufficient dc power, 150 battery cells (0.85 Ah) are connected in series 
and such 1200 units are connected in parallel. The battery stacks are connected to a bi-directional 
DC-DC boost converter to match the grid voltage. The output of the dc converter is connected to a 
grid-tied DC/AC inverter. The inverter contains power electronic switches operated by controlled 
pulse-width-modulating wave. The inverter topology consists of a Voltage Source Converter (VSC) 
and two-level bridge blocks.  
The inverter controller as shown in Figure 5.1(c) comprises a Phase Locked Loop (PLL), 
rotating axis coordinate (d-q) transformation blocks and a current regulator [103]. PLL determines a 
phase angle (θ) by using PCC voltage to synchronise the inverter with the grid. The inverter 
controller is given real (P*) and reactive power (Q*) reference signals for tracking. The P* and Q* 
are used to yield direct ( *di ) and quadratic ( *qi ) parts of inverter reference current. The reference 
and measured current signals ( *di , *qi , di , qi ) are passed to a current regulator, which uses a PI 
(proportional k1 and integral k2) controller to produce VSC voltages (
*
de  and *qe ). The inverter 
voltage is expressed by (5.8)-(5.9) [103]. 
* * ' *. .cos ( )d dce k v= a                                                                                       (5.8) 
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* * ' *. .sin ( )q dce k v= a                                                                                       (5.9) 
The inverter topology allows continuous variation of parameters k* and α* as shown in Figure 
5.1(c) so that the BESS produces sufficient power to track its reference trajectory. L is a design 
parameter in BESS inverter model, which represents the output filter inductance between voltage 
source inverter and the PCC (see Figure 5.1(b) and (c)). Table 5.1 presents the values of L and 
inverter controller parameters. The values of proportional and integral gains of the control circuit 
are tuned through a trial and error method. The value of L is calculated by considering 10% ripple 
in the output current. The detailed calculation of L is included in Appendix A2. 
Table 5.1 Design parameters of the BESS inverter 
Parameters Value 
Proportional gain, k1 1.5 
Integral gain, k2 58.823 
Inductance, L 5×10-5 H 
5.1.2 Distribution System under Study and HIL setup  
Line-to-line voltage of the IEEE-13 nodes network (shown in Figure 5.2(a)) is 4.16 kV, which 
is regulated by an OLTC connected between nodes N632 and N650 [97, 104]. The 4.16 kV network 
is connected to a 115 kV system through a 5 MVA transformer. The network has overhead and 
underground lines with unbalanced characteristics. Both single and three phase lines with high 
resistance to reactance ratios (R/X) exist in the system. There are spot and distributed loads 
modelled as constant power, impedance and current loads. The detailed data of the network is 
provided in Appendix A3. 
A schematic diagram of the RTDS-dSPACE HIL setup is shown in Figure 5.2(b). RTDS 
comprises of both hardware and software parts. The analog input/output ports of Gigabit 
Transceiver cards are used with voltage levels ranging from -10V to +10V. The software platform 
RSCAD is utilised to model necessary components such as unbalanced impedance, single and three 
phase loads, transformer, solar PV and BESS.  
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Figure 5.2 System Modelling (a) IEEE-13 nodes distribution system (b) Schematic diagram of 
RTDS-dSPACE HIL setup [97, 104] 
Rapid control prototyping system dSPACE is interfaced with RTDS through their analog 
channels [105]. The dSPACE has a processor unit (DS1103), which is interfaced with a host 
computer through a PCI card and a TX/RX optical link. The proposed BESS control algorithm 
(discussed in Section 5.2) is designed in MATLAB-Simulink software [106]. The RTDS power-
flow results are accessed via GTAI/O cards. The analog signals of the RTDS network is then 
processed to digital using ADC channels of dSPACE and is utilised in MATLAB to generate 
control signals for a BESS. The controller outputs from MATLAB are then passed on to the BESS 
model in RSCAD via DAC channels of the dSPACE.  
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5.2 Proposed Control Algorithm  
The proposed RTF scheme determines the charge/discharge rates of a BESS in three steps. At 
each sampling instant the values of system variables including node voltage, phase current, load and 
PV power are measured. In reality, the system states can be measured by smart meters. The 
measured data is used to forecast the future PV power trajectory by using a persistence method as 
discussed below [107]. Then, the forecasted PV power trajectories are utilised to forecast the 
respective node voltage trajectories by solving load-flow at each sampling instant. Then, based on 
the future system voltage response for a specified horizon (T), the controller produces BESS 
charge/discharge trajectories. 
5.2.1 PV Forecast using a Persistence Method   
The PV power is forecast using a method of diminishing derivative persistence [107], by 
which the forecast first sample assumes the difference of PV power, be the same as one sample 
back. The subsequent samples consider weights of the derivative from the last m samples. A PV 
output at kth sampling instant being PPV(k), the forecast of the next T samples is expressed by 
(5.10)–(5.13) [107]. 
( 1) ( ) ( ( ) ( 1))PV PV PV PVP k P k P k P k+ = + − −                                                    (5.10) 
( ( ) ( 2))( 2) ( 1)
2
.
.
PV PV
PV PV
P k P kP k P k − −+ = + +
                                           (5.11) 
1
( ( ) ( 1))( 1) ( 2)
2
PV PV
PV PV T
P k P k TP k T P k T
−
− − +
+ − = + − +                            (5.12) 
( ( ) ( 1))( ) ( 1) PV PVPV PV
P k P kP k T P k T
T
− −
+ = + − +                                       (5.13) 
The above method is applied to a PV power profile to understand the forecast accuracy at 
different horizon lengths. Figure 5.3(a) shows the actual and forecast PV power for several horizon 
lengths (T = 5, 10 and 15 samples). The sampling interval can be chosen from seconds to minutes 
depending on the data availability. The forecasting horizon of up to 15 samples is chosen based on 
discussions with local DNOs in Queensland for the coordinated scheduling of PV and BESS. 
Figure 5.3(b) shows the % errors of PV forecast at different horizon lengths. It is observed 
that the error increases with the increasing horizon. The positive error implies overestimation of PV 
power, while negative error means the opposite. It is found from Figures 5.3(a) and (b) that 
forecasting error is high when there is a sharp drop in PV power. However, when PV power rises, 
the error remains within 15% for all values of T. 
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Figure 5.3 PV power forecasting (a) Actual and forecasted PV power for different forecast horizon 
lengths (b) Forecast error for several horizon lengths 
Regardless of forecasting techniques, the forecast accuracy tends to deteriorate with the rise in 
PV variability. Forecast accuracy also tends to worsen with longer forecast horizon. Based on the 
analysis of the persistence-based method, it is found that the forecasting accuracy of up to 85%-
95% can be achieved for the worst cases (e.g. cloudy days). Improvements in the accuracy may be 
achieved through alternative forecasting methods, however, the main focus of this work is to utilise 
a forecast algorithm to improve scheduling of BESS for voltage regulation and smoothing 
charge/discharge cycling. 
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5.2.2 Forecasting of Voltage Trajectories  
The forecast PV power in Subsection 5.2.1 is used to estimate future voltage response of the 
network over the horizon length of T samples. The nodes at close proximity to PV units are highly 
influenced by PV generation. Therefore, the voltage trajectories of those nodes are forecast for a 
specified horizon window. A generalised expression of the load-flow problem for an N-node system 
is presented by (5.14)-(5.15) [108]. 
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) cos{ ( ) ( ) }
N
Gn PVn BESSn Ln n p pn pn p n
p
P k P k P k P k V k V k Y k k
=
 
+ − − =  + − 
  
∑ θ δ δ    (5.14) 
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) sin{ ( ) ( )}
N
Gn BESSn Ln n p pn pn p n
p
Q k Q k Q k V k V k Y k k
=
 
− − = −  + − 
  
∑ θ δ δ              (5.15) 
where  
n, p    = Bus indices 
k        = Sampling index 
PGn    = Infinite bus active power 
QGn    = Infinite bus reactive power 
PLn     = Real load at nth node 
QLn    = Reactive load at nth node 
PPVn   = Active power of PV at nth node  
PBESSn = BESS active power at nth node  
QBESSn = BESS reactive power at nth node 
Vn       = Voltage magnitude at nth node 
Ypn     = Magnitude of system admittance matrix 
θpn     = Angle of system admittance matrix 
δp, δn =Voltage angles 
The solution of the above load-flow problem provides voltage magnitudes and angles of N 
number of buses. With the PV power forecast at kth sampling instant, for given values of PLn, QLn, 
Ypn and θpn, expressions (5.14)-(5.15) are iteratively used to determine the node voltage trajectories 
for the horizon length T. The proposed RTF controller utilises the forecast voltage trajectories over 
the horizon length T to determine appropriate BESS charge/discharge trajectories so that 
satisfactory voltage performance is achieved. The following subsection describes the proposed 
algorithm to determine BESS charge/discharge rates. 
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5.2.3 Trajectory of BESS Charge/Discharge  
The forecast PV power and the respective node voltage trajectories as described in Section 
5.2.2 are used to determine an appropriate charge/discharge rate of a BESS. Figure 5.4 shows a flow 
chart of the proposed RTF control strategy for selecting BESS charge/discharge rates (PBESS(k)) for 
the network voltage regulation. The controller is set to yield BESS discharge signal only if PV 
power is unavailable. To detect the availability of PV power, the controller checks the average PV 
output for the last m samples (e.g. m = 20 in this study). If this average value is zero, BESS power is 
positive indicating a discharge operation, whereas, the non-zero value implies a charge or an idle 
operation. 
PV power 
forecasting
PPV(k+1, k+2, …, 
k+T)
Online 
measurement 
of system variables
{PPV (k, k-1,...k-10), 
L (k),
Vn (k), Vn-1 (k)}
PCC voltage prediction 
over a finite horizon T,
Vn (k+1, k+2, …, k+T)
where
Vn (k) = ɸ {Vn-1(k), L (k), 
Y, PPV(k), PB (k)}
Check if 
VLO≤ Vn (k+1, k+2, …, 
k+T) ≤  VUP
Start iteration (i)
PBESS(i+1) = ± {PBESS(i) + 
increment}
True
PBESS(i+1) = 
PBESS(i)
Battery power at kth instant
PBESS(k) = PBESS(i+1)
False
Check if
Average(PPV(k-20:k))= 0
Yes
PBESS is +ve
No
PBESS is -ve
 
Figure 5.4 Flowchart of the proposed RTF control strategy 
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In the next stage, the forecast voltage magnitudes of PCC for T samples are checked. If the 
PV power is unavailable and PCC voltage is below the lower limit VLO, the controller starts 
searching for a discharge rate for the BESS. The searching method is an iterative process that 
increases BESS power with a fixed increment. This search continues until an appropriate discharge 
rate is found so that the PCC voltage resides above VLO for the upcoming T samples. 
If the PV power is available and the PCC voltage exceeds the upper limit VUP at any instance 
within the horizon window (k, k+1… k+T), the controller searches for a charge rate to maintain the 
voltage within the VLO and VUP limits. If PCC voltage does not violate any limits, the BESS remains 
in an idle mode. Based on the local DNO standard, the lower and upper voltage margins for the 
network are -10% and +6% of the nominal value (i.e. 0.9 p.u. and 1.06 p.u.). However, the values of 
VLO and VUP for the RTF controller are set at 0.95 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. respectively, which are slightly 
lower than the standard limits. It ensures that the controller action occurs before the system voltage 
reaches its boundary values. 
In a real-time online implementation, at each sampling instant k, based on the current 
measurement, BESS power trajectory PBESS (k+1), …, PBESS (k+T) is determined. Then, PBESS (k+1) 
is applied to the actual BESS and the rest of the trajectory is discarded. The process is repeated at 
each sampling instant with the updated PV and voltage measurements. The forecast PV and 
respective voltage response depend on the current state measurement and hence provides a degree 
of robustness to modelling error and uncertainty. 
5.2.4 Proposed Algorithm vs. One-step Ahead Rule-based Method 
The proposed RTF controller is compared with an existing one-step ahead rule-based 
approach [99]. The existing rule based method selects charging or discharging of a BESS based on 
specified current and voltage limits. In line with that approach, a BESS is charged if net power 
(demand−PV power) at the PCC goes below a given threshold, while it is discharged if the net load 
exceeds that limit during voltage rise (>1.05 p.u.). Since this strategy is reliant on the specified net-
load limit, both charge and discharge operations are involved in the smoothing of variable PV 
output. Unlike the one-step ahead rule-based approach, the proposed control scheme resolves 
voltage rise by only charging a BESS. A comparison of the proposed control scheme with the one-
step ahead rule-based approach is discussed in Section 5.3.2. 
5.3 HIL Simulation Results 
The proposed approach is validated using the HIL setup comprising of RTDS and dSPACE as 
described in Section 5.1.2. To understand the network voltage rise under high PV penetration, a PV 
source with a capacity of 100 kW is connected to node N611. This node is chosen to consider the 
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effect of voltage rise propagation from the feeder end node to the upstream locations. Then, the 
impact of the proposed BESS control scheme on the voltage performance is investigated. The 
power and voltage results are obtained in per unit (p.u.) quantities from the load flow solution. 
However, BESS power is expressed in kW obtained by multiplication of the p.u. value with 
corresponding base quantity. The size of BESS unit installed at N611 is determined using an 
approach presented in [85]. This approach establishes the size of a BESS such that the relevant 
customer’s profit is maximised under time of use pricing scheme while simultaneously resolving 
the network voltage rise. Table 5.2 presents the peak and off-peak demand of the customers at node 
N611 and capacities of PV and BESS. 
Table 5.2 Customer’s demand and capacities of PV and BESS 
Parameters Value 
Peak load, L611 120 kW 
Off-peak load, L611 80 kW 
PV capacity 100 kW 
BESS capacity 100 kW, 300 kWh 
PV data for a year is collected from the University of Queensland Solar website [109]. The 
annual load data of a typical Australian distribution network is accessed from the Australian Energy 
Market Operator (AEMO) website [83]. Both PV and load data are scaled down to appropriate 
values to match the specifications of the 13-bus network. Specific values of PV power in kW are 
shown in the simulation results. 
The proposed BESS control strategy is tested under two representative PV power profiles - 
cloudy and clear sky days in case studies 1 and 2 respectively. The cycle-life degradation of a BESS 
is also estimated for two approaches- with the proposed RTF scheme and with a one-step ahead 
rule-based method. Later on, yearly degradation of the BESS cycle-life is estimated using year-long 
PV and load profiles. The subsequent sections present the simulation results and relevant 
discussions. 
5.3.1 Implementation of the Proposed RTF Method on the HIL Setup 
The proposed method outlined in Figure 5.4 is validated using hardware-in-the-loop setup. 
The simulation model of the 13-bus system including PV and BESS (Figure 5.2(a)) is implemented 
on RTDS. The control algorithm is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink and is executed on the 
dSPACE processor board. RTDS and dSPACE sampling rates are 50µs and 80 ms, respectively. PV 
and load data are concurrently fed to both RTDS and dSPACE. At each sampling instant, the 
control algorithm in dSPACE, on the basis of PV forecast trajectory, determines an appropriate 
feasible BESS charge/discharge profile that delivers permissible voltage profile trajectory over the 
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horizon length T.  The PV forecasts, at each sampling instant, are based on the model expressed in 
(5.10)-(5.13). In contrast, BESS power and node voltage trajectories are based on the solution of 
load flow equations (5.14 - 5.15) sequentially multiple times in each sampling instant (as per the 
iterative loops shown in Figure 5.4). 
5.3.2 Case Study-1: Cloudy Day PV Profile 
 
Figure 5.5 Response of a BESS on a variable PV power day (a) Voltage rise at PCC (N611) due to 
PV but without a BESS (b) BESS power with the proposed RTF control scheme vs. BESS power 
for one-step ahead rule-based algorithm (c) BESS power command in dSPACE and actual BESS 
power (RTDS) with the RTF approach for a long forecast horizon (d) PCC voltage performance 
with a BESS under the RTF control at different forecast horizons 
Figure 5.5(a) presents PCC voltage without any BESS under a cloudy day PV profile for 25 
minutes duration. It is observed that voltage rise occurs at several instants such as at 10th, 20th and 
24th minutes. Notably, PCC voltage exceeds 1.06 p.u. at the 10th minute and the over voltage lasts 
for 3-4 minutes duration. At the 20th minute, PCC voltage again rises from 1.05 p.u. and exceeds 
1.06 p.u. Afterward, PCC voltage falls below 1.06 p.u. and suddenly rises again due to the 
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fluctuation of PV power. To maintain the voltage within an acceptable upper boundary, a BESS is 
placed at N611.  
Figure 5.5(b) shows the studied PV profile and the BESS response for one-step ahead rule-
based controller [99]. As discussed in Section 5.2.4, the charge-discharge of BESS relies on a net-
load limit, which is chosen as 40 kW for the studied network. It is observed from Figure 5.5(b) that 
the BESS is charged if the net-load goes below 40 kW and discharged when net load exceeds 40 
kW. It is evident from the result that with the rule-based controller, BESS charge and discharge 
events frequently occur, which can deteriorate its life-cycle. 
Figure 5.5(b) also presents the BESS power command from Simulink and actual BESS power 
in RTDS using the proposed RTF method. The horizon length is considered as T = 1 sample to 
forecast PV power and system voltage as expressed in equations (5.10)-(5.15) in Sections 5.2.1 and 
5.2.2. It is observed that the proposed RTF scheme ensures smooth BESS charging. It is also found 
that there is a rapid fluctuation in PV power between the 15th and 20th minutes, while BESS power 
with the proposed RTF control (at horizon length, T = 1) does not fluctuate with PV. If the forecast 
horizon length is increased to T = 20, RTF controller can foresee upcoming voltage rise events in 20 
samples and the charge rate is accordingly increased as depicted in Figure 5.5(c). It is observed 
from Figure 5.5(c) that the BESS model in RTDS successfully follows the charging trajectory as 
commanded from dSPACE. However, a delayed response (330ms) is noticed for the actual BESS in 
RTDS due to the difference in response time of the two hardwares (RTDS and dSPACE) as well as 
a communication delay. 
Figure 5.5(d) presents the PCC voltage profiles with BESS under different forecast horizons 
(T = 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25 samples). If the horizon is smaller than T=5, BESS is unable to maintain 
its PCC voltage within the upper limit. The sudden rise of PV power between the 15th and 20th 
minutes causes a sudden voltage rise at the PCC. The abrupt change in PCC voltage is better 
forecast with the longer horizon (T ≥ 5), for which the standard voltage margin is retained. It is also 
found that if the forecast horizon is too long (T ≥ 7), voltage rise issue is solved but a high ramp in 
the voltage profile is introduced. The reason of the high ramp is - as the forecast horizon increases, 
the RTF controller increases the BESS charge rate. The higher charge rate drops down the PCC 
voltage and creates a higher voltage ramp. Noticeably, voltage profiles are almost similar for T = 20 
and 25. It implies that horizon lengths of T > 20 do not significantly improve controller 
performance. Therefore, a forecast window [k+1: k+5] is sufficient to maintain the PCC voltage 
within permissible limits. 
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5.3.3 Case Study-2: Clear-sky PV Profile 
5.3.3.1 BESS Charging 
In case study-2, the effectiveness of the proposed RTF control approach is investigated under 
a clear-sky PV profile. Figure 5.6 presents the BESS response and PCC voltage profiles for 
different forecast horizon windows. It is observed from Figures 5.6(a) and (b) that the BESS power 
gradually increases and follows the pattern of PV power. Since the PV profile is linear for a small 
duration of time, the proposed scheme can almost accurately foresee the future trends of PV power. 
BESS power command produced by the RTF scheme in dSPACE also gradually increases with 
different forecast horizon length as depicted in Figure 5.6(b). It is noticed that for a clear-sky 
profile, BESS power commands do not significantly vary with longer forecast horizons. 
 
Figure 5.6 The proposed RTF controller response in a clear-sky day (a) The studied PV profile (b) 
BESS power command (dSPACE) for different horizon lengths (c) PCC voltage (RTDS) for 
different forecast horizon lengths (d) BESS %SoC in RTDS for T=5 
Figure 5.6(c) shows voltage profiles of N611 with a BESS at different values of T. It is found 
that the voltage magnitude of N611 resides below the upper limit for all values of T. BESS state-of-
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charge (%SoC) is shown in Figure 5.6(d) and is increased to 16% from the initial value due to 25 
minutes charging. 
5.3.3.2 BESS Discharging 
The BESS is set to its discharge mode if the specified voltage limit in the RTF controller (VLO 
= 0.95 p.u.) is breached. Figure 5.7(a) presents the load profile of the respective feeder of PCC 
during the evening peak and the BESS discharge power. It is found that BESS discharge power 
gradually decreases. The PCC voltage profiles for several forecast horizons are shown in Figure 
5.7(b). It is observed that for all forecast horizons (T), PCC voltage is improved and resides above 
0.9 p.u. 
 
Figure 5.7 BESS discharge performance in low voltage situation (a) Load of node N671 and the 
discharge profile of BESS at N611 (b) PCC voltage while BESS discharging 
5.3.3.3 BESS Cycle-Life Degradation 
The cycle-life refers to the total number of charge/discharge cycles that a BESS can provide 
before its capacity is reduced to 80% of nominal value. A battery lifespan is highly influenced by its 
DOD, charge rate and temperature [12]. Typically, BESS life cycle varies between 1800 and 2500 
depending on the type of batteries [46]. If one full cycle is related to 80% DOD, the discharge of a 
lithium battery less than 80% is considered as a micro-cycle [13]. 
The one-step ahead rule-based scheme as discussed in Section 5.3.2 for PV power smoothing 
introduces numerous micro-cycles in its SoC history. Therefore, the calculation of cycle-life 
degradation due to such micro-cycles needs to be performed. A numeric expression of degradation 
of BESS due to the incurred cycles/micro-cycles is given by (5.16) [13]. 
1
0.5 if 80%of 100% ; of
1 if 80%( )
M ww
wB
ww w
SCycle SDMC Cycle S
SA S=
<
= × = ≥× 
∑                                   (5.16) 
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where DMC implies the degradation factor for M cycles and Sw is the DOD range of the w-th cycle. 
The parameters, A and B are computed using lithium-ion pulse discharge characteristics and found 
as A=2873.1 and B= –1.483 respectively [12]. 
 
Figure 5.8 Day-ahead charge-discharge schedule of a BESS with the RTF scheme and with a rule-
based approach (a) day-ahead PV-BESS power schedule under the proposed RTF control scheme 
(b) BESS charge/discharge with a one-step ahead rule-based control for a variable PV profile 
The proposed RTF control ensures that a BESS does not discharge if voltage rise occurs 
during high PV. Additionally, the proposed controller smooths the output of a BESS. Therefore, a 
very few micro-cycles are detected in the case of RTF controlled BESS. A typical day-ahead 
charge-discharge schedule with the proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 5.8(a). The PCC 
experiences a voltage less than 0.95 p.u. in the evening as system peak occurs in that period. 
Therefore, the proposed RTF control discharges BESS in the evening peak period most of the days 
in a year. At night, network voltage resides within the upper and lower limits. As a consequence, 
usually it is not required to discharge a BESS any time of a day other than the evening peak. BESS 
partial discharge in the day time occurs only if the solar PV is unavailable and the system voltage is 
below the permissible lower limit of 0.95 p.u. (which could be due to the higher power consumption 
by customers during the day). Such situations lead to the occurrence of a few micro-cycles in a 
year. 
To calculate the BESS cycle-life degradation under an existing rule-based approach, BESS 
charge/discharge profiles are observed at several PV-load scenarios for one year duration. BESS 
charge-discharge curves for the rule-based approach of a variable PV day are presented in Figure 
5.8(b). It is noticed that with the rule-based approach, BESS are discharged at several DOD levels 
(10%-70%) due to PV variability. The BESS is again discharged at its rated DOD (90%) during the 
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evening peak. Therefore, a degradation factor due to micro-cycles needs to be calculated along with 
the full cycle count. 
The BESS cycle-life degradation is calculated using (5.16) for the proposed approach and also 
for the rule-based approach. The results are presented in Table 5.3. It is found that yearly 
degradation of BESS cycle-life due to the incurred micro-cycles with rule-based control is 8.9%. It 
is also noticed that about 4,000 micro-cycles occur yearly while using the rule-based algorithm. In 
contrast, the proposed RTF scheme uses a very few micro-cycles (only 70) in a year.  For the annual 
PV and load datasets used in the simulation, situations requiring micro-cycling arise only 70 times. 
Therefore, compared to the existing rule-based approach (yearly degradation 8.9%), the developed 
RTF scheme gives a much smaller degradation per year (0.4%) due to the incurred micro-cycles 
without compromising its control performance. With the proposed method, the best-case micro-
cycle occurrence in a day is found to be 0, whereas the worst-case micro-cycle occurrence is found 
as 1 per day. Therefore, the best possible micro-cycle occurrence in a year is 0 and the worst 
possible number of occurrences is 365. 
Table 5.3 Partial degradation of BESS cycle-life due to micro-cycles   
Items Values 
One-step 
ahead rule-
based 
approach 
Micro-cycles 3 (daily best) 
12 (daily worst) 
4000 (yearly) 
Full cycles 265 (yearly) 
Depth-of-Discharge (DOD) 10 – 70% (micro-cycle) 
80 – 90% (full cycle) 
Yearly degradation due to 
incurred full-cycles  
6.63% 
Yearly degradation due to 
incurred micro-cycles  
8.9% 
 Total degradation per year 15.53% 
Proposed RTF 
scheme 
Micro-cycles 0 (daily best) 
1 (daily worst) 
70 (yearly) 
Full cycles ~265 (yearly) 
Depth-of-Discharge (DOD) < 80% (micro-cycle) 
80 – 90% (full cycle) 
Yearly degradation due to 
incurred full-cycles  
6.63% 
Yearly degradation due to 
incurred micro-cycles  
0.4% 
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 Total degradation per year 7.03% 
For both control schemes, yearly cycle-life degradation due to the full cycles is found as 
6.63%. It is to be mentioned that yearly degradation of 0.4% due to the micro-cycles implies that 
0.4% of the maximum cycle-life will be lost per year. However, the total degradation calculated for 
both full and micro cycles for the RTF method is 7.03%. It indicates that if the BESS has 2500 
maximum cycles, almost 175 (=2500×0.0703) cycles will be used per year. Therefore, with the 
proposed RTF method, maximum 14 (=2500/175) years BESS life can be obtained. However, the 
BESS life is also affected by other factors e.g. operating temperature and self-discharge, which are 
not considered in this calculation. In contrast, by using the rule-based control scheme, the 
achievable maximum BESS life time is 6.5 years, which is much less than that of using the RTF 
method. 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, a generic forecast-based receding horizon control approach is proposed and 
experimentally validated for prolongation of BESS lifetime without compromising distribution 
voltage performance. The key findings of this work are as follows: 
• The use of short-term forecasting of PV generation in the proposed method can deliver 
substantial benefits for the prolongation of BESS life when used in voltage regulation in 
distribution networks. The cycle-life degradation of BESS is significantly reduced by using 
the proposed RTF control approach compared to the traditional one-step ahead rule-based 
technique.  
• An increase in the forecast horizon length generally tends to improve the BESS cycling and 
voltage regulation performance. However, the benefits through the use of longer horizons 
tend to gradually diminish due to the combined effect of increasing forecast error and 
increased computation burden. Nevertheless, this limitation can be partially addressed 
through the use of better forecasting methods such as methods based on the use of a sky-
camera. 
• Latency is observed between the BESS power command (dSPACE) and the actual BESS 
response (RTDS) in hardware-in-the-loop simulation. This latency causes no noticeable 
effect on the control operation because the period associated with the frequency of the PV 
variations is much longer than the latency associated with the HIL set-up.  
The proposed method controls individual BESS for PCC voltage regulation simultaneously 
reducing the rapid cycling of BESS. As the use of BESS proliferates in residential sectors, their 
aggregated use for system voltage regulation is considered as an option. In the next chapter, a 
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generic optimum voltage regulation framework for BESS aggregators will be developed and 
experimentally validated. 
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Chapter 6 Coordinated Multi-Objective 
Control of Distributed BESS Units  
The utilisation of BESS is beneficial for customers through energy arbitrage and demand 
response incentives. The growing use of solar PV leads to an increase in the uptake of BESS in the 
residential sector. Distributed BESS are suitable for system voltage regulation if they are centrally 
controlled. To accomplish such tasks, demand response aggregators (DRA) can play a vital role. To 
this end, establishing a central control method to coordinate the distributed BESS for voltage 
regulation is essential [5, 68].  
When customers leverage their BESS capacity for voltage regulation, it comes at the expense 
of their planned arbitrage resulting in costs to customers termed as disutility. The existing optimum 
voltage regulation approaches often do not directly take this into account [17, 69, 73]. The main 
objective of this chapter is to explicitly model this phenomenon and develop a control scheme to 
optimise the overall benefit to customers. The major contributions are listed as follows. 
(i) A generic mathematical model for the cost of voltage regulation with BESS is formulated 
as a function of ‘disutility’ and system voltage. Customers’ disutility is expressed as a non-linear 
function of BESS dispatch, whilst the expression is generalised for any customers. 
(ii) The customers’ disutility and DRA’s cost models are utilised to formulate an optimisation 
problem to search for feasible and cost-effective BESS charge-discharge trajectories so that 
‘disutility’ is minimised ensuring acceptable system voltage. Therefore, distribution voltage is 
regulated through a coordinated effort of a DNO and a DRA, while DNOs pay to DRAs for their 
service via a short/long term contract, unlike existing voltage regulation methods.  
(iii) The effectiveness of the proposed method is validated via hardware-in-the-loop 
simulations involving RTDS and dSPACE. The experiment is conducted under variable PV power 
profiles for several hours to test the performance of the BESS control scheme. 
In the subsequent sections, the proposed control algorithm and relevant simulation results are 
presented. The indices, variables and parameters used in this chapter are provided in the 
nomenclature in the last section.   
6.1 Proposed Control Algorithm 
In this section, generalised mathematical expressions of a distribution system with PV and 
BESS are formulated and then the control variables are identified. In the next stage, an optimisation 
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problem is developed and its solution method is described. 
6.1.1 Power Flow Model 
A radial distribution network with n number of buses is considered and presented by the set 
N:=[N1, N2, N3, . . , Nn]. Let L be the set of load buses in the network, where L:=[L1, L2, L3, . . , 
Lp]. The set of BESS connected nodes is represented by B, where B:=[ B1, B2, B3 , . . ,  Bm]. The 
network admittance is represented by the matrix Yn×n. Let H be the set of the buses through which 
the network is connected to the grid such that H ⊆  N.  
If a particular node does not have a load that consumes real or reactive power or does not 
have a PV or BESS, the corresponding variables are set to zero. The active power (PBi) and reactive 
power (QBi) of BESS are considered as the control variables, where i∈ [1, …, n]. The state variables 
include real (Pgi) and reactive power (Qgi) of the infinite bus. Voltage magnitudes (Vi) and angles 
(δi) of all the nodes are also considered as state variables. The state variables are presented by a set 
Zi := [Pgi, Qgi ,Vi, δi], while the voltage magnitude and angle of the slack bus are known and not 
included in the state vector. The real and reactive power flow problems at ith node of a balanced 
three phase system can be expressed by (6.1) – (6.2) [108].   
1
cos( )
n
gi PVi Bi li i j ij ij j i
j
P P P P V V Y
=
+ + − = θ + δ −δ∑                                (6.1) 
1
sin( )
n
gi PVi Bi li i j ij ij j i
j
Q Q Q Q V V Y
=
+ + − = − θ + δ −δ∑                           (6.2) 
It is to be noted that the expressions of network parameters and all the variables are presented 
in the nomenclature in Section 6.5. 
6.1.2 Disutility to Customers 
 
Figure 6.1 Threshold BESS output and customer’s disutility modelling 
Feed-in-tariff is a popular form of incentive that is a rate paid to electricity consumers for 
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feeding solar power back to the grid [3]. Without any solar feed-in-tariff scheme, a potentially 
economic option can be to store the excess PV energy in a BESS during the day and utilising the 
stored energy when solar power is not available. To this end, an economic charging rate (PBTHi) of 
BESS at i-th sampling instant can be expressed by (6.3). 
; [1 ]BTHi li PViP P P i ,n= − ∀ ∈                                                                         (6.3) 
where, PLi and PPVi indicate the customer’s load and PV power respectively at i-th sampling 
instant and shown in Figure 6.1. If the load is higher than PV output, the sign of PBTHi is positive 
which indicates discharging of BESS. The negative sign of PBTHi indicates charging of BESS when 
PV is higher than load. 
Any change in the threshold charge/discharge rate (PBTHi) for the network voltage support will 
impose costs or disutility to customers. A BESS charge rate higher than PBTHi implies charging 
from the grid, while a charge rate less than PBTHi means exporting power to the grid. Discharging 
BESS is directly associated with its lifetime. Any discharge rate above PBTHi implies quick 
discharge, which gradually diminishes the BESS lifetime. BESS discharging at a smaller rate than 
PBTHi implies a slower discharge for which BESS may not be available for charging when required. 
If higher BESS power is commanded, the consumer will experience more disutility and vice versa. 
To address the above phenomenon, the disutility of customers by using BESS is modelled as a 
quadratic function of BESS power and expressed by (6.4). 
2
1a ; [1 ]Bi Bi BTHif ( P ) ( P P ) i ,n= − ∀ ∈                                                        (6.4) 
where a1 is a constant that implies disutility convex coefficient and its value depends on the cost of 
BESS generation (in $/kW) for network voltage support. The quadratic disutility function is 
illustrated in Figure 6.1. The role of f is to impose a cost on the loss of consumer’s quality of 
service, and the subsequent optimisation of the proposed method is supposed to balance that against 
the other needs (discussed in Section 6.1.3).  
6.1.3 Optimisation Problem Formulation   
The input data for the problem are PPVi, QPVi, Pli , Qli, Vj and δj, where i ∈  [1, …, n] and j ∈ 
H. The above inputs can be measured via smart meters. Given a specific choice of the control 
variables PBi and QBi, there is (n×2) number of unknowns, which can be determined from the (n×2) 
power flow equations, assuming a solution exists.  
i) Objective Function 
Let J be a function that models the cost to the relevant stakeholders (consumer and DNO). 
The formulated cost function is given by (6.5). 
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2 2 2( , , , ) ( ) 1 ; [1, ]Bi gi Bi i Bi i gi BiJ P P Q V f P V P Q i n= +a − +β + γ ∀ ∈                (6.5) 
The first term of the cost function is consumer’s disutility as explained in subsection 6.1.2. 
The second term helps in keeping the bus voltage close to unity by choosing a large value of the 
voltage penalty factor α. A reasonable value of β should be chosen to keep the third term of (6.5) in 
order to maintain the peak demand of the total network as low as possible. Keeping the bus voltages 
near unity is in the interest of voltage regulation and is consistent with peak shaving. The fourth 
term of the cost function is to penalise reactive power injection from the BESS for voltage 
regulation. Distribution voltage regulation can be attained by controlling both real and reactive 
power of the BESS inverters. Currently, BESS are comprised of four quadrant inverters enabling 
the flexibility of using a limited amount of reactive power besides real power. The reactive power 
penalty factor γ should be reasonable enough so that BESS can utilise its reactive power within 
allowable limits since there are restrictions on power factors of inverters in many power systems. 
In reality, the cost function and associated variables change every sampling instant. The 
objective is to minimise the cost of a DRA and decide the BESS operation instantly. Therefore, time 
dependence has been omitted in the problem formulation. 
ii) Limits on Total Power Flow in a Network 
Constraints (6.6) and (6.7) are formulated to control the total real and reactive power flow. 
This will impose limits on the power import from the grid and reduce the overall cost to retailers. 
Maintaining peak power drawn from the grid within acceptable limits reduces the chance of 
transformer overloading, therefore, is consistent with the interests of a DNO. 
min max ; [1, ]gi gi giP P P i n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈                                                                   (6.6) 
 min max ; [1, ]gi gi giQ Q Q i n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈                                                                 (6.7) 
iii) BESS Capacity Constraints 
The state of charge (SoC) implies the percentage of available energy in a BESS at an instant 
with respect to its maximum capacity. If SoC of a BESS is y%, it requires (100–y)% of its rated 
energy to be completely charged. Voltage regulation may require both charge and discharge 
operations. Therefore, BESS SoC is continuously monitored by a DRA, which can be accomplished 
through the use of smart meters. The required amount of energy (Eavi kWh) for full charging of a 
BESS from the present state at ith node is expressed by (6.8). 
  max(1 ). ; [1, ]avi i iE SoC E i n= − ∀ ∈                                                              (6.8) 
where the maximum BESS capacity at ith node is denoted by Eimax (kWh) 
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Then, the maximum limits of real and reactive power of BESS at an instant are expressed by 
(6.9)–(6.10). 
   max ; [1, ]aviBi
VR
EP i n
T
= ∀ ∈                                                                            (6.9) 
1
max maxtan{cos ( . .)} ; [1, ]Bi BiQ p f P i n
−= ∀ ∈                                           (6.10) 
where TVR indicates the possible duration for voltage regulation and is given as an input by DRAs. 
Reactive power limit at an instant is calculated based on the power factor (p.f.) standards for small 
scale BESS inverters defined by IEEE 1547. These two limits expressed in (6.9) and (6.10) are 
utilised to formulate the following constraints.  
min max ; [1, ]Bi Bi BiP P P i n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈                                                                (6.11) 
min max ; [1, ]Bi Bi BiQ Q Q i n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈                                                             (6.12) 
The value of PBimin and QBimin can be 0 or equal to -PBimax and -QBimax respectively depending 
on the DRA’s choice. 
iv) Node Voltage Constraints 
The voltage of the BESS connected nodes are controlled within standard limits and expressed 
by (6.13). 
min max ; [1, ]iV V V i n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈                                                                         (6.13) 
v) BESS Inverter Size 
The real and reactive power of BESS must be selected in such a way that can reside under the 
inverter’s maximum capacity limit as expressed by (6.14). 
2 2 2
max( ) ; [1, ]PVi Bi BiP P Q S i n+ + ≤ ∀ ∈                                                         (6.14) 
where, Smax implies the maximum VAR capacity of the BESS inverter. 
Now, the goal is to pick PBi and QBi that minimises J and for which the corresponding Pgi, 
Qgi, Vi, δi (obtained from power flow equations) satisfy the relevant inequality constraints 
expressed by (6.1)-(6.2), (6.6) – (6.7) and (6.11) – (6.14). 
A decision vector x ꞉꞊ [PBi, QBi, Pgi, Qgi ,Vi, δi]T, which is a concatenation of the control and 
exogenous signals. The load-flow equations (6.1) and (6.2) are expressed in the form of g(x) = 0. 
An inequality in the form of a ≤ x ≤ b is equivalent to x − b ≤ 0 and –x + a ≤ 0. Therefore, all the 
inequality constraints in (6.6) – (6.7) and (6.11) – (6.14) are compactly represented as h(x) ≤ 0. The 
expression of the inequality constraints is given by (6.15). 
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2 2
max
.
( )
.
h h
h
A x b
h x
C x S
− 
=  
−  
                                                                                 (6.15) 
Ah, Bh and Ch for a two node system with a single BESS are represented as follows.   
max
min
max
min
max
min
max
min
max
min
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Once the constraints are rewritten as g(x) = 0 and h(x) ≤ 0, the goal is to pick x that solves the 
following optimisation problem expressed by (6.16) and (6.17) 
minimise ( )J x
x
                                                                                            (6.16) 
Subject to    
( ) 0
( ) 0
=
 ≤
g x
h x
                                                                                                     (6.17) 
The cost and inequality constraints are convex functions of x, while the equality constraints 
are non-linear and non-convex [106]. Therefore, a suitable solution method is required to solve the 
problem for optimum solutions at every sampling instant.  
6.1.4 Solution Method  
The non-convexity of the problem as described in Section 6.1.3 is caused by the non-linear 
equality constraints originating from power flow equations. Therefore, the convex problem needs to 
be approximated by a linear equality. The simplest approach is chosen for this purpose, this is called 
Jacobian Linearisation around an operating point of the state [110]. 
For Jacobian linearisation, let x0 be a nominal operating point. Let ∆x = x–x0 so that the 
equality constraint can be linearised to g(x0) + ∇ g(x0) ∆x = 0, which is expressed by (6.18). 
h hA x bD =                                                                                                  (6.18) 
where 0( )hA g x= ∇ and 0( )hb g x= −                           
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Now, the problem can be defined by (6.19) and (6.20). 
~
0( ): ( )D = + DJ x J x x                                                                                     (6.19)      
~
0( ): ( )D = + Dh x h x x                                                                                     (6.20) 
Based on the aforementioned definitions, the formulated problem can be updated to the 
following form. 
~
minimise ( )J x
x
D
D
                                                                                         (6.21)                  
Subject to the constraints as expressed by (6.22) and (6.23) 
h hA x bD =                                                                                                    (6.22) 
~
( ) 0D ≤h x                                                                                                     (6.23)                                    
The convexity of J and h ensures that the respective 
~
J and 
~
h  are convex, which makes (6.21)-
(6.23) a convex problem. A simple heuristic method namely log-barrier interior point is used to 
search the optimum set point of the above problem [111]. The searching starts with a point x0 such 
that it satisfies g(x) = 0, which is accomplished through root finding. Then the resulting solutions 
are checked to ensure no violation of constraints. If any constraint is violated, the real and reactive 
powers are increased sequentially, until a feasible point is found. 
6.2 System Modelling and HIL Experiment 
The proposed control method is applied to the IEEE-13 nodes distribution network, which is 
modelled in RTDS platform [101]. The detailed modelling of the system components is described in 
Chapter 5. PV and BESS units are placed at node 611 to observe the network voltage regulation 
performance with the proposed scheme. The single phase feeder connecting nodes 671, 684 and 611 
is chosen as the area of a DRA for voltage regulation. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is 
implemented on the selected feeder of the total network. Figure 6.2 presents the schematic diagram 
of the system with locations of PV, BESS and DRA. 
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Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram of the IEEE-13 nodes feeder with PV, BESS and DRA 
The state-of-charge SoC(k) of a BESS at k-th sampling instant depends on its previous state 
SoC(k–1) and is expressed by (6.24) [102]. 
( ) ( 1) . ( ).battSoC k SoC k I k t= − −h D                                                            (6.24) 
where Ibatt (k) is the charge/discharge current in the battery bank at the kth sampling instant and Δt 
represents the sampling period. The parameter η implies BESS charge/discharge efficiency. The 
protection circuit of BESS ensures that the SoC(k) is being operated within SoCmin and SoCmax 
limits. The detailed modelling of the BESS in RTDS platform is discussed in Chapter 5. 
 Hardware-in-the-loop simulation is performed using RTDS and a dSPACE controller board 
as shown in Figure 6.3. A detailed description of the set-up is provided in Chapter 5. The proposed 
BESS control approach is implemented in MATLAB Simulink software platform and the respective 
C-code is downloaded to dSPACE. While running the power flow of the RTDS network, all node 
voltage magnitudes, angles and real-reactive power flow through lines can be obtained.  
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Figure 6.3 (a) Schematic diagram of the hardware-in-the-loop set-up (b) Experimental set-up 
The analog data from the RTDS power flow simulation is accessed via a GTAO card and 
entered into the dSPACE control device through RG6 cables. The analog signals from the RTDS 
network is processed to digital using ADC channels of dSPACE and then is utilised in the proposed 
control algorithm to generate appropriate control signals for a BESS. The controller outputs from 
dSPACE are then passed on to the BESS model in RTDS via DAC channels. It is worth mentioning 
that the signals of RTDS and dSPACE are properly scaled before transporting to match the voltage 
levels ranging from -10V to +10V of the input/output ports of Gigabit Transceiver Input/output 
(GTI/O) cards of RTDS. 
The sampling period of the Simulink program is selected in such a way that the control 
algorithm can execute within the sampling interval. If the execution time is more than the sampling 
period, the program cannot be run in real time. The distribution network runs in RTDS at a 50µs 
sampling rate, while the Simulink program is executed in a few seconds.  
6.3 Results and Discussion 
The performance of the developed control algorithm is evaluated through several simulation 
scenarios. In the beginning, a base case load flow of the IEEE-13 node system is simulated. Then, 
two case studies are performed with a BESS placed at node 611. The performance of BESS 
controller is scrutinised under different values of voltage penalty factor, α in case studies 1 and 2 
respectively. The impact of different parameter values on the controller performance is also 
investigated. The values of the parameters of the proposed controller are presented in Table 6.1. All 
the values related to voltage and power are provided in p.u. considering the base power of the 
system as 1000 kVA.  
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Table 6.1  Parameter values in case studies-1 and 2 
Parameters Value 
SoCmin 10% 
SoCmax 90% 
Vmin 0.94 p.u. 
Vmax 1.055 p.u. 
Pgmin -5 p.u. 
Pgmax 5 p.u. 
Smax 1 p.u. 
The subsequent sections explain the detailed results and relevant discussions. 
6.3.1 Base Case (Voltage Regulation without BESS) 
The base case simulation is performed with a PV unit at node 611 and without any BESS in 
the network. A variable PV power profile for 7.5 hours is considered, while loads remain consistent 
at 118 kW. The PV power rises to 120 kW in the mid-noon, which causes a reverse active power 
flow at PCC. Figure 6.4(a) shows the profiles of PV power and customer’s load. The variable PV 
output causes voltage fluctuations at nodes 611 and 684 as shown in Figure 6.4(b). It can be 
observed that PCC voltage exceeds the upper limit (1.055 p.u.) at around noon time due to high PV 
generation. Therefore, a window of the PV power profile from 8:30 to 17:30 has been chosen to test 
the proposed BESS controller in case studies-1 and 2. 
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Figure 6.4 (a) Solar PV output and load profiles at PCC (b) Voltage profiles of the studied nodes 
(Base case) 
6.3.2 Case Study-1 (with BESS and a Positive Value of α) 
The values of the parameters a1, α, β and γ for case study-1 are given in Table 6.2. These 
values are chosen arbitrarily and are varied in Section 6.3.4 to understand the impact of the 
parameters on controller performance.  
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Table 6.2 Proposed control parameter values in case study-1 
Parameters Value (x10-6 $) 
a1 1000000  
α 10000 
β 10 
γ 10000 
The disutility convex coefficient a1 is selected sufficiently large as can be seen in Table 6.2. 
This is to match per unit conversion of the respective variables. Higher values of disutility 
coefficient imply costlier BESS operation for customers, which imposes more cost to the 
aggregators. The voltage penalty factor is chosen as a large value to restrict voltage deviation from 
unity. The weight on β has been kept low to relax the peak power flow of the network while the 
weight on reactive power penalty γ is chosen reasonably large so that it does not end up using much 
reactive power of BESS. 
In case study-1, a BESS is connected to node 611 and the proposed controller performance is 
examined. The real and reactive powers of the BESS and respective PV and load profiles are 
presented in Figure 6.5(a). It is observed that the BESS is charged at a variable rate from 8:30 until 
10:00 hrs and then it starts discharging for a while. The charge-discharge continues for the rest of 
the day. As presented in Figure 6.5(b), the voltage magnitudes of nodes 611 and 684 also reside 
within 0.94 to 1.055 p.u. limits for the studied duration. 
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Figure 6.5 Case study-1 with a positive value of α (a) PV, load and BESS power at PCC (b) Voltage 
profiles of the studied nodes 
It can be seen from Figures 6.5(a) and (b) that if PV output rapidly rises and results in a 
higher voltage (>1.055 p.u.) at the studied nodes, the BESS is discharged at such a rate that it 
regulates the voltage closer to the upper limit (1.055 p.u.). This is due to the high value of parameter 
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a1, which imposes a higher cost for increasing BESS charge rate. Therefore, instead of charging at a 
high rate, the proposed control algorithm decides to discharge BESS at a low rate keeping the 
voltage within specified limits. It is also observed from Figure 6.5(b) that the predicted voltage at 
node 611 by the proposed method in MATLAB mostly matches the actual node voltage in RTDS, 
which indicates a reasonable accuracy of the problem formulation.  
6.3.3 Case Study-2 (with BESS but No Voltage Penalty, α = 0) 
In case study-2, no voltage penalty is considered, this means the value of parameter α is set to 
0, while other parameters remain the same as case study-1. The real and reactive powers of BESS 
and respective node voltages are displayed in Figures 6.6(a) and (b) respectively. It can be observed 
from Figure 6.6(a) that the proposed control algorithm decides to charge the BESS at a fixed rate 
for the studied duration. Therefore, the voltage profiles of nodes 611 and 684 are maintained within 
permissible limits as shown in Figure 6.6(b). It can also be observed that the node voltages are close 
to 1.04 p.u. most of the time. 
In case study-2, the PCC voltages at a few sampling instants are more close to unity compared 
with the case study-1 (where a positive voltage penalty factor is used). The BESS has used a fixed 
charge rate (25kW) for voltage regulation in case study-2, which leads to an expensive BESS 
operation than that of case study-1. Because of the consistent charge rate of BESS, the PCC 
voltages are close to 1.0 p.u. at a few sampling instances. Therefore, the load flow with higher 
BESS power is more responsible for such a situation rather than the voltage penalty factor. 
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Figure 6.6 Case study-2 with a zero value of α (a) PV, load and BESS power at PCC (b) Voltage 
profiles of studied nodes 
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6.3.4 Comparing the Operating Regions of Case Studies 1 and 2 
 
Figure 6.7 Operating regions of BESS in both cases 
Figures 6.7 (a) and (b) show the costs of a DRA for two operating situations in case studies 1 
and 2. It is observed that the DRA costs for both case studies are positive values. The total cost 
varies between $0.5 and $1200, while BESS power varies from 0.005 to 0.025 p.u. in case study-1. 
It is calculated that the total cost of the DRA is $523 for the studied profile in case study-1, while 
the cost is $792 in case study-2. Hence, it can be said that voltage penalty in case study-1 causes 
less operational cost for the DRA. 
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region is wider than that of case study-2 as presented in Figure 6.7. The BESS is operating at a 
fixed point in case study -2, which is much costlier than all operating points of case-1. Thus, the 
DRA experiences more expensive operation of BESS in case study-2. With the variations of PV 
power, the threshold BESS charge rate varies as expressed in (6.3). Therefore, load disutility curves 
can be drawn at each PBTHi point as illustrated in Figure 6.7(b). An increase in BESS power 
magnitude requires higher costs. Therefore, the envelope of the operating regions of the BESS at 
different charge/discharge rates shows a parabolic trend.   
The controller performance is further checked for different values of parameters, a1, α, β and 
γ. Table 6.3 shows the BESS charge/discharge power and PCC voltage for two set points. It is 
observed that at a given load and PV, the value of a1 controls the charge/discharge rates of the 
BESS. The disutility co-efficient a1 represents the monetary value of using 1 p.u. BESS power for 
voltage regulation. Therefore, if the value of a1 decreases, charge/discharge rates of the BESS 
increase. If BESS are charged for voltage regulation as per set point -1 in Table 6.3, a zero value of 
the reactive power is observed. For a smaller value of a1 at set point-2, the BESS discharges and 
absorbs reactive power. The value of reactive power penalty factor (γ) is smaller in case-2 than that 
of case-1, which provides flexibility to utilise BESS reactive power. For the two set points, power 
flow penalty factor (β) is chosen a small value to ensure convergence of the optimisation problem. 
Now, the disutility co-efficient a1 is determined by the DRA looking at the customers’ actual 
disutility for BESS utilisation in voltage regulation. From the value of disutility function, the DRA 
decides the payable amount to a customer. The total cost of a DRA can be utilised to calculate the 
charge of a DNO for their network voltage correction.    
Table 6.3  Analysis of controller parameters impact on BESS performance 
Set point-1 (Pl =118 kW, PPV =100kW) 
Parameters a1 α β γ 
Values (x10-6 
$) 
1000000 1000 10 20000 
Variables PB QB V611 δ611 
Results (p.u.) -0.02 0 1.041 3.13 
Set point-2 (Pl =118 kW, PPV =100kW) 
Values 10000 100 0 200 
Variables PB QB V611 δ611 
Results (p.u.) 0.04 -0.005 1.052 4.5 
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6.4 Summary 
In this chapter, an optimisation problem is formulated and solved for least cost operation of 
customers PV and BESS ensuring system voltage regulation. The resultant BESS charge-discharge 
trails are utilised to control actual BESS in RTDS, while practically validating the proposed 
method. Results confirm that the proposed method can successfully regulate the system voltage 
within given specified limits. Several control parameters namely disutility coefficients and voltage 
and reactive power penalty factors are introduced. The choice of controller parameters highly 
influences the total cost of DRA and the performance of BESS. The obtained values of the total cost 
from the analyses help to determine the payable amount to customers by DRA for participating in 
demand response. The total cost of the DRA for voltage regulation service is to be paid by the 
DNO. The major findings of the chapter are as follows: 
(i) It is found that imposing a penalty on PCC voltage variation in the proposed controller 
reduces the total cost of DRAs. 
(ii) Both charge and discharge operations happen in case study-1, while case study-2 is 
limited to only charging BESS at a high rate. It is found from results that BESS operation in case-1 
is more cost effective than that in case-2. 
(iii) If the disutility function is more convex, the higher charge/discharge rates of BESS are 
required. The proposed BESS controller tries to keep the PCC voltage close to unity and alleviates 
the risk of over voltage.  
The hardware-in-the-loop simulation results provide an insight about the performance of the 
proposed controller in real-time. The control method is able to utilise actual BESS in a network for 
voltage regulation provided that communication between the local and central controller is secured. 
It is found that multiple stakeholders’ involvement (e. g. customers and DNOs) is lucrative for 
DRAs. Customer’s behaviour can play a vital role to model their ‘disutility’ for permitting BESS in 
system voltage regulation. If customers are risk aversive, more convex disutility for utilising their 
BESS can be found, while risk takers have less disutility. In the future works, the potential 
advantages for a DNO by using the proposed method will be analysed in detail. 
In the next chapter, the concluding remarks and future direction of this research will be 
discussed.     
6.5 Nomenclature 
i, j Bus indices 
Sets 
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N Set of total buses 
L Set of load buses 
H Set of infinite bus 
B Set of BESS connected buses 
x State vector 
Parameters  
n Total number of nodes 
p Number of loads 
m Number of BESS connected nodes 
Yn×n Bus admittance matrix 
θ Bus admittance angles 
η BESS efficiency 
α Voltage penalty factor 
β Active power flow penalty factor 
γ Reactive power penalty factor of BESS 
a1 Disutility convex co-efficient  
Vmin Minimum voltage magnitude in p.u. 
Vmiax Maximum voltage magnitude in p.u. 
TVR Possible duration for voltage regulation 
Exogenous variables (in p.u.) 
Pl Active power demand 
Ql Reactive power demand 
PPV Active power from solar PV 
QPV Reactive power from solar PV 
Pgmin Minimum active power drawn from grid  
Pgmax Maximum active power drawn from grid  
Eimax Maximum kWh capacity of BESS 
PBmin Minimum active power of BESS 
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PBmax Maximum active power of BESS 
QBmin Minimum reactive power of BESS 
QBmax Maximum reactive power of BESS 
Smax Maximum VAR capacity of the BESS inverter  
PBTH Threshold active power of BESS 
SoC State-of-charge of BESS 
SoCmin Minimum state-of-charge of BESS 
SoCmax Maximum state-of-charge of BESS 
State variables (in p.u.) 
Pg Active power drawn from grid  
Qg Reactive power drawn from grid 
V Bus voltage 
δ Bus voltage angle 
Actuation variables (in p.u.) 
PB Active power of BESS 
QB Reactive power of BESS 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
for Future Works 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, several technical tools and control methods have been developed for BESS to 
facilitate additional solar PV while maintaining satisfactory operation of distribution systems. 
Comprehensive investigations are carried out for better utilisation of solar PV and BESS in 
accordance with the existing standards. The proposed control approaches are experimentally 
validated using hardware-in-the-loop setup to realise their practical performance. In this chapter, the 
main contributions of this thesis are reviewed and some conclusions are drawn. 
In Chapter 2, the major technical issues caused by proliferated PV in power distribution 
systems and their existing solutions are outlined. The technical challenges due to high PV 
penetration include load curve reformation and voltage regulation, for which BESS are considered 
as an impending solution. The state of the art literature survey is carried out on existing tools for the 
allocation and control of BESS for peak shaving and voltage regulation purposes. Despite quite a 
few existing and ongoing studies, the present approaches on determining appropriate BESS 
allocation for peak shaving and voltage regulation are devoid of a few important factors that 
characterise a distribution system. Furthermore, the BESS control approaches should consider the 
cycling effect to prolong their life span in photovoltaic applications. 
In Chapter 3, BESS is utilised for peak shaving as well as network upgrade deferral for a 
specific planning horizon for the benefit of distribution network operators. Due to the ever growing 
peak demand and the uncorrelated occurrence time of PV and maximum load, distribution network 
operators require periodic reinforcement of their networks involving significant investment. BESS 
is a potential technology to defer system upgrades provided it is properly sized, located and 
managed. The existing tools of BESS sizing and siting mainly focussed on loss minimisation and 
lack explicit dependence on several factors such as, peak shave, load growth rate and PV 
penetration level that portray a distribution system. Consequently, the approaches so far are not 
generic enough to be portable to other networks.  
To address this niche, a generic tool to determine appropriate sizing, siting and operational 
planning of distributed BESS is developed. The proposed model expresses the net profit from 
network upgrade deferral with BESS as a function of peak load growth rate, peak shave fraction and 
arbitrage. The net profit model is utilised to formulate an optimisation problem to co-optimise 
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BESS sizing, siting and day-ahead dispatch. A potential policy is also proposed for interaction 
between a DNO and retailers so that BESS can be utilised to get energy arbitrage. The developed 
tool is applied to a segment of a Queensland network and the appropriate size, locations and 
dispatch schedule of multiple BESS are obtained through several case studies.  
The analyses in Chapter 3 indicate that system upgrades with optimally allocated BESS is an 
economic choice for a DNO rather than upgrading transformers and lines. The cost of BESS and the 
electricity price plays a vital role for a DNO to achieve financial benefit. It is found that network 
upgrade with BESS is less expensive in a low load growth rate region than that of a high load 
growth rate region. The required size of BESS increases with growing PV penetration level. To 
attain financial viability with BESS, the permissible PV penetration decreases with an increase in 
the load growth rate. The proposed tool can be helpful to network operators in deciding the 
optimum BESS capacity and location for any networks while maintaining technical and financial 
viability. 
The developed tool is further modified in Chapter 3 for distribution voltage regulation by 
utilising the real and reactive power of BESS and applied to a low voltage network. The modified 
tool utilises the k-means clustering method to categorise year-long solar PV power data into a few 
seasonal cluster profiles. By using the representative PV profiles, the proposed method is able to 
promptly determine appropriate real and reactive power dispatch schedules of BESS to achieve 
maximum energy arbitrage from the time of use electricity price, while maintaining acceptable 
system voltage. The enactment of the modified tool is verified through several case studies, which 
results in the desired BESS size to be 6 kWh for a customer with a 4 kW PV in the studied network. 
The payback time of PV-BESS is found to be close to only PV. However, the utilisation of PV-
BESS provides relatively more financial benefits to customers in the long run compared to PV only. 
This investigation also shows that demand response incentives need to be offered to customers for 
utilising BESS with PV.   
Having analyses of the suitable BESS sizing for peak shaving and voltage regulation 
applications, the steady-state voltage performance of a distribution system under substantial PV 
penetration is investigated in Chapter 4. The voltage rise phenomenon is described first in light of 
the existing standards. Then, a typical segment of the Queensland distribution network is analysed 
to understand the impact of existing and probable solar PV on the system voltage rise 
characteristics. The network voltage exceeds an allowable margin in reverse power flow cases even 
if the future PV inverter’s reactive VAR is controlled. To mitigate this problem, a methodology is 
proposed to determine maximum power injection by prospective PV units, which satisfies operating 
voltage limits. It is found that the maximum active power export limit for a new PV inverter in the 
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studied network is 1.5 kW at 0.9 lagging power factor. However, this limit may vary from one 
network to the other depending on the PV penetration level and line characteristics. If PV 
penetration increases in a feeder, the permissible export limit tends to decrease. This export limit is 
utilised to develop suitable BESS control strategies for better voltage regulation.  
The proposed control scheme can maintain the PCC voltage within acceptable boundaries 
with rapid fluctuations in BESS charge rates. This fluctuation is further reduced through additional 
rule settings in the control strategy. The main limitation of the obtained control features is that the 
charge-discharge profiles of BESS are not smoothened. The analyses direct that a prudent BESS 
control algorithm is required to reduce fluctuations of its charge and discharge modes in 
photovoltaic applications.  
To this end, a real-time forecast-based receding horizon control approach (named as RTF 
approach) is proposed in Chapter 5, which determines the appropriate charge and discharge profiles 
for BESS to mitigate voltage rise during high PV generation while simultaneously ensuring that the 
rapid cycling of BESS is reduced. The proposed control approach is based on PV power forecast for 
a finite time horizon at an instant using the previous PV measurement. The PV forecast is utilised to 
estimate the future voltage response trajectories by numerically solving load flow at each sampling 
instant over the selected time horizon. The proposed RTF controller searches for appropriate BESS 
charge/discharge trajectories through an iterative process to maintain the PCC voltage within 
acceptable limits. The novelty of this approach is that it perceives and integrates future trends of a 
PV output in the control system operation, which facilitates the mitigation of sudden voltage rises. 
Utilisation of receding horizon control is able to smooth BESS charge-discharge rates depending on 
the horizon window length. The designed controller reduces risk of rapid BESS cycling during 
voltage rise events and hence the life of BESS is prolonged.  
The proposed RTF control scheme is implemented in Simulink and applied to a radial system 
modelled in RTDS platform. The charge and discharge trajectories obtained from the RTF approach 
are passed onto respective BESS inverter controllers in RTDS as reference signals by means of a 
dSPACE board. Therefore, the performance of the proposed method is verified in HIL setup under 
several realistic PV and load scenarios. The major findings from the experimental results include, 
the short-term forecast of PV power and network voltage in the proposed approach is beneficial in 
foreseeing prospective voltage rise events. It is therefore, able to fix appropriate set points of BESS 
dispatch within the horizon window. Hence, the proposed RTF method promptly regulates the PCC 
voltage of a distribution system. BESS discharge operation under variable PV output is 
substantially reduced by using the RTF approach. Therefore, the cycle-life degradation of BESS is 
significantly lessened compared to a traditional one-step ahead rule-based technique.  
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As the use of BESS proliferates in residential sectors, their aggregated use for system voltage 
regulation is regarded as an option, provided that they are centrally controlled. If customers enable 
their BESS capacity for system voltage regulation, it comes at the expense of their planned arbitrage 
causing costs to them. In Chapter 6, this phenomenon is modelled and a control approach is 
developed from a DRA’s perspective. A mathematical model for the cost (termed as ‘disutility’) of 
customers due to BESS utilisation for voltage regulation is developed. The ‘disutility’ model is 
utilised to articulate the total costs of a DRA, which includes voltage and peak load restrictions. The 
customers’ disutility and DRA’s cost models are utilised to establish an optimisation-based tool to 
search for feasible and cost-effective BESS charge-discharge trajectories so that ‘disutility’ is 
minimised ensuring acceptable system voltage. The developed tool is able to regulate distribution 
voltage through a coordinated effort of a DNO and a DRA, while DNOs pay DRAs for their service 
via a short/long term contract.  
 The effectiveness of the proposed method is practically validated via hardware-in-the-loop 
set-up. The experiment is conducted under variable PV power profiles for several hours to test the 
performance of the BESS control scheme. The proposed tool is able to successfully coordinate 
multiple stakeholders’ interests through DRAs maintaining satisfactory system voltage regulation. 
The values of DRA’s costs can be utilised to evaluate the demand response incentives payable to 
customers. Besides, the payable amount by DNOs can also be calculated for providing them voltage 
regulation services. It is found that multiple stakeholders such as customers and DNOs involvement 
can be cost-effective for DRAs. Customers’ behaviour can play a vital role to model their 
‘disutility’ for permitting BESS in system voltage regulation. If customers are risk aversive, 
additional disutility for utilising their BESS can be found, while less disutility is expected for risk 
takers. 
7.2 Recommendations  
Although significant research work has been performed in this thesis, there are still a number 
of unresolved issues, which are highlighted below. 
i) Since network augmentation is more important in the primary distribution side than 
the secondary, the BESS sizing and siting tool is established for the balanced three 
phase network on the primary side. The tool can be further extended for unbalanced 
networks to evaluate an appropriate BESS size and site. 
ii) The proposed RTF control method can be implemented with practical BESS hardware 
for photovoltaic applications. Lithium-ion BESS has been used for the case studies in 
this thesis. The developed methods can also be tested and verified for other BESS 
technologies. 
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iii) An increase in the forecast horizon length in the proposed RTF method inclines to 
improve BESS life expectancy and voltage regulation performance. However, the 
benefits over the use of longer horizons are likely to be steadily reduced due to the 
combined effect of higher forecast error and computation burden. However, better 
forecasting techniques such as methods involving sky-camera can be utilised to 
address the limitation. 
iv) One of the aims of demand response aggregators is to make profits from market 
participation, which is not the focus of this thesis. Separate analyses are required to 
establish appropriate market policies for DRAs to provide services to DNOs and 
customers. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A1: IEEE 37 Nodes Radial Network Data 
The following network information has been taken from [97, 98]. 
a) Line Segment Data 
From Node To Node  Length(feet) Configuration 
701 702 960 722 
702 705 400 724 
702 713 360 723 
702 703 1320 722 
703 727 240 724 
703 730 600 723 
704 714 80 724 
704 720 800 723 
705 742 320 724 
705 712 240 724 
706 725 280 724 
707 724 760 724 
707 722 120 724 
708 733 320 723 
708 732 320 724 
709 731 600 723 
709 708 320 723 
710 735 200 724 
710 736 1280 724 
711 741 400 723 
711 740 200 724 
713 704 520 723 
714 718 520 724 
720 707 920 724 
720 706 600 723 
727 744 280 723 
730 709 200 723 
733 734 560 723 
734 737 640 723 
734 710 520 724 
737 738 400 723 
738 711 400 723 
744 728 200 724 
744 729 280 724 
775 709 0 XFM-1 
799 701 1850 721 
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b) Underground Cable Data 
Configuration Phasing Cable Spacing ID 
721 A B C 1,000,000 AA, CN 515 
722 A B C 500,000 AA, CN 515 
723 A B C 2/0 AA, CN 515 
724 A B C #2 AA, CN 515 
 
c) Underground Line Spacing (515) 
 
d) Transformer Data 
 
 
KVA KV-high KV-low R - % X - % 
Substation: 2,500 230 D 4.8 D 2 8 
XFM -1 500 4.8 D .480 D 0.09 1.81 
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e) Load Data 
 
Node Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-4 
 
Model KW KVAR KW KVAR KW KVAR 
701 D-PQ 140 70 140 70 350 175 
712 D-PQ 0 0 0 0 85 40 
713 D-PQ 0 0 0 0 85 40 
714 D-I 17 8 21 10 0 0 
718 D-Z 85 40 0 0 0 0 
720 D-PQ 0 0 0 0 85 40 
722 D-I 0 0 140 70 21 10 
724 D-Z 0 0 42 21 0 0 
725 D-PQ 0 0 42 21 0 0 
727 D-PQ 0 0 0 0 42 21 
728 D-PQ 42 21 42 21 42 21 
729 D-I 42 21 0 0 0 0 
730 D-Z 0 0 0 0 85 40 
731 D-Z 0 0 85 40 0 0 
732 D-PQ 0 0 0 0 42 21 
733 D-I 85 40 0 0 0 0 
734 D-PQ 0 0 0 0 42 21 
735 D-PQ 0 0 0 0 85 40 
736 D-Z 0 0 42 21 0 0 
737 D-I 140 70 0 0 0 0 
738 D-PQ 126 62 0 0 0 0 
740 D-PQ 0 0 0 0 85 40 
741 D-I 0 0 0 0 42 21 
742 D-Z 8 4 85 40 0 0 
744 D-PQ 42 21 0 0 0 0 
Total 
 
727 357 639 314 1091 530 
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Appendix A2: BESS Model Parameters Tuning [112] 
The required inductance of the output filter is determined by considering the condition when the 
ripple of the output current reaches its maximum value [112]. The factor representing such an 
instant is dependent on the modulation factor, which is determined by using expression (A2.1).  
2( , ) sin ( , ) sin ( , )factor g gI M t w t M w tD = −                                               (A2.1) 
where M presents the voltage gain of the circuit (output voltage/input voltage) and wg implies the 
grid angular frequency. 
     The output filter inductance L is designed by using the following expression considering a limit 
for the ripple of output current (ΔIL) [112]. 
ab factor
sw L
v I
L
f I
D
=
D                                                                                        (A2.2) 
where vab and fSW imply the PCC voltage and inverter switching frequency respectively.  
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Appendix A3: IEEE 13 Nodes Radial Network Data [97, 104] 
a) Line Segment Data 
Node A Node B Length (feet) Configuration 
632 645 500 603 
632 633 500 602 
633 634 0 XFM-1 
645 646 300 603 
650 632 2000 601 
684 652 800 607 
632 671 2000 601 
671 684 300 604 
671 680 1000 601 
671 692 0 Switch 
684 611 300 605 
692 675 500 606 
 
b) Overhead Line Configurations 
Configuration Phasing Phase Neutral Spacing 
  
ACSR ACSR ID 
601 B A C N 556,500 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 
602 C A B N 4/0 6/1 4/0 6/1 500 
603 C B N 1/0 1/0 505 
604 A C N 1/0 1/0 505 
605 C N 1/0 1/0 510 
 
c) Underground Cable Configurations 
Configuration Phasing Cable Neutral Space ID 
606 A B C N 250,000 AA, CN None 515 
607 A N 1/0 AA, TS 1/0 Cu 520 
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d) Spot Load Data 
Node Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-3 
 
Model (kW) (KVAR) (kW) (kVAR) (kW) (kVAR) 
634 Y-PQ 160 110 120 90 120 90 
645 Y-PQ 0 0 170 125 0 0 
646 D-Z 0 0 230 132 0 0 
652 Y-Z 128 86 0 0 0 0 
671 D-PQ 385 220 385 220 385 220 
675 Y-PQ 485 190 68 60 290 212 
692 D-I 0 0 0 0 170 151 
611 Y-I 0 0 0 0 170 80 
 
Total 1158 606 973 627 1135 753 
 
e) Distributed Load Data 
Node A Node B Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-3 
  
Model (kW) (kVAR) (kW) (kVAR) (kW) (kVAR) 
632 671 Y-PQ 17 10 66 38 117 68 
 
f) Shunt Capacitors 
Node Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 
 
(kVAR) (kVAR) (kVAR) 
675 200 200 200 
611 
  
100 
Total 200 200 300 
 
g) Transformer Data 
 
kVA kV-high kV-low R - % X - % 
Substation: 5,000 115 - D 4.16 Gr. Y 1 8 
XFM -1 500 4.16 - Gr.W 0.48 - Gr.W 1.1 2 
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h) Overhead Line Spacing (500, 505 and 510) 
 
h) Underground Cable Spacing (515 and 520) 
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Appendix A4: Links of Publications Included in This Thesis 
 
1) S R Deeba, R. Sharma, T. K. Saha, D. Chakraborty and A. Thomas, “Evaluation of Technical 
and Financial Benefits of Battery-Based Energy Storage Systems in Distribution Networks”, IET 
Renewable Power Generation, vol. 10, no. 8, pp. 1149-1160, September 2016. 
Link: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7564619/ 
2) S. R. Deeba, “A Battery Management Approach to Improve Steady State Voltage Performance 
of an LV Distribution Feeder”, Australasian Universities Power Engineering Conference, 25-28 
September, 2016, Brisbane, Australia. 
Link: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7749352/ 
3) S. R. Deeba, R. Sharma, T. K. Saha and A. Thomas, “Investigation of Voltage Performance of 
an LV Distribution Network for Improving Rooftop Photovoltaic Uptake in Australia”, IEEE Power 
and Energy Society General Meeting, 17-21 July, 2016, Boston, MA, USA. 
Link: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7742037/ 
4) S. R. Deeba, R. Sharma, T. K. Saha and D. Chakraborty, “A Tool to Estimate Maximum 
Arbitrage from Battery Energy Storage by Maintaining Voltage Limits in an LV Network”,  IEEE 
PES Asia-Pacific Power and Energy Engineering Conference, 15-18 November, 2015, Brisbane, 
Australia. 
Link: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/7380894/ 
5) S. R. Deeba, R. Sharma and T. K. Saha, “Coordinated Control of Multi-Functional Battery 
Energy Storage System in an Unbalanced Network”, Australasian Universities Power Engineering 
Conference, 28 September-1 October, 2014, Perth, Australia. 
Link: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/6966642/ 
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